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Report summary

A programme of archaeological monitoring of
groundworks was carried out on a site in
Clonard or Folkstown Great townland in
December 2015 under Licence No. 15E586.
Previous testing on the site (Licence No.
15E507) was carried out by the author and iden-
tified a number of features of archaeological
potential. The monitoring exposed a number of
areas of archaeology across the site, which were
subsequently excavated from January to March
2016. The archaeology on the site was divided
into five areas for the purposes of the excava-
tion.

A number of features were identified on the
site, some of which were indicative of Bronze
Age activity. The site appears to have been near
the edge of a wetland environment, with a slight
rise in the central portion of the site and
marshy ground to the north and southeast, and
a stream to the south. The ground sloped up to
the northwest.

Towards the centre of the site a truncated
penannular enclosure was identified with a
causeway of undug material suggesting an
opening to the southeast. Probable Late Bronze
Age pottery was retrieved from the fill of the
enclosure. A cremation pit containing tiny frag-
ments of possible prehistoric pottery and
broken tubular copper-alloy beads was un-
covered to the southeast of the entrance.

To the southwest of the enclosure the northern
portion of a ring barrow was identified. This
had an internal diameter of 7.2m and there was
evidence suggesting that there originally would
have been an internal mound and external bank.
No features were identified within the area en-
closed by the ditch. A number of large
water-rolled boulders were found within the fill
of the ditch and may originally have formed
above ground components of the monument.
An excavation was carried out by Gill
McLoughlin (15E558) on the site immediately
to the south dealing with the southern portion
of the barrow.

Section 1 Introduction

Overall plan of the features identified during the
excavation
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Two near-parallel gullies were identified to the
west of the site that appear to have defined a
routeway. The orientation of the routeway sug-
gests it may have been related to the enclosure
and barrow, both of which would have been
visible from the routeway. An entrance gap was
identified in the eastern gully leading to the east.
A number of pits and postholes on then higher
ground to the west of the gullies may be the re-
mains of a structure.

A small formerly wood-lined fulacht fiadh
trough was identified to the southeast of the
site and a burnt spread was identified to the
north. Two charcoal production pits were also
identified to the west.

An area of organic-filled depressions was un-
covered to the north of the site. This appears to
have formed between the low rise in the centre
of the field and the slope up the hill to the
north. This area of poor drainage appears to
have been present for a significant amount of
time given the location of fulachtaí fia in its vi-
cinity. An environmental core has been taken
from the material, which will be dated. It is pos-
sible that the environmental core will be able to
provide valuable information on the surround-
ing land usage and human intervention in the
area.

These features may have been contemporary
with eachother. We know that the barrow,
penannular enclosure and cremation pit are
likely to date to the Late Bronze Age based on
the finds assemblage and a date retrieved from a
cremation uncovered within the southern por-
tion of the barrow (Gill McLoughlin pers.
comm. 2016). The other features could poten-
tially date to this period also and it is possible
that the site represents part of the lands of a
localised kin-group in the Late Bronze Age,
with a small ceremonial and burial area in one
part of the site, along side resource exploitation
of the wetland environment. The avenue may
have connected this are with the main settle-
ment or other nearby settlements, possibly
linking a localised kin-group with the larger
community.

Three areas of archaeology on the site were
preserved in situ. Additional topsoil was placed
over these areas. Archaeological assessment and

monitoring of any future works in these areas
should be carried out to ensure the works do
not encroach on the archaeology below.

Two archaeological features recorded on the
site, the medieval ditch and the avenue, both
continued beyond the limit of excavation to the
north. Archaeological monitoring should be
carried out in these areas if future development
is proposed.

Site Location

The site is located to the north of the Clonard
Road, Balbriggan (R122), northwest of the ex-
isting St. George’s School, and west of the
Hampton Garden development. The site is loc-
ated 1.28km from the centre of Balbriggan at
the western edge of the town, and east of the
M1. Prior to the school development the lands
were undeveloped and span the townland
boundary of Clogheder and Clonard or Folk-
stown Great townlands, though the
construction works are solely located in Clonard
or Folkstown Great townland.

The site is located in the parish of Balrothery
and the barony of Balrothery East.

Location of the areas within the development with
archaeology preserved in situ
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Development and planning

The development proposed the construction of
a new school building in two phases on a site of
c. 5.538 hectares. Phase 1 of the project com-
prised the construction of one 2-storey post
primary school building with a physical educa-
tion hall, special need unit, support teaching
spaces and ancillary accommodation. Phase 2
comprised the construction of a 2-storey exten-
sion of the school comprising teaching spaces
and ancillary accommodation. The total floor
area space for both phases is c. 9,400m2.

Site works to the school ground consist of the
provision of 140 cycle spaces, bin stores, ball
courts, secure play area, 50m2. external storage
building, covered work area, landscaping, ESB
substation, boundary treatments, and other as-
sociated site development works. A total of 60
car parking spaces, drop-off and pick-up facilit-
ies, and a new access road were also proposed.

All construction works are located within
Clonard or Folkstown Great townland. Only
spoil storage and landscaping works were pro-
posed within the small portion of Clogheder
townland to the southeast of the site.

Planning

The development has been granted planning
permission (Fingal County Council Ref.
F15A/0242). Condition 9 of the Grant of Plan-
ning Permission requires that a programme of
pre-development archaeological test-trenching
and an archaeological desktop assessment be
carried out on the site.

The site was previously part of a grant of plan-
ning permission in 2007 for land designated in
the Balbriggan North West Local Area Plan for
development (Fingal Co. Co. F07A/1249). The
proposed development was on a large site of
36.08 hectares (90.2 acres) and comprises 1057
no. dwelling units within 5 development areas.
As part of this planning application it was pro-
posed to facilitate the construction of the pump
station by Fingal County Council, which has
now been completed. Also as part of this plan-
ning application, a site of 1.8 hectares was

Extrance from the Ordnance Survey map showing the
general location of the site (top)

satellite image of development site, courtesy of
www.googlemaps.com (centre)

Development plan (bottom)
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reserved for a primary school site. While the
majority of this development has not yet gone
ahead, the planning permission is still outstand-
ing as it was granted for 10 years.

A large programme of archaeological assess-
ment was carried out in 2007 advance of these
works including geophysical surveying by Target
Geophysics Ltd. and Joanna Leigh Surveys, and
testing by Ruth Elliott and Terry Connell. Dur-
ing this project the large development was
divided into 23 numbered fields for descriptive,
reference and recording purposes. The current
development site lies within parts of six of
these fields, Fields 12, 13, 16, 17, 19 and 21,
with the site taking up the majority of Field 17.
For cross-referencing purposes this report car-
ries on the field number system of the previous
reports. The main construction works on the

Field names used in the report (top)

Largescale testing carried out by Ruth Elliott in 2007,
Licence No. 07E057 (bottom)
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site were in Fields 16 and 17. Monitoring was
carried out within Field 12 as the southern por-
tion of this field was stripped prior to being
used for spoil storage during the development.
Fields 13 and 19 were tested during the previous
phase of the works, however as no construction
works were proposed within these fields they
were not included in the monitoring or excava-
tion phase. No stripping was carried out to the
south of the townland boundary within Field 21
as archaeology had previously been identified
within this part of the site and was to be pre-
served in situ. This part of the site was used for
temporary spoil storage prior to landscaping
above the built up ground level, with the origin-
al topsoil being left in situ to protect the
underlying archaeology.

Works in the eastern part of the area were un-
derway during the testing programme and this
development, or some variation of it, may be
carried out in the future.

During the excavation road building works re-
lating to the adjacent development to the
southwest were being carried out at the same
time. The continuation of the ring barrow iden-
tified in Area 2 into this site was excavated by
Gill McLoughlin under Licence No. 15E558.
This project also included a trench along the
northern side of the townland boundary within
the boundary of the current site for the inser-
tion of a waste water pipe. These works were
carried out under Licence No. 15E558.

The lands of the current school development,
as well as the two schools to the south fronting
onto the main road, are all constructed within
the boundary of the Balbriggan North West
Local Area Plan lands.

Location of the previous testing programmes carried out
in the vicinity of the site with Elliott's (07E057) in purple,

Connell's (07E1155) in brown and McGlade's (15E507) out
lined in black (top)

Location of the geophysics carried out on the site in 2005
by Target Ltd. as part of the Northwest Balbriggan Local

Area Plan (bottom)
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A programme of archaeological monitoring was
carried out on the site from the 14th December
2015 and continued throughout the excavation
as additional areas were cleared for stripping.
The archaeological monitoring began after a
phase of sod removal which, combined with
poor weather conditions during the works,
severely hampered the process due to the ex-
cessive quantities of mud created. Once the
monitoring was initiated the stripping was car-
ried out by a number of mechanical excavators
supervised by qualified archaeologists. Various
stripping programmes had to be devised to deal
with spoil management issues and avoidance of
archaeological areas as they were revealed.

Five areas requiring archaeological excavation
were identified. Area 1 was located to the west
of the site, straddling the field boundary
between Fields 16 and 17 of the previous as-
sessments, and presented as a pair of parallel
curving gullies and a number of small pits and
postholes. Area 2 was located to the southwest
of the site and presented as the northern side
of a ring ditch and a number of additional
ditches. Area 3 was located slightly to the south
of the centre of the site and presented as a
penannular enclosure and a small pit. Area 4
was located to the east of the site covering a
large area of relatively scattered features includ-
ing a fulacht fiadh trough and possible medieval
ditches. Area 5 also covered a large area of the
site and was located to the north, presenting as
a number of rich organic filled features, the re-
mains of a burnt spread and a medieval ditch to
the northeast.

Area 4 included portions of the site that were
stripped for spoil management purposes, in-
cluding in Field 12 of the previous assessments.
Approximately three quarters of the southern
end of Field 12 was monitored in advance of
the placement here of the spoil heap for the
site. The stripping was halted to the south of
the medieval ditch, metalled surface and other

features identified here during the testing pro-
gramme (McGlade 2015b, 36). This part of the
site was to be built up significantly by c. 2m pri-
or to being laid out as a playing field. The
archaeology in this part of the site was pre-
served in situ.

Section 2 Monitoring programme

Extent of the monitored areas within the development
(top)

Location of Archaeological Areas 15 (bottom)
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While a number of features in this area were ex-
cavated during the excavation, some were tested
and recorded before being recovered. The res-
ults of this are given in the excavation section
below. As this part of the site was to be built up
it was possible to alter spoil management routes
to avoid these features and preserve them in situ.
An area to the west of the field boundary
between Fields 12 and 17 was avoided during
the works to preserve in situ a number of
ditches that were uncovered during initial mon-
itoring works. No finds were uncovered during
the testing of these ditches, however the loca-
tion and orientation of the ditches suggests they
may relate to the section of medieval ditch ex-
cavated at the eastern end of Area 5.

No subsurface works were planned in the por-
tion of the development site to the south of the
townland boundary between Clogheder and
Clonard or Folkstown Great. This part of the
site, in Fields 21 and part of 22, contained two
areas of archaeological potential identified by
Ruth Elliott in 2007 (Elliott 2007, 35). The ar-
chaeology in this location was preserved in situ.
No subsurface works were carried out in this
area with the ground being built up and used
for spoil storage, the spoil being placed directly
on the existing topsoil. No further subsurface
works were proposed in this part of the site.

During previous testing programmes on the site
it was noted that a layer of silt was present be-
low the topsoil and overlying the natural subsoil
below. In the field to the south of the townland
boundary this was found to overlie features of
an archaeological nature. Once the initial topsoil
stripping was carried out this layer was also re-
moved to assess for archaeological remains
beneath it. The layer may relate to flooding
episodes of the stream running along the town-
land boundary.

View of site after desodding prior to monitoring phase
(top)

Various views during the monitoring phase of the works
(lower three images)
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Some initial excavation works began on the 5th
January with the full team arriving on the 18th
January, and ran until the 11th March 2016. Ini-
tially works were carried out to facilitate
construction requirements, focusing on provid-
ing a route for spoil removal and vehicle transit
across the site and excavating the archaeological
features within the line of the building works in
Areas 1 and 3. Excavation of the isolated fea-
tures in Area 4 was carried out simultaneously
to facilitate site works. Following this the re-
mainder of Area 1 was excavated, followed by
Area 5 and finally Area 2.

The natural subsoil was found to vary greatly
across the site. To the southwest dark brownish
grey stony clay and stony silty clay layers were
found to overlie a greyish white sandy silt at a
depth of 1m below the top of the subsoil. In
the central portion of the site the natural was a
yellowish brown stony boulder clay with occa-
sional grey silt patches. When excavated this was
found to overlie various other natural layers
also. To the northeast multiple layers were iden-
tified with a dark grey to black clayey silt
overlying a black stony boulder clay, in turn
overlying a yellow boulder clay, which overlay a
light greenish grey stony sand. In some places
the black boulder clay was found to overlie the
yellow boulder clay in patches resembling fea-
tures, though when these were investigated they
were found to be natural. A number of possible
features were noted in the northwest of the
field during the testing programme and it is
possible these relate to patches of this dark nat-
ural rather than archaeological features. To the
north in Area 5, the boulder clay was a bright
aquamarine colour at the base of the organic
deposits. Initially it appeared this may have been
caused by some reaction with the decomposing
organics in the feature, however more patches
of this aquamarine boulder clay were noted dur-
ing site works in other parts of the site
suggesting it was a naturally occurring layer
within the subsoil.

Section 3 The excavation

Location of archaeological Areas 15 (top)

Natural layers evident in section, Area 1, looking north
(middle)

Aquamarine boulder clay apparent at the base of one of
the natural depressions in Area 5, looking west (bottom)
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Area 1

Area 1 was located at the western end of the
proposed development site. During the testing
programme a number of potential archaeologic-
al features were identified in this area, with a
number of possible pits and postholes noted, as
well as a sand-filled linear feature. Once this
area was stripped a number of additional fea-
tures were identified. The area was divided by
the existing northwest-southeast running field
boundary (F48). This ditch is depicted on the
First Edition Ordnance Survey map in the
1830s.

The most striking feature identified in this part
of the site was a possible route-way or avenue,
defined by two near-parallel curvilinear gullies
(F35 and F38). They entered the site running
northwest-southeast for 33m from the northern
end before turning to the east-southeast for
25m. The gullies then turned in an arc to the
south, continuing for another 32m and exiting
the site to the south. The gullies were truncated
by the existing field boundary ditch (F48) in two
places, with the arcing
section of the avenue
lying on the eastern
side of the field
boundary and the
northern end lying on
the western side. The
field boundary re-
moved the southern
end of the avenue.
The gullies were 4-
4.5m apart to the
north widening to
7.2m apart at the
curve to the east, after
which they narrowed
to 4m again before
widening slightly again
to 6.4m at the south-
ern end.

The two gullies were
relatively similar in
size and shape for
much of their length,
being generally U-

shaped in profile with straight, sharply sloping
sides and flat bases. The cuts for both features
were clearly defined, with the relatively soft fills
coming down onto hard natural subsoil. The
eastern gully (F38) was wider and deeper, and
also had a stepped eastern edge at the northern
end. This may be indicative of some additional
maintenance of this gully at this point.

The main fills of the gullies (F36 and F39) con-
sisted of a series of lenses of gravel, sand, silt
and clay indicative of repeated episodes of
flooding and slow ordered build-up of sediment
over time. Towards the southern end these
lenses gave way to a consistent grey clay more
suggestive of standing water. This coincides
with the more waterlogged and low-lying part
of the site. The grey clay extended further to

Context L. (m) W. (m) D. (m)

F35 90m min 0.450.7m 0.150.45m
F36 90m min 0.450.7m 0.150.45m
F38 90m min 0.450.9m 0.10.45m
F39 90m min 0.450.9m 0.10.45m
F47 32m min 0.140.7m 0.330.45m
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the north within the eastern gully (F38), pos-
sibly because it was downslope from the
western gully (F35), with the land rising to the
north and west. A lower fill (F47) was identified
within the eastern gully to the southwest con-
sisting of a stony fill along the internal side of

the gully, representing a slumping of the intern-
al edge at this point. The fills of both gullies
were relatively sterile.

A gap, possibly marking an entrance, measuring
7.58m in width was noted in the eastern gully
(F38) at the point where the distance between
the gullies was at its greatest. This possible en-
trance pointed to the east-northeast.

No surface was identified between the two gul-
lies and no other features were located within
them. The gullies appeared to run down the hill
from the northwest before turning toward the
barrow (F134) and penannular enclosure
(F6/8/67) and then turning away from them

Views of sections through the eastern gully (C38) from
north (top left) to south (bottom left). Note the grey clay
fill within the central and southern portion of the gully.

Views of sections through the western gully (C35) from
north (top right) to south (bottom right). Note the numer
ous lenses of sand and silt forming the fill.
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again to the southwest. The gap in the eastern
gully, coinciding with the widest area between
the gullies may mark an access point from the
avenue to the burial monuments to the south-
east.

A shallow oval pit (F96) with dense charcoal-
rich fill (F37) was uncovered to the east of the
eastern gully and just to the south of the pos-
sible entrance gap. There was no in situ burning
evident within the pit. The pit appears to rep-
resent the base of a more substantial feature,
the upper levels of which have been lost. The
density of the charcoal may suggest that the
feature was used as a charcoal production pit.
This is also suggested by the lack of in situ
burning, where the reduced oxygen environ-
ment would not have caused the underlying
subsoil to turn red.

The base of a circular fire pit (F50) was identi-
fied to the east of the eastern gully (F38) and
north of the possible entrance. Only the base
of the feature survived, which had some in situ
burning. The fill of the pit (F51) was a dense
charcoal with no stone inclusions.

A small oval pit (F54) was located to the east of
the eastern gully (F38) and south of the fire pit
(F50). The fill of the pit (F55) contained occa-
sional inclusions of burnt stone, however there
was little evidence for the original function of
this pit.

Further to the east a large isolated possible pos-
thole (F58) was uncovered. This had one
sloping side to the northwest, possibly to aid
the erection of the post. The other sides were
near vertical. There was no evidence for packing
stones or a post-pipe within the fill of the pit
(F59), which was a consistent single fill.

A small isolated pit (F52) was located to the
north of the area to the east of the eastern gully
(F38). No diagnostic material was retrieved
from the fill of this pit (F53).

Midex view of gullies F35 and F38, looking north (top left)

Midex view of northern end of gullies F35 and F38 to west
of field boundary, looking southeast (centre left)

Midex view of gullies F35 and F38, looking south (bottom
left)

Context L. (m) W. (m) D. (m)

F37 1.2m 0.72m 0.015m
F96 1.2m 0.72m 0.015m
F50 0.46m 0.46m 0.03m
F51 0.46m 0.46m 0.03m
F52 0.34m 0.28m 0.07m
F53 0.34m 0.28m 0.07m
F54 1.24m 0.57m 0.27m
F55 1.24m 0.57m 0.27m
F58 1.45m 0.77m 0.53m
F59 1.45m 0.77m 0.53m
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A shallow oval pit (F97) with a dense charcoal-
rich fill (F40) was uncovered to the west of the
field boundary ditch (F48). There was no evid-
ence for in situ burning within the pit. The pit
appears to represent the base of a more sub-
stantial feature, the upper levels of which have
been lost. The density of the charcoal may sug-
gest that the feature was used as a charcoal
production pit.

To the northwest of this three postholes (F41,
F43 & F45) were identified. They were all of a

similar depth, though one (F45) was wider than
the other two, which were of similar size. The
fills of all three postholes (F42, F44 & F46)
were similar, with occasional charcoal flecking
noted in all three. A possible packing stone was
noted along the eastern edge of the middle pos-
thole (F43), however no additional packing
stones were noted within the other postholes.
The three postholes are isolated from other
features on the site and do not form any coher-
ent shape but are likely to be related to one
another given the similarity in fills.

Preex view of charcoal production pit F96, looking east
(top left)

Preex view of fire pit F50, looking west (centre left)

Midex view of pit F54, looking southwest (bottom left)

Midex view of posthole F58, looking east (top right)

Preex view of small pit F52, looking north (bottom right)
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To the north of the three postholes a further
two features were identified. The first was the
remains of a flat-bottomed sub-rectangular pit
(F87) running northwest-southeast. Only the
base of this feature survived and there were no
inclusions or finds retrieved from the fill of the
pit (F88). Immediately to the northwest of this
was the remains of a posthole (F89). The di-
mensions of this feature was similar to the
smaller two posts to the south (F41 & F43).
The fill (F90) was the same as that filling the
nearby pit (F87), suggesting these two features
were filled by the same event.

A further two features were located to the east-
northeast of this midway between the western
group of postholes and the western gully (F35).
The more defined feature was a large circular
post-hole (F91) with a distinct stepped slope to
the southeast, possibly to aid the erection of the
post, or for placing packing stone, though none
were identified within the posthole. The pos-
thole contained two fills (F92 & F93), neither
of which aided the interpretation of the feature.
To the northwest of this a second smaller oval
posthole (F94) was identified with a similar fill
(F95) to the basal fill (F93) of the larger pos-

Context L. (m) W. (m) D. (m)

F40 0.21m 0.19m 0.050.08m
F41 0.33m 0.26m 0.09m
F42 0.33m 0.26m 0.09m
F43 0.28m 0.25m 0.07m
F44 0.28m 0.25m 0.07m
F45 0.44m 0.41m 0.09m
F46 0.44m 0.41m 0.09m
F48 100m min 2.6m 1.2m
F87 0.6m 0.5m 0.05m
F88 0.6m 0.5m 0.05m
F89 0.3m 0.25m 0.06m
F90 0.3m 0.25m 0.06m
F91 0.8m 0.8m 0.3m
F92 0.8m 0.8m 0.17m
F93 0.8m 0.8m 0.3m
F94 0.34m 0.29m 0.11m
F95 0.34m 0.29m 0.11m
F97 0.21m 0.19m 0.050.08m
F172 5m 2m 0.2m

Preex view of possible charcoal production pit F97, look
ing west (top left)

Postex view of posthole F41, looking north (bottom left)

Postex view of posthole F43, looking north (top right)

Postex view of posthole F45, Looking north (bottom right)
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thole. The base of this feature was uneven and
there is a chance that it is a stone socket.

While no obvious pattern can be identified link-
ing the postholes in this area, it is possible that
they represent the deeper elements of a poorly
surviving structure that has largely been obliter-
ated through agricultural activity.

There were three patches of light grey clay
overlying the natural subsoil, one to the west of
the western gully (F35), one between the two
gullies a the northern end and a third to the
north of the cluster of pits to the west (F41,
F43 & F45). These were assessed and were in-

Preex view of pit F87 in foreground and posthole F89 in
background, looking north (top left). Section through
patch of marly clay in natural depression to left of photo

Midex view of posthole F91, looking west (centre left)

Postex view of posthole F91, looking west (bottom left)

Postex view of posthole F94, looking north (top right)

Midex view of natural depression F172, looking south
(centre right)

Midex view of possible rutted section between gullies at
the northern end, looking east (bottom right)
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terpreted as silting up of naturally occurring
hollows. The patch between the two gullies was
very shallow at 0.05m and extended over an area
of 3 x 4m. It did not appear to relate to a
former track surface, but may have related to a
rutted or pot-holed section. No finds were asso-
ciated with this spread. The western spread lay
to the west of posthole F87. It was also very
shallow at 0.03m and irregular in shape. It was
unclear whether this was a feature at all and it
was not given a number. The spread to the
northeast of the large posthole and west of the
gullies was a more substantial feature consisting
of a grey marl within what appeared to be a nat-
ural hollow. This appeared similar to material
uncovered in Area 5 to the east. A number was
given to the spread (F172) in this case as pos-
sible pottery was retrieved from it. The feature
appears to be natural, however it is possible it
was silting up at the same time as human activ-
ity was taking place in the immediate vicinity.

Area 2

Area 2 was located in the southwestern portion
of the site. The main archaeological feature
identified in this area was the northern portion
of a ring barrow. This had been partially excav-
ated by Gill McLoughlin in January 2016 as part
of a separate project immediately to the south
of the limit of excavation (Licence No. 15E558,
Excavations Ref. 2015:165). A number of later
ditches were also recorded in this area.

The northern portion of a ring barrow (F134)
was uncovered within the site. This feature
continued into the site immediately to the
south, which was being excavated at the same
time by Gill McLoughlin (Licence No. 15E558).
Based on the curvature of the ditch, the barrow
had an internal diameter of 7.2m. The ditch ap-
pears to form an annular ring-ditch, with no

Plan of Area 2
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breaks apparent. The ditch
was generally V-shaped in
profile, with a relatively
narrow base. This
broadened out in some
places to give a more U-
shaped appearance. The
sides were sloping roughly
at a 70-degree angle. There
was a sharp break of slope
at the top and base of the
ditch cut. The sides were
slightly convex on the in-
ternal side to the east and
west, though this was less
apparent to the north. The
underlying natural at the
base of the cut was an or-
angey brown sandy gravel,
with variations and lenses
apparent along the sides
of the ditch, but mainly
consisting of a mottled
dark grey and orangey
brown stony boulder clay.
The base was relatively
level but rose slightly from
west to north to east, with
an overall variation of
160mm ranging from
33.73-33.89m OD.

A number of phases were
identified relating to the
filling of the ditch. The
first phase is represented
by the basal fill (C147),
which was a dark grey
slightly gritty clayey silt
with frequent angular and
sub-angular stones, and
inclusions of occasional
snail shell, rare flecks of

Sections of barrow F134 from
west (top left) to east (bottom
left). The red line marks the re

cutting event F182 and the blue
line marks the postholes F179

and F180 dug into the partially
backfilled ditch. The orange X on

Section #73 marks where the
small pocket of cremated bone

was identified
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Section #70 through barrow F134, looking southwest (up
per centre left)

Section #73 through barrow F134, looking northeast (lower
centre left)

Section #67 through barrow F134, looking westsouthwest
(bottom left)

Section #66 through barrow F134, looking eastsoutheast
(top right)

Section #69 through barrow F134, looking northwest
(centre right)

Section #68 through barrow F134, looking south (bottom
right)

Location of the sections through barrow F134 (above)
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burnt bone and flecks of woody organic mater-
ial. This extended around the entire base of the
northern portion of the barrow and is likely to
correspond to the initial silting up process with-
in the ditch.

The second phase relates to the slumping of
material into the ditch from the internal and ex-
ternal sides. This may suggest that material was
heaped up on the internal side to form a mound
of some sort, as well as on the external side,
possibly forming a surrounding bank. The first
slumped deposit (F149) slumped in from the
external side of the ditch. It was thin layer of
gritty orange sand with rare unburnt animal
bone inclusions. To the west an additional
slumping event (F154) was identified that is
likely to be a siltier variation of this fill. Overly-
ing the initial slump was a mottled gritty orange
and dark grey sandy clay (C150) with inclusions
of snail shell and represents a significant slump-
ing of material in from the external side, which
would have narrowed the ditch significantly. It
was not present to the west and was initially re-
corded under a separate number (F146) to the
east as the content of the fill changed here
slightly to a mottled redeposited yellow boulder
clay mixed with a dark grey sandy clay, however
this fill is part of the same slumping event from
the exterior of the ditch. Another slumping
event (C148), this time from the internal side of
the ditch, also overlay the initial slumped depos-

Context L. (m) W. (m) D. (m)

F134 10m min. 1.251.45m 0.871.2m
F135 c. 5.2m 1.05m 0.26m
F136 10m min. 0.95m 0.18m
F138 c. 2m 0.5m 0.2m
F139 10m min. 0.8m 0.18m
F140 unknown 0.45m 0.1m
F141 unknown 0.15m 0.18m
F142 10m min. 0.4m 0.14m
F143 10m min. 0.4m 0.15m
F144 10m min. 0.6m 0.18m
F145 c. 2m 0.53m 0.2m
F146 10m min. 0.55m 0.38m
F147 10.2m 0.55m 0.25m
F148 10.2m 0.8m 0.1m
F149 c. 5m 0.4m 0.08m
F150 10m min. 0.35m 0.25m
F151 c. 4m 0.30.53m 0.110.2m
F152 10m min. 0.841.1m 0.20.35m
F153 c. 1m 0.31m 0.15m
F154 c. 1m 0.63m 0.06m
F175 unknown 0.35m 0.19m
F176 unknown 0.62m 0.1m
F179 unknown 0.46m 0.25m
F180 unknown 0.62m 0.29m
F181 c.1m 0.53m 0.42m
F182 10m min. 1.251.45m 0.480.88m

Midex plan of the barrow F134 showing the location of
the boulders within the fill. The location of the small
cremated bone deposit is marked with an orange X
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it (C149), though its relationship with the main
slump (C150/146) from the exterior of the
ditch was unclear. It was a compact mottled or-
ange and dark grey clayey sand with frequent
small stones and was present along the internal
side of the ditch throughout.

The next phase of the ditch suggests the ditch
was cleaned out or re-cut following a period of
being open, with bank and mound material al-
lowed to erode into the ditch. The consistency
in the depth and shape suggests that at least
some level of cleaning out and redefining took
place at this time. Could this also possibly ex-
plain the relative absence of bone within the
ditch; was it cleared out intermittently? This
event has been given a context number (F182)
and may represent one cleaning out event, or
many. The partially infilled ditch would have
been narrower and shallower following this re-
cutting, with the shape of the re-cut being
largely U-shaped, only becoming narrow to the
north. The initial fill within the possible re-cut
was a dense smooth grey clayey silt (F151), with
inclusions of rare flecks of burnt bone and a
small chip of flint, as well as occasional charcoal
flecking. This was recorded under a separate
context number (F145) to the east, however this
is part of the same event. It was present on all
sections through the ditch except the two to the
northeast, and was a water-laid deposit associ-
ated with a period when the ditch was left to
silt-up.

The fourth phase of the ditch was an intention-
al backfilling event. This was a layer (C152)
consisting of a mottled grey and orangey yellow
silty clay with inclusions of occasional flecks of
burnt bone and occasional unburnt bone. Two
rounded quartz pebbles were also retrieved
from this fill. It was associated with the depos-
ition of large water-rounded boulders and
stones into the ditch. The boulders ranged from
500 x 200 x 200mm to 400 x 250 x 160mm in
size and appeared to have been deposited into
the ditch during this backfilling event being
found throughout this fill. There was some sug-
gestion that the boulders were originally on the
exterior of the ditch, based on the resting ori-
entation of three of the stones, others lay flat
and so were not indicative of an original posi-
tioning. It is possible the boulders were
originally located on or formed part of and ex-

ternal bank around the ditch. They are unlikely
to relate to field clearance as rounded boulders
of this size were unusual on the site. The roun-
ded nature of many of the boulders suggests
they may originally have come from a nearby
stream. To the east this fill was initially recorded
as three fills (F142, F143 and F144), however
these were variations within the backfilling
event. Following this event the ditch would have
appeared to be significantly shallower, and it is
likely that some of the above ground elements
were used in the backfilling suggesting the
monuments was significantly altered at this
time.

The next phase within the ditch appears to be
two re-cutting events within the ditch to the east
and west (F179 and F180). Both of these re-
cuts were steeply U-shaped and were not found
to extend into the next section of the ditch.
They had similar form and fills, and the base of

Midex view of some of the rounded boulders within fill
F152, looking north (top right)

Midex view of Section #68, looking south. The recut F179
is clearly visible with darker fills F140 and F141 in the centre
of the section (bottom right)
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each was at 34.22m OD
suggesting they were re-
lated to one another. It is
possible these are the re-
mains of postholes cut into
the top of the ditch after it
had been largely backfilled.
There were two fills (F140
and F141) within the cut to
the east (F179). Two fills
(F175 and F176) were re-
corded within the cut to
the west (F180). Both the
lower fills (F141 and F175)
were plastic clayey silt de-
posits appearing to relate to
a natural silting up process.
Overlying this in the east-
ern cut was a secondary fill
(F140), which was a gritty
silty clay with moderate
stone inclusions and occa-
sional charcoal flecking.
The upper fills of both
cuts was again similar,
though the upper fill
(F176) of the western cut
was a mid-brown clayey silt
with occasional stone in-
clusions. The purpose of
these features is unknown
at present, they may rep-
resent postholes or markers
that were inserted into the
top of the ditch when the
ditch was being backfilled,
possibly to mark the loca-
tion of the feature. In the

Midex view of the barrow F134,
looking southeast (top right)

Midex view of the barrow F134,
looking north (centre right)

Midex view of the barrow F134,
looking west (bottom right)
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western section a slump
(F181) consisting of a
mottled gritty sand was
evident along the interior
of the ditch relating to this
phase or just before it,
overlying the layer below
(F152) and partially over-
laid by the upper fill (F176)
of the western cut (F180).
Another slump on the in-
ternal side (F153) was
noted further to the east
relating to the same time,
though the material, an or-
angey yellow clay, was quite
different. This implies that
at least some material sur-
vived along the interior of
the ditch, possibly in the
form of a mound, after the
previous backfilling event.

The final phase of the
filling of the barrow relates
to two final fills that infilled
the upper level of the ditch
after the postholes had
gone out of use. The first
of these fills (F136) was
present throughout the
ditch and consisted of a
beige clayey silt with occa-
sional charcoal flecking
with inclusions of occa-
sional animal bone. To the
east the fill was initially re-
corded under a different

Postex view of the barrow F134,
looking southeast (top right)

Postex view of the barrow F134,
looking north (centre right)

Postex view of the barrow F134,
looking south (bottom right)
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context number (C139), however these are vari-
ations of the same event. This appears to relate
to the silting up of the barrow ditch after the
partial backfilling event. A small discrete deposit
of cremated bone was identified within this fill
between the western and central box sections
excavated through the ditch. The bone was very
fragmentary and overlay one of the rounded
boulders contained in the layer below (F152). It
is possible that this deposit was disturbed from
elsewhere, possibly from the bank, when the
stone was deposited into the ditch. The bone
was located at the base of the fill. This was the
only concentration of cremated bone identified
within the northern section of the ditch,
however a larger cremation deposit was recor-
ded within the ditch to the southeast in the
excavation of the southern portion of the bar-
row carried out by Gill McLoughlin (Licence
No. 15E558).

The upper fill of the ditch (C135) was recorded
along the western side of the ditch but had
been truncated away to the northeast. It was a
pale orange compact silty clay with occasional
pebbles and inclusions of burnt bone, unburnt
bone and one fragment of flint. To the east
there was a slight variation in the upper fill,
which was a light grey silty clay with orange
mottle, which was recorded under a separate
context number (F138), however it represents
the same phase of activity. This was cut by a
shallow agricultural ditch (C156), possibly dat-
ing to the medieval period.

A large field boundary ditch (F22) was identi-
fied running northeast-southwest across the
site. This was contemporary with a northwest-
southeast running ditch (F108) that fed into the
ditch from the north and was recorded in Area
5. Both of these ditches were depicted on the
First Edition Ordnance Survey map of the
1830s and relate to land division in the post-me-
dieval period. The ditches were present until at
least the 1950s, when they were depicted on the
revision of the Third Edition OS map. The
ditch had a flat base with a ceramic water pipe
running along it, probably laid prior to the ditch
being backfilled. The ditch was recorded cutting
the possible medieval ditches in Area 4 and also
cut a post-medieval ditch (F11) in Area 2. The

Context L. (m) W. (m) D. (m)

F22 175m 1.8m 0.6m
F23 175m 1.8m 0.6m
F24 18m 1.65m 0.84m
F25 18m 0.65m 0.25m
F26 13.9m 1.4m 0.18m
F27 13.9m 0.621.4m 0.130.18m
F56 0.32m 0.32m 0.07m
F57 0.32m 0.32m 0.07m
F158 18m 1.65m 0.84m
F159 18m 0.65m 0.25m
F160 18m 0.25m 0.25m
F163 18m 0.95m 0.2m
F164 18m 1.55m 0.6m
F165 18m 1.05m 0.28m

Midex view of section through field boundary ditch F22
with ceramic pipe visible along the base, looking north

east (top right)

Midex view of section through field boundary ditch
F24/158, looking southeast (bottom right)
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ditch had a single fill (F23) indicating it had
been well maintained while open, or had been
cleaned out prior to its backfilling. This may
have taken place when the ceramic pipe was in-
serted along its base.

A contemporary northwest-southeast running
ditch (F24/158) was identified running to the
southeast of the ditch and is also depicted on
the Ordnance Survey maps. This was located to
the east of the barrow (F134) and extended
beyond the limit of excavation to the south.
The basal fill of this ditch (F165) was a clayish
silt that had settled around large stones along
the base of the ditch. The large stones are likely
to have been deposited into the ditch to aid
drainage, with the silt associated with the initial
clogging up of the ditch. This fill was still quite
wet suggesting water still passed through the
ditch to some extent. The secondary fill (F164)

was a silty clay fill overlying this and is likely to
represent an intentional backfilling of the ditch
over the stony basal fill, and was the main fill
within the ditch. Overlying this the two upper
fills of the ditch (F163 and F25/159) were loc-
ated along the southwestern side of the ditch,
suggesting a narrower and shallower channel
had been left open towards the top of the ditch
after it had been backfilled. The lower of these
(F163) had a high content of angular pebbles,
possibly added to aid drainage. Overlying this
the upper fill (F25/159) was a firm silty clay and
related to the final backfilling of the ditch after
the 1950s. Finds such as modern ceramics, glass
and plastic were retrieved from the upper fill of
the ditch (F25/159) beyond the limit of excava-
tion to the south and were not retained. A
linear field drain (F160) running in the same
alignment was cut into the top of the main
backfill (F164) of the ditch and ran along its
northeastern side. This may be contemporary
with the narrower channel left open along the
southwestern side that was filled with the upper
two fills of the ditch. The field drain carried a 4

First Edition Ordnance Survey map with the location of
field boundaries and their relavent numbers indicated
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½’’ corrugated ceramic pipe surrounded by an-
gular stone chips.

A small posthole (C56) was recorded to the
northwest of the junction between two of the
later post-medieval ditches (C22 and C108). The
posthole was circular in shape with a flat base
and relatively straight sides. It had a single fill
(C57). There were no other features that may
have been related to the posthole in the vicinity
other than the ditches and it is possible that it
relates to them in some way.

An earlier, possibly medieval ditch (F11) was
identified running northwest-southeast in Area
2 at a slightly different angle to the later post-
medieval ditch (F22). This was slightly more
meandering than the later ditch and was trun-
cated by the later drainage ditch to the
northeast, as well as being truncated by the as-
sociated northwest-southeast running ditch
(F158). Five box sections were opened along the
length of the ditch. The ditch was a wide ditch
with eight fills identified within it. It had steep,
near-vertical sides to the southwest with the
northwestern side being more gradual to the
northeast. At some points it appeared that the
ditch had been re-cut, possibly numerous times,
suggested by the lack of continuity in the fills,
the variation in the sides of the ditch and the
large clumps of redeposited material within the
various fills. The ditch would appear to have run
towards the southwest, however a number of
levels along the base to the north were deeper.
These may have been caused by re-cutting or
cleaning out events. The impression given by
the ditch is one of a maintained land division
feature that was used over an extended period

Context L. (m) W. (m) D. (m)

F11 35m min. 1.82.5m 0.50.7m
F15 unknown 0.4m 0.2m
F16 unknown 1.25m 0.25m
F17 unknown 0.65m 0.42m
F18 35m min. 1.45m 0.27m
F19 35m min. 1.6m 0.25m
F20 unknown 0.65m 0.42m
F21 unknown 0.3m 0.1m
F155 unknown 2.2m 0.25m

Midex views of ditch F11 from southwest (top) to north
east (bottom) looking southwest, northeast, northeast and

northeast respectively
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of time. As the ditch was not identified beyond
the point where it was truncated by the later
post-medieval field boundary ditch (C22), it is
likely that to the east of this point it previously
ran along a similar line to the later ditch.

The ditch did not have a consistent basal fill. In
the central section through the ditch a sticky
grey marl (F15) was identified along the base of
the ditch and is likely to relate to the initial silt-
ing up within the ditch. To the southwest a
loose mottled silty clay fill (F21) was identified.
This did not lie across the entire base, appearing
to relate to clumps of redeposited natural falling
into the ditch and sitting on the base. Six un-
worked fragments of flint were retrieved from
this fill. It wasn’t possible to identify the rela-
tionship with this and the other fill along the
base (F15).

Overlying these fills was a redeposited mottled
clay (F16) to the northeast, which was present
along the southeastern side of the ditch. It was
not present in the section to the southwest. This
may be a slumping of possible bank material in-
to the ditch from the southeastern side.

This was overlaid by another grey marl
(F17/F20), representing another period of silt-
ing up within the ditch. This fill was present to
the northeast but not in the southwestern sec-
tion. Overlying this fill was a light greyish
brown clay marl (F155), again relating to the
silting up of the ditch, which was present in the
southwest and central part of the ditch but did
not continue to the northeast. It is likely that
these two fills relate to similar events or silting
up while the ditch was open and in use.

The overlying fill was an intentional backfilling
event (F18), with clumps of dark gritty redepos-
ited natural mixed in to the orangey brown silty
clay. This appears to have been deposited into
the ditch after it had gone out of use. A lump
of eroded brick was retrieved from this fill. The
upper fill (F19) represents the final backfilling
of the ditch. It may have resulted from the set-
tling of the other fills within the ditch creating a
depression along the top of the backfilled ditch,
or possibly a narrower channel was left unfilled
at the top of the ditch for drainage after it had
mostly been backfilled. A sherd of white post-
medieval pottery and two fragments of c. 19th

century glass bottle were retrieved from this fill.

It is interesting to note that the finds from this
ditch were relatively scarce, with only a few
post-medieval finds being retrieved from the
upper backfilling events within the ditch. It is
possible that this ditch originally dates to an
earlier period, possibly relating to the medieval
phase of land division indicated by the ditches
to the east in Area 4 (F1009 and F1011) and
northeast in Area 5 (F125).

A small north-northeast to south-southwest ori-
entated shallow linear ditch (F26/156) was
identified to the east of and partially truncating
the upper fill (F138) of the barrow (F134). This
shallow U-shaped cut was truncated by the large
northeast-southwest running possibly medieval
ditch (F11), which was running in a slightly dif-
ferent alignment. The ditch was seen to
continue to the northeast beyond the larger
ditch but petered out after 1m. It contained a
single fill (F27/137/157), a mottled orange and
grey clayey silt fill with angular pebbles relating
to the silting up of the feature. It is likely to re-
late to an earlier field drainage system,
post-dating the prehistoric barrow (F134) and
predating the possible medieval ditch (F11). It
continued beyond the limit of excavation to the
south. There were no finds or dateable material
retrieved from the feature.

Midex view of northeastern end of ditch F11 being
truncated by field boundary ditch F22 to the left, looking

northeast
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To the east of this an irregular linear feature
(F161) was identified truncating the eastern side
of the ditch. This was a relatively short feature
that also continued beyond the limit of excava-
tion to the south. It was a shallow U-shaped
ditch and possibly relates to a later phase of
drainage on the site. It contained a single fill
(F162), a mottled orangey brown silty clay and
no finds were retrieved.

A large pit (F170) was investigated to the south-
east of Area 2 during the testing programme,
located along northern side of Trench 20. Dur-
ing the excavation this location was occupied

by the site compound, which had been con-
structed on the unstripped ground. It measured
1000mm L., 660mm W. min, 540mm D. and
contained three fills, with charcoal present in all
three and a piece of struck flint retrieved from
the middle fill. A large linear tract through this
area was subsequently dug through this area un-
der a separate licence (15E558) by Gill
McLoughlin for the line of a foul sewer. No
further works in this vicinity were carried out
under the current excavation, however finds re-
trieved during the testing programme were
assessed as part of the excavation works.

A large pit (F60) was identified to the northwest
of the junction between two of the later post-
medieval ditches (F22 and F108). This was a
shallow pit with gradually sloping sides and an
undulating base. The pit was relatively isolated
but may be associated with the large naturally
filled pools within Area 5 to the northeast. It
contained five fills (F61, F62, F63, F64 and
F65), which are likely to relate to the natural
silting up of the shallow pit. The basal fill (F65)
was a gritty clay with frequent root material
running through it. Overlying this was a mid-
brown silty clay with some organic content
(F64), which was in turn overlaid by a mid-grey
silty clay (F63), possibly relating to a period of

Context L. (m) W. (m) D. (m)

F26 13.9m 0.621.4m 0.130.18m
F27 13.9m 0.621.4m 0.130.18m
F60 3.4m 2.2m 0.26m
F61 3.2m 2m 0.2m
F62 1.45m 1.8m 0.1m
F63 0.9m 1.2m 0.06m
F64 0.65m 1m 0.16m
F65 1.3m 1m 0.1m
F137 13.9m 0.621.4m 0.130.18m
F156 13.9m 0.621.4m 0.130.18m
F157 13.9m 0.621.4m 0.130.18m
F161 3.56m 0.73m 0.18m
F162 3.56m 0.73m 0.18m
F170 1m 0.66m min. 0.54m

Midex view of narrow linear gully F26/156, looking north
(top left)

Midex view of Section #68 showing gully F26/156 and
later linear F161 cutting the upper fill of the barrow to the

east, looking south (bottom left)

Midex view of section through layers within organicfilled
pit F60, looking north (bottom right)
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silting up within the feature. Overlying this was
a dark brown organic fill (F62) with roots ap-
parent which was in turn overlaid by the upper
fill (F61), a grey silty clay. This feature appears
to be a natural pool or hollow that was filled by
a number of events, some of which had a high
organic component. There was no evidence for
human intervention in the filling or excavation
of the feature.

Area 3

Area 3 was located to the south of the site, east
of Area 2. The main archaeological features
identified here were a penannular enclosure and
a cremation pit.

An oval cremation pit (F2) with gently sloping
sides and a flat base was uncovered 11.47m to
the southeast of the penannular enclosure
(F6/8/67). The eastern side of the pit had been
disturbed by a plough furrow to the east and the
edge was not clearly defined on this side. The
pit contained three fills. The basal fill (F5) was
located mainly around the north, south and
west side of the pit and was largely sterile. This
appears to have been laid down prior to the in-
sertion of the cremation deposit within the pit.
There was some suggestion of in situ burning
of the interface between this fill and the main
cremation deposit (F4). It is possible that the
basal fill, a compact clay, was inserted into the
pit as a form of lining over the underlying stony
boulder clay subsoil.

Plan of Area 3
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The main fill of the cremation pit (F4) was a
mixed deposit of charcoal intermingled with
frequent burnt clay and occasional stones. The
presence of burnt clay throughout the deposit
suggests that it was not burnt in situ, though the
scorching of the underlying deposit does sug-
gest that it was deposited in the pit while still
hot. Burnt bone, fragments of possible prehis-
toric pottery and fragments of possible very
fine tubular bronze beads were retrieved from
the deposit, along with some flint and a possible
fossil bead.

The upper fill (F3) of the cremation pit was
located in the eastern end. It was a mixed and
mottled fill and possibly represents a disturbed
mix of the two lower fills at the point where the
pit was truncated by an agricultural plough fur-
row. Within this fill two sherds of possible
prehistoric pottery were retrieved along with
frequent charcoal and a small sample of burnt
bone.

The penannular enclosure was located to the
northeast of the barrow (F134) and northwest
of the cremation pit (F2). It was recorded as
three separate curvilinear ditches (F6, F8 &
F67), however it became clear during the excav-
ation that the three ditches were part of the
same overall monument. Parts of the enclosure

Preex view of cremation pit F2, looking west (top left)

Midex view of cremation pit F2, looking north (centre left)

Midex view of cremation pit F2, looking north (bottom
left)

Working shot of tubular copperalloy beads from crema
tion pit F2 (right)

Context L. (m) W. (m) D. (m)

F2 1.40m 0.90m 0.20m
F3 0.60m 0.40m 0.17m
F4 0.60m 0.50m 0.20m
F5 0.70m 0.40m 0.13m
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had been lost due to previous agricultural
activity and soil removal prior to excavation.
The enclosure had been located on a slight
slope with the northern side likely to have been
at a higher level than the remainder of the en-
closure. The levelling out of the field through
agricultural use removed this side of the enclos-
ure. The best surviving parts of the enclosure
are to the south and east, which were the down
slope elements of the enclosure.

The weather during the excavation of the en-
closure was particularly wet and the digging of a
sump was necessary. Unfortunately this clipped
the edge of the enclosure as the shape of the
enclosure altered from what we initially thought

Context L. (m) W. (m) D. (m)

F6 16.6m 1.0m 0.50m
F7 15m 1.0m 0.17m
F8 14m 0.65m 0.94m
F9 13.5m 0.4m 0.19m
F10 10.75m 0.85m 0.23m
F12 15m 0.78m 0.16m
F13 16.6m 0.70.88m 0.060.19m
F34 0.43m 0.36m 0.01m
F67 19.4m 0.31.04m 0.050.3m
F68 10m min. 0.50.92m 0.120.24m
F69 14.1m 0.96m 0.38m
F72 19.4m 0.330.65m 0.070.11m
F73 10m min. 0.110.33m 0.150.24m
F74 14.1m 0.320.42m 0.060.11m
F75 14.1m 0.250.28m 0.060.08m

Location of sections through the enclosure ditch
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Sections and profiles through the enclosure:

Dwg# 32  southwestfacing section of F6 Dwg# 27  southfacing section of F67

Dwg# 35  profile through F6 looking southwest Dwg# 37  profile through F67 looking southwest

Dwg# 38  profile through F6 and F28 looking west Dwg# 34  profile through F8 looking southeast

Dwg# 33  eastfacing section of F6 Dwg# 36  profile through F8 looking southeast

Dwg# 29  northwestfacing section of F67 Dwg# 23  northnorthwestfacing section of F8 and F70

Dwg# 28  southfacing section of F67 Dwg# 30  northfacing section of F8
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to be circular to oval. The fills of the enclosure
ditch had been very difficult to identify
throughout.

The enclosure was sub-oval in plan orientated
northeast-southwest with an entrance to the
southeast. The northern side of the enclosure
had been obliterated prior to excavation, with a
13.08m long section missing along that side.
The surviving section of the ditch to the east
(C67) was also much reduced in depth and
width indicating only the lower levels of the en-
closure ditch survived. The enclosure measured

23.08m in length northeast-southwest internally
and 18.46m in width and the ditch ranged in
depth from 0.05-0.61m.

The ditch was generally U-shaped with steep
sides and flat base. At various points along the
eastern side (F8) the base narrowed to a narrow
channel with the ditch having a stepped appear-
ance at these points. This channel ended to the
north of a posthole in the base of the ditch
(F77), after which the base of the ditch rose
slightly further to the north. This may have
been mirrored in the southwest of the enclos-

Location of the prehistoric pottery within F6 to the south,
looking west (left)

Midex view of Section #32, looking northeast (upper
centre right)

Midex view of small patch of upper charcoalrich fill F34
within F6 and cut by F32 drain, looking northeast (lower
centre right)

Midex overview of F6 looking eastnortheast (bottom
right)
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ure (F67), where the surviving element of the
enclosure ditch is a narrow channel. The base
of the enclosure ditch was not level originally,
with the base to the east being over 0.5m lower
than the base to the west.

An entrance gap 2.46m in width was present
along the eastern side of the enclosure. The ter-
mini of the ditch on both sides of the entrance
were steep-sided. The termini did not line up
perfectly, with the southern element (F6) turn-
ing slightly inside the line of the eastern element
of the ditch (F8).

Four fills were recorded within the southern
section of the ditch (F7, F12, F13 and F34).
The upper fill (F34) was a discrete deposit of
charcoal located 2.1m from the eastern ter-
minus of the ditch. This may have been an
intentional deposit of charred material near the
terminus of the ditch. There was no evidence
of in situ burning associated with the fill. It was
not apparent elsewhere, though this could also
be due to the truncation of the site. The fill was
truncated by a post-medieval field drain (F32).

The main upper fill of this section of the ditch
(F7) was present in the eastern end of the ditch,
having been truncated away to the west. It cor-
responds with the upper fill (F68) within the
western section of the ditch (F67). Two small
sherds of prehistoric pottery, a possible worked
stone tool, and a struck flint were retrieved
from the fill. Some burnt bone and an unburnt
animal tooth were also retrieved.

Below this was the secondary fill of the ditch
(F12). This was very similar to the surrounding
natural and was difficult to identify during ex-
cavation. It is likely to represent an intentional
backfilling of the ditch with re-deposited natur-
al type material. It corresponds with the middle
fill (F73) in the eastern section of the ditch
(F67). The deposit contained 57 sherds of pre-
historic pottery, all from a discrete area to the
southeast of the enclosure and towards the up-
per level of the fill. A worked grinding stone
was also retrieved from the fill, along with some
burnt bone and an unburnt animal tooth.

The basal fill (F13) appeared to relate to the ini-

tial silting up within the ditch. It corresponded
with the basal fill (F73) in the western section
of the ditch (F67). Two pieces of prehistoric
pottery and a small possible clay mould frag-
ment were retrieved from this fill, along with
one possibly struck flint. The clay mould may

Midex view of Section #29, looking southeast (top right)

Midex view of Section #28 through F67, looking north
(centre right)

Midex view of F67, looking south (bottom right)
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have been a pin mould and was found towards
the western end of the ditch, to the east of the
sump.

The three fills (F68, F72 & F73) of the western
section of the ditch (F67) were similar to the
main three fills recorded within the southern
section of the ditch (F6). A sherd of prehistoric
pottery was retrieved from the upper fill (F68)
along with a possibly struck flint. This corres-
ponded to the main upper fill (F7) of the
southern section of the ditch.

The secondary fill (F73) in this section was seen
to be slumping in from the internal side of the
ditch. This corresponded to the secondary fill
(F12) in the southern section of the ditch and
largely consisted of redeposited natural. The
fact that it can be demonstrated the material had
slumped in from the internal side of the ditch at
this point may indicate that this material derives
from the slumping of an internal bank.

Midex overview of F67 ditch, looking south (top left)

Midex view of F8 ditch with F69 fill apparent along intern
al side of the ditch, looking southeast (top right)

Midex view of northfacing section through F8 ditch with
slumped layer F69 apparent along the internal side (up
per centre right)

Midex view of Section #30, looking south (lower centre
right)

Midex overview of F8 ditch, looking south (bottom right)
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The basal fill (F72) corresponded with the basal
fill (F13) of the southern section of the ditch. A
small amount of burnt bone was retrieved from
this fill. No other finds were present.

There were 5 fills (F9, F10, F69, F74 & F75) re-
corded in the eastern section of the ditch (F8).
The upper fill (F9) was present throughout the
majority of the ditch, though it ended c. 0.5m
from the terminus to the south and petered out
to the north where the ditch was truncated
away. One struck flint was retrieved from this
fill. This corresponds with the upper fills (F7 &
F68) in the other ditch sections.

Below this was a relatively sterile redeposited
natural type material (F69), which formed the
upper fill at the southern terminus but was a
slumped deposit along the internal side of the
ditch further to the north. This corresponds
with the middle fills (F12 and F73) of the other
ditch sections and may again suggest the former
existence of an internal bank.

This overlay a stony grey clay deposit (F10)
from which some animal bone and two pieces
of flint were retrieved. This fill may correspond
with the basal fills (F13 and F72) within the
other ditch sections. It overlay the secondary fill
(F74) of the ditch, which was present within the
narrow channel along the base of the ditch,
which in turn overlaid the basal fill (F75), a
sticky grey clay that ran along the base of the
channel. Both the basal and secondary fills ap-
pear to derive from the natural silting up of the
narrow channel at the base of the ditch, pos-
sibly while the ditch was still open. Two pieces
of flint were retrieved from the basal fill (F75).

Five postholes were recorded along the base of
the enclosure with three (F28, F80 & F82) re-
corded along the southern section (F6) and a
further two (F70 & F77) recorded along the
eastern section (F8). No postholes were recor-
ded along the western side of the enclosure
ditch. The western posthole (F28) in the south-
ern section of the ditch (F6) was cut into the
southern side of the base of the ditch. It was
circular in plan being 0.22m in diameter and had
an upright stone defining the southern side of
the posthole, possibly acting as a packing stone.

It was filled with the basal fill (F13) of the ditch
itself suggesting the posthole was filled at the
same time as the initial silting up of the ditch.

The middle posthole (F80) within the southern
section of the ditch (F6) was located 3.38m to
the east. It was roughly oval in shape measuring
0.27 x 0.19m orientated east-west and was loc-
ated towards the northern side of the base of

Context L. (m) W. (m) D. (m)

F28 0.22m 0.22m 0.10m
F70 0.7m 0.6m 0.25m
F71 0.7m 0.6m 0.25m
F77 0.13m 0.13m 0.09m
F78 0.13m 0.13m 0.09m
F80 0.27m 0.19m 0.11m
F81 0.27m 0.19m 0.11m
F82 0.26m 0.23m 0.11m
F83 0.26m 0.23m 0.11m

Postex shot of posthole F28, looking north (top right)

Postex shot of postholes F82 in foreground and F80 in
background, looking southwest (bottom right)
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the ditch. It had a distinct sandy fill (F81),
which was different to the basal fill of the ditch
above, suggesting it was backfilled prior to the
initial silting up of the ditch.

The eastern posthole (F82) along the southern
section of the ditch (F6) was located 0.85m
from the middle posthole and c. 7.85m from the
terminus to the east. It was again roughly oval in
shape measuring 0.26 x 0.23m orientated east-
west and was located right against the northern
side of the ditch, partially cutting into that side.
The fill (F83) was not dissimilar to the basal fill
of the ditch and it is possible it was filled during
the initial silting up of the ditch.

Another possible posthole was noted to the
south of this cut into the southern side of the
ditch. This possible posthole did not reach any
great depth, and was cut from midway down the
southern bank. A flat stone was recorded at the
base of the cut. It is possible that this was a
stone socket and the feature was not given a
number.

The southern posthole (F70) in the eastern sec-
tion of the ditch (F8) was located 4.77m from
the southern terminus. It was circular in plan
being 0.21m in diameter and was deeper than
the other postholes at 0.25m, and was located
centrally in the base. The fill of the posthole
(F71) was siltier and less compact than the basal
fill (F75) of the ditch above suggesting the pos-
thole had been filled prior to the initial silting
up of the ditch.

Plan of the enclosure highlighting the postholes (red), eali
er pit (green) and channel along the base of the ditch
(blue)
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The northern posthole (F77) in the eastern sec-
tion of the ditch (F8) was located 5.3m further
to the north. It was smaller than the other pos-
tholes recorded with a diameter of 0.13m and
was circular in plan with steep sides and a flat
base. It was located on the western side of the
base at the point where the deeper channel
along the base of the eastern section of the
ditch (F8) began. Some charcoal was noted
within the fill (F78) of the posthole, which was
different to the basal fill of the ditch suggesting
the posthole had been backfilled prior to the
initial silting up of the ditch.

Only one archaeological feature was identified
within the enclosure. This was a small sub-oval
pit orientated northwest-southeast, which was
cut along its southeast side by the southern sec-
tion of the enclosure ditch (F6) and by an
agricultural field drain (F31) to the northwest.
The eastern side of the pit was near vertical
while the western side was gradually sloped.
The base of the pit was flat. The pit contained a
single fill (F30), which contained four pieces of
flint and occasional lumps of charcoal. It was
not possible to identify the nature of this pit
due to the truncation on either side, however it
does pre-date the digging of the enclosure ditch
itself.

No other internal features were present within
the enclosure. It is possible that none survived

Context L. (m) W. (m) D. (m)

F29 0.98m 0.56m 0.2m
F30 0.98m 0.56m 0.2m

Postex overview of posthole F70 from external side of
ditch, looking west (top left)

Postex view along F8 ditch with posthole F70 apparent,
looking south (centre left)

Midex view of posthole F77, looking northwest (bottom
left)

Midex view of pit F29 cut by F6 ditch, looking northeast
(right)
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due to the truncation and
levelling off caused by agri-
cultural activity in the past.

Three agricultural field
drains from three separate
drainage systems were
noted crossing the area. The
earliest (F33) ran north-
northwest to south-south-
east cutting the upper fill of
the southern section of the
enclosure (F6). It was cut by
the two other field drains
(F31 & F32). It was U-
shaped in profile with a silty
clay fill with no stone was
present. The next phase of
field drain (F31) ran north-
east-southwest cutting the
southern section of the en-
closure ditch (F6) in two
places. It was a stone-filled
field drain. The latest drain-
age system (F32) ran
northwest-southeast and cut
both of the earlier drainage
systems (C32 & C33) as well
as the southern section of
the enclosure ditch (C6). It
contained a corrugated red
ceramic pipe covered with
gravel.

Postex view of the enclosure looking
north (top right)

Postex view of the enclosure looking
east (centre left)

Postex view of the enclosure looking
southwest (bottom left)
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Area 4

Area 4 was located in the eastern end of the
site. A number of features were encountered
during the monitoring phase of the works in
this area.

A linear pit (F1000) orientated north-south was
identified to the east of the field boundary ditch
(F174) separating fields 12 and 17. The pit was
slightly stepped along its length, getting pro-
gressively wider and deeper to the north. The
pit had a sharp break of slope at the top and
concave sides. It had the appearance of three
interconnecting pits, yet the fills were the same
throughout indicating that the feature had been
opened at the same time. The main body of the
fill (F1001) was a light grey marly clay with oc-
casional pebbles and rare charcoal flecks. This
overlay a dark grey sandy clay with occasional
pebbles, which was 0.1mm in depth and located
in the deeper northern section. A layer of rede-
posited natural up to 0.3m in depth and 0.3m in
width was present along the western side of the
pit, representing a slumping of the edge of the
pit along that side. The pit may have been used
to access the water table, with the stepped ap-
proach from the south allowing ease of access.

Approximately 15m to the north-
east of this a second pit (F1002)
was identified. This was an irreg-
ularly shaped pit, which was well
defined at the top with sharp
breaks of slope, sloping sides and
a concave base. The upper fill
(F1003) of the pit was a fine light

Context L. (m) W. (m) D. (m)

F1000 3.04m 0.41.4m 0.120.46m
F1001 3.04m 0.41.4m 0.120.46m
F1002 1.6m 0.9m 0.35m
F1003 1.6m 0.9m 0.35m
F1004 0.8m 0.4m 0.2m

Eastfacing section of pit F1000, looking
west (top right)

Southfacing section of pit F1002,
looking north (centre right)

Plan showing location of features in
Area 4 (bottom right)
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grey clay marl with moderate flecks of decayed
stone. This overlay a primary fill (F1004) along
the northeastern side of the pit, which was a
compact mottled orangey brown silty clay rede-
posited natural. The pit was less well defined at
the base and there was some suggestion the fea-
ture may represent a tree bole.

Three phases of a linear ditch (F1005, F1007 &
F1009) were identified to the west of the field
boundary ditch (F174) between fields 12 and 17
and north of the post-medieval field ditch (F22)
running across field 17. This ditch was identi-
fied and tested during the monitoring phase of
the works. As it is proposed to raise the ground
level significantly in this part of the site the fea-
ture will be preserved in situ. The test box
section was excavated across it to assess the
nature of the ditch and to see if it relates to
other features on the site. The initial phase of
the ditch (F1009) was a narrower U-shaped
ditch with a sharp break of slope at the top and
base and a concave base. Three fills (F1010,
F1030 & F1031) were recorded within the ditch.
The primary fill of the ditch (F1010) was a light
grey marl and related to the initial silting up of
the ditch. The secondary fill (F1030) was a com-
pact dark greyish brown re-deposited natural to
the east, mixed with a mid-grey clayey silt to the
east. It may be an intentional backfilling of the
ditch or a dumping of bank material into the
ditch. The upper fill (F1031) was a mottled light
yellowish brown gritty sandy silt. This was the
surviving upper fill of the ditch.

The initial ditch was re-cut by a second ditch
(F1007), which was set slightly further to the
southwest. This re-cut ran roughly in the same
line as the initial ditch but could be seen to have
a slight turn to the southwest at its southeastern
end before being truncated by the post-mediev-
al field boundary ditch (F22). The re-cut ditch
was a wider U-shape in profile with a broad,
slightly concave base and concave sides. It was
also shallower than the original ditch (F1009).
The re-cut had three fills (F1008, F1032 &
F1033). The basal fill (F1008) within the re-cut
was a light brown silty clay and was a slumped
deposit along the southwest side of the ditch. It
was overlaid by the secondary fill (F1032), a
mottled grey marl, which relates to the initial

silting up of this phase of the ditch. The upper
fill (F1033) of the re-cut was a compact beige
clay with occasional stones and patches of rede-
posited natural, which may have been an
intentional backfilling of this phase of the
ditch.

A second re-cutting of the ditch (F1005) was
set slightly to the northeast of the second re-cut
(F1007) and over the original northeastern edge
of the ditch. It was a wider, shallower flat-bot-
tomed ditch with sharp breaks of slope at the
top and base and slightly concave sides. One fill
(F1006) was recorded within the final re-cutting
of the ditch, a greyish brown clayey silt with
moderate stone inclusions.

Context L. (m) W. (m) D. (m)

F1005 22m min. 1.5m 0.3m
F1006 2m min., 1.5m 0.3m
F1007 22m min. 0.7m 0.5m
F1008 2m min. 0.150.35m 0.1m
F1009 22m min. 0.65m 0.75m
F1010 2m min. 0.4m 0.1m
F1030 2m min. 0.6m 0.25m
F1031 2m min. 0.65m 0.1m
F1032 2m min. 0.35m 0.05m
F1033 2m min. 0.7m 0.20.45m

View of the northwestfacing section of ditches F1005,
F1007 and F1009, looking southeast
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Another ditch (F1011) was identified and recor-
ded to the southwest on the southern side of
the post-medieval field boundary ditch (F22). It
was not confirmed whether it related to the
multiply recut ditch to the northeast (F1009). It
did appear to be the case, however the line of
the ditch would have to take a significant me-
ander for this to be the case. The northern end
of the ditch ran north-south at the point where
it was truncated by the later post-medieval field
ditch (F22), before turning to run northwest-
southeast towards the existing field boundary
ditch (F174). It was a wide flat-bottomed ditch
with sharp breaks of slope at the top and base
and very slightly concave sides. It resembled the
final re-cut (F1005) of the ditch to the north-
east. The fill (F1012) was a mid-greyish-brown
silty clay with occasional stones and one animal
bone.

A sub-rectangular pit orientated north-northw-
est to south-southeast was identified to the west
of the field boundary ditch between fields 12
and 17 (F174) and north of the townland
boundary ditch. Only the trough of this feature
survived, with the associated spread of burnt
stone usually associated with fulachtaí fia not
present and likely to have been removed by ag-
ricultural activity in the past. The trough was
truncated by a post-medieval field drain running
in a similar orientation to it. The western side
of the trough exhibited better survival while
there was some modern disturbance to the
northern end. The two corners to the south
were slightly rounded. There was a sharp break
of slope at the top and a more concave break
of slope at the base. The base of the trough
was generally flat.

Three fills (F1014, F1015 & F1016) were recor-
ded within the trough. The basal fill (F1015)
was a light grey silty clay with mottled orange
inclusions and moderate charcoal flecking,
which was located in the eastern end of the
trough. It appeared to be a water-borne fill,
possibly associated with a period when the
trough was left to silt up naturally over time.
Over this was the secondary fill (F1014), a dark
fill of fire-cracked stone and charcoal in a black
silty clay matrix of loose compaction. This ap-
pears to be burnt mound material that has been
deposited in the trough either intentionally to
backfill it or slowly over time. The upper fill
(F1016) is a grey silty clay of loose compaction,

View of the northwestfacing section of ditch F1011,
looking southeast

Context L. (m) W. (m) D. (m)

F1013 2.8m 1.35m 0.23m
F1014 1.82.1m 0.9m 0.020.16m
F1015 1.2m 0.35m 0.12m
F1016 0.8m 0.8m 0.1m
F1017 0.1m 0.1m 0.12m
F1018 0.1m 0.1m 0.12m
F1019 0.1m 0.1m 0.13m
F1020 0.1m 0.1m 0.08m
F1021 0.12m 0.12m 0.15m
F1022 0.12m 0.12m 0.15m
F1023 0.1m 0.1m 0.15m
F1024 0.1m 0.1m 0.15m
F1025 0.12m 0.12m 0.2m
F1026 0.12m 0.12m 0.2m
F1027 0.1m 0.1m 0.05m
F1028 0.5m 0.5m 0.33m
F1029 0.5m 0.5m 0.33m
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likely to have formed in the depression over the
infilled trough as the original fills settled over
time.

Five stake-holes were recorded around the
edges of the base of the trough, indicating that
there was originally some form of lining to the
feature. One stake-hole (F1017) was identified
along the eastern side while a further four were
located along the western side. The four stake-
holes (F1019, F1021, F1023 & F1025) along the

Postex plan of fulacht through F1013 (top)

southwestfacing section of fulacht trough F1013 (upper
centre)

Preex view of fulacht trough F1013, looking southeast
(lower centre right)

Midex view of southwestfacing section of fulacht trough
F1013, looking northeast (bottom right)
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western side were roughly
in line with each other. The
stake-holes were 0.1-0.12m
in diameter and 0.12-0.2m
in depth with the deepest
(F1025) being to the north
along the western side. The
majority of the stake-holes
were filled with material
(F1018, F1020, F1022,
F1024 & F1026) similar to
the secondary fill of the pit
(F1015). One of the stake-
holes (F1019), which was
located in the southwest-
ern corner of the trough,
had an additional upper fill
(F1027), which resembled
the primary silting up fill
of the pit (F1015), which
also overlay this stake-hole.
This indicated that some
burnt spread material had
spilled into the trough pri-
or to its initial silting up. It
also indicated that this oc-
curred after the stakes and
the associated trough
structure had been re-
moved prior to
abandonment, and indeed
that the wooden compon-
ent of the trough had been
removed rather than left to
rot in situ.

Midex view of fulacht trough F1013
with postholes F1025, F1023, F1021
and F1019 visible to right, looking

southeast (top left)

Postex view of fulact trough F1013
and postholes F1025, F1023, F1021,

F1019 and F1017, looking southeast
(centre left)

Closeup postex view of postholes
F1023 to left and F1025 to right,
looking southwest (bottom left)F1025

F1023

F1021
F1019
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A small circular pit (F1028) with slightly convex
sides and a flat base was located to the northw-
est of the trough (F1013). It was a regularly
shaped feature with sharp breaks of slope. It
was filled with a single fill (F1029), a grey silty
sand with orange mottling. There were no finds
or ecofacts associated with the pit to indicate a
date or function for the feature, however given
its proximity to the trough it may have been as-
sociated with the activity carried out there.

Toward the northern end of Field 12 a north-
south running ditch (F1034) was identified. This

was tested and found to be a relatively shallow
U-shaped ditch with a flat base and slightly con-
cave sides. The ditch ran in the direction of the
east-northeast to west-southwest running medi-
eval ditch (F169) identified during the previous
testing programme (McGlade 2015b, 36). The
ditch petered out to the south. As the develop-
ment proposals for this part of the site are to
raise the ground level significantly it was de-
cided that this ditch should be preserved in situ.
One fill (F1035) was identified in the ditch,
likely to relate to the silting up of the ditch.
There were no finds or ecofacts retrieved to
date the ditch, however the fill was similar to
that seen previously in the medieval ditch
(F169) to the north.

The medieval ditch (F169) was not encountered
during the monitoring programme. The topsoil
stripping was halted just to the south of where
the ditch had been identified during the testing
programme. Once features that may be related
to the medieval activity were encountered, such
as the shallow ditch (F1034) mentioned above,
stripping was halted to avoid impacting on the
archaeology in this part of the site. The devel-
opment proposes that a playing field is to be
located on this part of the site, with the ground
level to be significantly raised. This zone of me-
dieval activity will be preserved in situ.

Postex view of pit F1028, looking south
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Area 5

Area 5 was located along the northern side of
the site. This area was highlighted as having ar-
chaeological potential during the testing
programme (McGlade 2015b, 37). A number of
organic filled features were noted during the
testing programme along with a potential fu-
lacht fiadh and additional patches of burnt
stone. Once this area was stripped many of
these features were revealed to be large spreads
of probably naturally forming organic material
in depressions and possible former stream
courses. The area appears to represent a former
wetland environment with some possible pre-
historic human activity and more recent
post-medieval and modern attempts to drain
and improve the land.

At the southern edge of the wetland area a
spread (F79) of fire cracked stone in a dark grey
clay with charcoal inclusions measuring a max-
imum of 6 x 5.3m and 0.12mm in depth. The
spread was identified initially during the testing
programme (McGlade 2015b, 35) in trenches 3
and 8 and was suggested to be a possible fulacht
fiadh. Upon excavation this feature was found
to represent an irregular burnt spread as there
was no evidence for an associated trough. The
deepest part of the spread was to the north,
however there was no evidence for a cut. The
spread lay over a dark grey boulder clay, which
was particularly stony in places. There was no
surviving evidence for scorching of the natural
beneath the burnt spread and there was no
identifiable cut in which the material was loc-
ated. A post-medieval field drain running
east-west truncated the northern end of the
spread. A large earth-fast boulder was located at

Postex plan of burnt spread F79
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the northern edge or the spread. This boulder
was investigated to assess whether it related to
the burnt spread. There was no evidence for
human alteration to the boulder, however given
its size, it may have been used as a marker indic-
ating the location of the burnt spread in the
past.

To the south of the burnt spread an oval pit
(F84) was uncovered. This had a sharp break of
slope at the top and a concave base. There were
two fills within the pit (F85 & F86). The upper
fill (F85) was a mottled grey and yellow clay
with frequent sandstone inclusions, which over-
lay the basal fill (F86), a mid-grey clay with
occasional decayed stone inclusions. No datable
material was retrieved from the pit. Its location
suggests that it may have been related to the
activity that created the burnt spread, however
no burnt spread material was present within the
pit.

Context L. (m) W. (m) D. (m)

F79 4.5m 3.5m 0.12m
F84 0.64m 0.46m 0.26m
F85 0.64m 0.46m 0.1m
F86 0.64m 0.36m 0.16m

Eastfacing section through burnt spread F79 (top)

Midex view of field drain cutting burnt spread F79, look
ing southeast (upper centre)

Midex view of burnt spread F79, looking west (centre)

Midex view of section through burnt spread F79, looking
west (lower centre)

Midex view of northfacing section of pit F84, looking
south (bottom)
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A number of spreads of organic material, nat-
ural depressions filled with organic material and
possible former pools and streams with organic
material were identified across the area. There
was little to suggest that these features were ar-
chaeological in natural, however they may date
the period when there was human occupation
of the surrounding area. They are likely to rep-
resent the remains of a wetland environment,
possibly a marshy, poorly drained area, which
the burnt spread (F79) suggests was interacted
with by people in the past.

The largest of these features was a deep linear
hollow or depression (F101) orientated east-
west and stretching over an area of 19m. It was
6.5m in width and 0.5m in depth. It had well
defined sides to the north and south, though
there was some suggestion that the southern
edge had seen some slumping at some point.
The feature petered out to the west and east and
may represent a pool or pond within this wet-
land landscape. There were two fills (F102, F128
& F177) identified within the hollow. The basal
fill (F102) was a compact dark brown deposit of

organic material, with chunks of wood, hazel-
nuts, grasses and roots all present. This fill was
fully water-logged hence the organic preserva-
tion. The natural boulder clay beneath the
hollow had been stained bright turquoise blue
by the decomposing organics. Overlying this
was a secondary fill (F128), a brownish grey clay
with less organic content. Further to the south-

Context L. (m) W. (m) D. (m)

F98 16.1m 0.621.75m 0.16m
F99 16.1m 0.621.75m 0.16m
F100 7m 6m 0.10.3m
F101 19m 6.5m 0.5m
F102 19m 6.5m 0.5m
F103 11.6m 5.5m 0.1m
F123 9.4m 3.5m 0.1m
F124 1.8m 1.4m 0.12m
F128 4m min. 1.55m 0.4m
F166 25m 24m 0.2m
F167 25m 5m 0.6m
F168 25m 5m 0.6m
F171 25m 2/4m 0.2m
F173 20m min. 5m min. 0.05m
F177 2m min. 4.04m 0.18m
F178 8.4m 0.8m 0.05m
F183 8.4m 0.8m 0.05m
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east it could be seen that an addi-
tional upper layer (F177) of organic
material overlay this. This material
was very similar in content and ap-
pearance to the lower fill (F102).
The secondary fill may represent a
flooding event when relatively sterile
clay was washed into the hollow over
the initial organics, followed by a re-
peated build-up of organic material
over time following this event. It
would appear that the northwestern
end of the hollow had largely filled
up following the flooding event,
with the upper layer of organics
(F177) forming in the more low-ly-
ing southern end.

To the west of this was another large
spread (F100) of dark brown soft,
spongey peaty organic material. This
was located at the northern limit of
the site. While this spread was more
amorphous and did not appear to
have defined edges, it may relate to
the same overall watercourse run-
ning through the wetland area as it
lies on the same east-west trend as
the linear hollow (F101).

Further to the west of this also
along the northern limit of the site
another linear hollow (F168) was
identified. This was of similar pro-
portions to the hollow (F101)
further to the southeast, however the
fills in this case had less organic pre-
servation, possibly as it is located on
slightly higher ground. The north-
ern, southern and western edges of
the hollow were identified during the
excavation, with the fills continuing
to the east to merge with the organic
spread (F100). The hollow had
gently sloping sides and a flat base.
The basal fill (F167) of the hollow

was a dark greyish brown clay with occasional
pockets of organic material. This was overlaid
by the upper fill (F166/F171), a mid-grey marly
clay, also with occasional organic patches. A
cow tooth was retrieved from this fill, however
was mislaid during torrential rain on the day. A
number of pieces of flint and chert were re-

Overview of Area 5, looking southeast (top left)

Overview of Area 5, looking northeast (centre left)

Angled view along section through organicfilled
depression F101, looking north (bottom left)
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trieved from this fill during the testing pro-
gramme (McGlade 2015b, 34). During the
testing programme shell and charcoal was also
identified within the upper fill. These were not
encountered again during the excavation phase
and it must be assumed that they represent a
discrete deposit within the otherwise largely
sterile fill of the hollow. In the layer (F173) dir-
ectly over lying the hollow a curved iron object
was retrieved. This is from the material that had
accumulated over the infilled hollow after the
supposed former water course had fully filled
in. It is not known when this took place.

To the east of the eastern hollow (F101) a fur-
ther two spreads (F123 & F124) were uncovered
along the same east-west orientation. Again
these were similar dark brown soft spongey or-
ganic peaty deposits and may relate to the same
overall watercourse running through the wet-
land area.

One additional spread (F103) was recorded out-
side of this general east-west trend, lying to the
southwest of the large linear hollow (F101).
This spread was relatively shallow and had a
similar composition to the other organic
spreads encountered. It may represent a shal-
lower depression where organic material
collected in waterlogged conditions in the over-
all marshy environment.

A shallow linear ditch (F98) was identified run-
ning northwest-southeast at the northern end
of the site to the northeast of the main wetland
area. This feature slopes down from north to
south, turning slightly to the south before pe-
tering out at its southern end. It has gradual
breaks of slope and a concave base. It had a
single fill (F99), a dark brown organic clayey silt
similar to the fills of the organic spreads and
depressions to the south and west. It is possible
that this feature represents a small natural
stream course running into the wetland area.
The natural was seen to rise to the west of the

Plan of depression F168 at western
end of Area 5 (top left)

Midex view of eastfacing section
through F101, looking west (centre

right)

Midex view of eastfacing section
through depression F168, looking

west (bottom right)
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linear, with this raised section of stonier yellow
boulder clay standing above the organic pools
and spreads to the south and west. A number
of possible root boles located along the western
side of the linear made defining that side of the
feature more difficult and suggests vegetation
grew along the side of the former stream.

The base of a second shallow curvilinear ditch
(F178) was recorded to the west, which also ran
northwest-southeast at the northern end before
turning to run towards the south at the south-
ern end. The feature was very shallow. The fill
of the ditch (F183) was a dark grey clay with
patches of peaty organic material. This may
also be the remains of a former stream course
running into the marshy area to the south, or
may indicate that these features were manmade
drainage relating to activity beyond the site
boundary to the north as the consistent orienta-
tion and turning of the ditches was notable.

Numerous post-medieval drainage features were
identified across the area indicating concerted
efforts were made to drain and reclaim this wet-
land area in recent centuries. This also suggests
that the area had remained a poorly drained and
marshy area until that point. A number of
phases of land drain were identified. The earlier
field drains (F106, F107, F111, F112, F113,
F114, F116, F117, F118 & F119) were filled
with sub-rounded stone cobbles. Two of these
(F111 & F113) were found to have ceramic 2
½’’ pipes running along the base of the drains.
The majority of the early drainage system was
orientated northeast-southwest (F106, F107,
F111, F113, F114 & F116), with two drains
(F112 & F119) running northwest-southeast
perpendicular to this. The other two drains
(F117 & F118) also ran roughly northwest-
southeast though not in alignment with the rest,
however their sub-rounded cobble fills sugges-
ted they were part of the earlier phase of
drainage. Three of the drains (F114, F116 &
F117) had broken red brick fragments with
headers measuring 3” x 4” mixed into the
cobble fill.

The next phase of drainage was related to the
large north-northwest to south-southeast run-
ning field boundary ditch (F108), which is
depicted on the First Edition Ordnance Survey
map. This ditch is associated with the northeast-
southwest running field boundary ditch (F22) to

Context L. (m) W. (m) D. (m)

F104 8m min. 0.3m 0.3m
F105 48m min. 0.250.3m 0.3m
F106 38m min. 0.350.4m 0.4m
F107 3m min. 0.4m 0.2m
F108 80m min. 2m 0.6m
F109 80m min. 2m 0.6m
F110 7m min. 0.3m unknown
F111 39m min. 0.4m 0.48m
F112 7m min. 0.3m unknown
F113 17m min. 0.3m unknown
F114 13m min. 0.450.5m unknown
F115 10m 0.25m unknown
F116 9m min. 0.35m unknown
F117 13m min. 0.35m 0.2m
F118 11m min. 0.35m unknown
F119 6m 0.35m unknown
F120 10.5m min 0.25m 0.3m
F121 1.57m 0.72m 0.31m
F122 1.57m 0.72m 0.31m

Midex view of shallow linear ditch F98, looking southeast
(bottom left)
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the south in Area 2. This ditch cuts through the
organics associated with the wetland area, as
well as the earlier drainage system, with two of
the drains (F106 & F111) clearly cut by the
ditch. The ditch had a single fill (F109), a loose

mid-brown silty clay similar to topsoil, which
overlay a 4 ½’’ corrugated ceramic pipe running
along the base. It appears the pipe may have
been laid to transport water along the line of
the ditch when it was decided to remove the
field boundary, with the ditch subsequently be-
ing intentionally backfilled. A number of drains
(F104, F105 & F110) ran into the ditch and
were orientated east-west. A further two (F115
& F120) ran into one of the drains (F105) that
extended to the east. Three of these drains
(F104, F104 & F120) were found to carry 4 ½’’
corrugated ceramic pipes.

One irregularly shaped pit (F121) to the north
of one of the organic spreads (F123) was also
found to be post-medieval in date. It had gradu-
ally sloping sides on all sides except to the east,
where the side was near-vertical. The base was
somewhat uneven. The function of this pit was
unclear. It was filled with a mottled dark brown-
ish grey clay with inclusions of post-medieval
pottery and red brick.

At the eastern end of Area 5, just to the west of
the field boundary ditch (F174) a large northw-
est-southeast running ditch (F125) was
uncovered. This was generally U-shaped in pro-
file with sharp breaks of slope at the top and
based and a flat base. The sides of the ditch
were angled at 60- to 75-degrees. It flowed
downhill from the northwest and was truncated
by the field boundary ditch to the southeast.
The ditch slightly meandered along its length
and may be an earlier field division top the ex-
isting one to the east. The natural subsoil the
ditch was cut into varied along the sides of the
ditch cut, with a black gritty boulder clay at the
top overlying a yellow smooth boulder clay,
which in turn overlay a greenish grey gritty
stony sand.

Overview of Area 5 showing the numerous field drains
crossing the area, looking north (top right)

Overview of Area 5 showing the numerous filed drains
crossing the area, looking northeast (bottom right)

View of section through depression F101 showing field
drain cutting through the organic fill, looking southwest

Context L. (m) W. (m) D. (m)

F125 13m 1.51.77m 0.670.75m
F126 13m 1.281.75m 0.180.25m
F129 2.08m 0.35m 0.040.12m
F130 13m 0.951.74m 0.160.42m
F131 13m 0.631.41m 0.110.47m
F132 1.3m 1m 0.15m
F133 1.3m 1m 0.15m
F174 158m min. 8m 0.71m
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Four fills (F126, F129, F130 & F131) were iden-
tified within the ditch. The basal fill (F131) was
a light greyish brown silt which became sandier
near the base. This fill relates to the natural silt-
ing up of the ditch. A number of large stones,
0.2 x 0.4 x 0.5m in size on average, were noted
within the fill, which also had inclusions of me-
dieval pottery, flint, slag, metalworking furnace
lining and brick. The two brick fragments found

within the fill were retrieved from the southern
end of the ditch. They are the only finds of
probably post-medieval date within the ditch
and appear anomalous. It is possible that the
ditch was still open and in use at the beginning
of the post-medieval period, though this does
appear likely as there were no post-medieval
finds retrieved from the remainder of the ditch.

Plan of medieval ditch F125
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The secondary fill of the ditch was a mottled
yellow and grey re-deposited natural boulder
clay with inclusions of decayed stone, snail
shell, animal bone, medieval pottery, slag, metal-
working furnace lining and coal. There were less
finds within this fill than in the upper fill. This
fill appears to be an intentional backfilling
event, possibly from the digging of the field
boundary ditch (F174) to the east or the push-
ing in of an associated bank. Light greyish
brown silt lenses apparent toward the southeast-
ern end of the ditch may suggest a re-cutting
event within the ditch as these lenses resemble
the lower fill (F131), though they are siltier. It is
possible that the soft nature of the basal silty fill

(F131) allowed heavier material, such as the
large stones and the bricks to permeate though
it from this intentional backfill (F130).

A discrete deposit of industrial waste material
(F129) was identified along the western side of
the ditch at the northwestern end. This exten-
ded for over 2m in length, continuing beyond
the limit of excavation to the north. It was
0.35m in width and up to 0.12m in thickness,
overlying the intentional backfilling event
(F130) within the ditch. It was a hard and brittle
deposit, dark blackish brown in colour with rust
coloured patches. This is being analysed and has
been identified as being ironworking smithing
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hearth cakes, rich in coal and probable hammer-
scale (Young 2016, in prep.). The use of coal is
known during the medieval period in areas un-
der Anglo-Norman influence, and has been
recorded in archaeometallurgical samples from
two sites, Carrickmines Castle, Co. Dublin and
Greencastle, Co. Down (ibid.).

The upper fill of the ditch (F126) was a beige
clayey silt with inclusions of angular pebbles,
snail shell, medieval pottery, flint, metal, slag
and furnace lining. This survived better to the
north, where it was more substantial. This fill
represents the final backfilling of the ditch.

Midex view of northwestfacing section #62 (AB), looking
southeast (top left)

Midex view of southeastfacing section #64 (CD),
looking northwest (centre left)

Midex view of northwestfacing section #61 (EF), looking
southeast (bottom left)

Midex view showing hearth cakes in situ within the
northern end of ditch F125, looking southeast (top right)

Preex view of shallow gully F132 to east of ditch F125,
looking southeast (centre right)

Midex view of ditch F125 with varying natural subsoil
apparent, looking southwest (bottom right)
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A shallow drain or gully (F132) was identified
on the eastern side of the ditch and running
perpendicular to it. It appears to have drained
into the ditch and is likely to be contemporary
with it. It was truncated to the east by the field
boundary ditch (F174). The break of slope was
gradual at the top and concave at the base. The
base of the feature was cut into a stony natural
giving the impression the base may have been
metalled, however this did not appear to be the
case. There was a single fill (F133) within the
gully, a blackish grey stony compact clay. No
finds were retrieved from the feature, however it
appears to relate to the ditch (F125) to the west.

Midex view of medieval ditch F125, looking southeast
(bottom left)

Midexview of medieval ditch F125, looking northwest
(top right)

Postex view of medieval ditch F125, looking southeast
(bottom right)
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Introduction

The site is located near the base of the northern
side of a small valley orientated northeast-
southwest 1.7km inland from the coast at
Balbriggan. The site is at between 30m and 35m
above sea-level. The name of the townland,
Clonard, meaning high meadow in Irish, relates
to the small valley of the stream now forming
the townland boundary to the south of the site,
with the name suggesting a pastoral usage. A
hill rises up to the northwest of the site at
Flemingtown and Balscaddan, with two small
hills rising up on the opposite side of the valley
at the southern end of Clogheder townland.
The townland boundary between Clogheder
and Clonard or Folkstown Great runs along the
southern side of the site and carries a small
stream, which flows towards the sea to the
north of Balbriggan town immediately south of
Bremore Castle. This stream may well have been
flowing along this valley and in this location for

Section 4 Discussion

Field names used in the report (top right)

Outline of the development overlaid on satelite imagery,
courtesy of googlemaps.com (centre right)

Recent sattelite image showing the construction under
way, courtesy of googlemaps.com (bottom right)

To allow for comparison with earlier testing results the
same field names as outlined in the previous programmes
has been used in this report. The development site
includes portions of Fields 12, 13, 16, 17 and 19 in Clonard
or Folkstown Great townland, with Fields 21 and 22 lying to
the south of the townland boundary in Clogheder. The
portions of the site requiring archaeological monitoring
and excavation all lay within Clonard or Folkstown Great
townland to the north, with construction focussing in Fields
16 and 17 and some additional works required to the west
in Field 12 for construction traffic and spoil management.
The excavation divided the site into five areas. For the
purpose of this discussion the site will be referred to as
Clonard.
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a significant length of time. The site lies 1.7km
inland from the coast at Balbriggan. As has
been seen repeatedly along the eastern seaboard
of Ireland, this stretch of higher ground above
the low coastal plain has for millennia attracted
settlement and repeated occupation. For
example at Donacarney, Co. Meath to the north
where a prehistoric landscape starting in the
Neolithic was repeatedly occupied, interacted
with and altered by successive peoples from the
Neolithic to the medieval period (Giacometti
2010).

It appears that the wide level ground at the
southern end of the site was prone to flooding
from the stream, suggested by the layer of silt
that was noted overlying this end of the site in
the previous testing programmes. Prior to land
improvement works carried out in the medieval
and post-medieval periods, the site appears to
have been relatively poorly drained. A slight rise
in the ground level towards the middle of the
site (Area 3) impacted drainage further to the
north (Area 5), creating a number of
waterlogged organic filled depressions and
channels. Drainage must still have been an issue
in the post-medieval period given the number
of drains inserted in this area. Much of the site
at Clonard would have been marshy and
probably not of great agricultural value until the
drainage improvement works in the medieval

period. However, the proximity to water may
have made it attractive for other activities.

During the prehistoric period the excavation site
was located at the edge of this marshy area. It is
interesting to consider the features identified on
the site in regards to this environment. The
burnt spread and fulacht fiadh are typical
features in this sort of environment as these
monuments require a water supply. To the west
of the site located on slightly higher ground the
penannular enclosure, cremation pit and barrow
sit on the edge of this wetland environment.

The relative paucity of finds given the size of
the site has meant that dating of the site in
advance of radiocarbon dating is somewhat
problematic. However some of the features
were found to contain datable material. The
penannular enclosure and cremation pit both
contained pottery that appears to be Late
Bronze Age in date.

The only feature that has been radiocarbon
dated on the site is the barrow. It dates to the
Dowris phase (1000-600BC) of the Late Bronze
Age (Mallory 2013, 134). This is a period where
it has been argued that there was a rise in
warrior elites (Mallory 2013, 134; Waddell 1998,
273). The supposed agricultural surplus based
largely on pastoral activity at this time allowed

Proposed extent of the former
wetland environment within the

site
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for a highly structured and stratified society,
with a defined territories and social constructs.
This discussion will assess the position and
attempt to provide an understanding of how
the site at Clonard fits into the society it came
from.

Survival of archaeology

While a significant amount of archaeology was
identified on the site during the excavation, this
only represents the surviving portions of the
features that were once present. Agricultural
intervention in the past, combined with a
difficult stripping phase during a wet winter has
impacted on the survival of archaeology in a
number of areas of the site. To the west a
cluster of poorly surviving pits and postholes
were recorded that hint at being related to a
possible structure, however too little survives to
say this with any certainty. This cluster was
initially identified during the testing phase of
the project with the postholes being relatively
shallow (McGlade 2015b, 28). While the pits
and postholes do not form a distinct shape, they
are likely to have related to a structure of some
sort. The location of this part of the site is on
the higher ground to the west of the site, on the

western side of the avenue feature and
overlooking the rest of the site.

A second area where archaeology survived
poorly was in the centre of the site, including

Postholes F10.13 identified
during the testing pro
gramme in 2015 (top right)

Burnt spread F3.13 identified
during the tesing pro
gramme in 2015 (centre
right)

Plan of the features identi
fied during the testing
programme (bottom right)
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along the northern and northwestern side of
the penannular enclosure. The ground rose up
slightly at this point, which fell off to the north
and south. Agricultural activity over the years
combined with overenthusiastic de-sodding
works prior to the monitoring programme
reduced the level of this low rise and any
features cut into it. This explains the absence of
the northwestern side of the enclosure and
probably explains the absence of any internal
features.

Further to the north the de-sodding also
disturbed a shallow burnt spread identified
during the testing programme (McGlade 2015b,
35). A swathe of ground between the burnt
spread and the enclosure had a conspicuous
absence of features and it is likely that features
in this area of originally slightly raised ground
were lost in some way.

Description of features

The prehistoric archaeology on the site consists
of a funerary and ceremonial area with a sub-
oval penannular enclosure of probable Bronze
Age date with a small cremation pit located to
the southeast of the entrance in the enclosing
ditch, which was located on the southeast side
of the ditch. To the southwest of this was a ring
barrow. Approximately one third of this feature
lay within the current site. The southern portion
of the feature was excavated as part of the site
to the south by Gill McLoughlin during the
early phases of the project (McLoughlin 2016,
Licence No. 15E558). A date for cremated
remains uncovered within the eastern arc of the
ditch within the site to the south returned a date
of 969-807BC (McLoughlin pers. comm.). The
townland name of Folkstown may be an
Anglicisation of Baile an phúcaigh or town of
the spirits or ghosts, possibly indicating a
survival in local consciousness of the funerary

Features identified during the excavation in 2016 with
prehistoric features in red, medieval features in blue and

undated features in yellow
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site, though it is also possible that this name
comes from a more recent family name.

Two roughly parallel narrow gullies define a
routeway or avenue leading into the site from
the north, running towards the barrow before
turning to run off to the southwest. A cluster
of shallow pits to the west of the avenue may
relate to a poorly surviving structure. Two
further possible Bronze Age features were
identified, a trough that had previously had a
wooden lining likely to be the remains of a
small fulacht fiadh, and a larger spread of burnt
stone and charcoal indicative of pyrolithic
technology, though no trough was identified.
The central and northern end of the site was
dominated by large depressions and channels,
possibly natural in origin, with high organic
content. These may relate to the former wetland
environment around which the other features
on the site were located, however dating is
required before further assessing the potential
of these features.

To the northeast of the site a section of
medieval ditch was identified representing a
phase of land division that predates the existing
post-medieval field boundaries. A second ditch
and a metalled surface were identified nearby
during the testing programme
(Licence No. 15E507).
Another possibly associated
ditch and a pit were also
identified here, indicating a
concentration of medieval
activity in this vicinity. A
further two sections of
undated ditch were identified
during the monitoring phase
of the works to the south of
the medieval ditch, which are
likely to relate to this phase
of land division. A large ditch
with evidence for re-cutting
was identified running

northeast-southwest in the southwest of the
site. Only one sherd of post-medieval pottery
was identified from an upper fill of this ditch
and it is possible that it relates to the earlier
phase of land division also.

Numerous field drains as well as a number of
larger field boundary ditches were also
identified indicating a concerted effort had been
made to drain the site during the post-medieval
period.

The avenue

The curving near-parallel linear gullies in Area 1
defined an access, routeway or avenue through
the landscape, yet they are relatively unimposing
in scale. Geophysical surveying and testing to
the northwest of the site identified linear
features that may relate to the gullies. This is an
area that would reward further archaeological
investigation in the future.

The curving route of this avenue appears to
relate to prehistoric features within the site and
in the wider landscape. If approaching from the
north, the ‘avenue’ runs downhill from the

Possible directed views from the avenue
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northwest, running directly towards the barrow
to the southeast, before turning slightly to run
to the east-southeast. At this point the ‘avenue’
is facing towards the penannular enclosure. The
distance between the gullies widens here, and
there is a gap in the eastern gully opening to the
northeast off this widened section. The avenue
then turns again to run to the south and would
have passed c. 28m to the west of the barrow.

If approaching in the opposite direction, the
avenue is facing north where an undated oval
enclosure surrounding a smaller circular
enclosure or structure was identified during
geophysical surveying in 2005 (DU002-020),
possibly representing a settlement. It is possible
that the avenue was intentionally oriented to
offer different vistas as one entered the

ceremonial landscape. This
may represent a ceremonial
avenue, a formal access that
controlled and targeted
movement through through
a sacred landscape. The
avenue may represent the
public realm, with the
monuments acting as
markers indicating to
passers-by that they were
entering claimed lands.

The opening to the east does
not lead directly to the
penannular enclosure or
barrow. Rather it opens
towards the low raised area
in the centre of the site,
from which the wetland area
to the north as well as the

burial and ritual area to the south could have
been accessed. It is possible that the avenue was
intended to provide access to both of these.

It is not known whether the avenue would have
had an above ground element. The gullies were
relatively narrow and of no great depth; this
wouldn’t have produced a large amount of soil
to create banks of any great scale, though
admittedly the feature is likely to have been
reduced through agricultural activity over the
years. However, it is possible that the avenue
may have been lined with vegetation.
Archaeological indicators of vegetation
management have been identified at other
Bronze Age sites (e.g., McGlade 2016, 37).

The purpose of the ‘avenue’ is unclear at

Midex view of the avenue showing the
distinct curve the gullies make and the

widened section at the entrance to the
east, looking southeast (top left)

Midex view of the northern end of the
avenue faciung towards the barrow,

which is located along the fenceline in
the background, looking southeast

(bottom left)
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present, particularly as it has not yet been dated
with certainty to the same period as the other
features on the site. One possibility is that the
avenue connected this area with other
settlement sites to the northwest and south. It
may have connected the area to the Slige
Chualann, which ran further to the west. The
avenue rises up towards Balscaddan Hill to the
northwest of the site where prehistoric and
early medieval settlement has previously been
excavated. To the south the avenue crosses the
stream and skirts the base of Clogheder Hill
and may have continued towards the Late
Bronze Age settlement site excavated 580m to
the south (DU0005-119--). Could this be a
formal routeway through the Late Bronze Age
landscape, linking areas of settlement,
processing and burial?

At Ballingowan near Tralee, Co. Kerry two
undated rows of postholes 30m in length were
excavated and are suggested to represent a ritual
avenue (Moloney 2013, 10). Maloney noted that
comparisons for this site were rare in Ireland,
though there were some comparisons with sites
excavated in the United Kingdom dating to the
Early Bronze Age (ibid, 13). In Ireland
ceremonial routeways or avenues have been
identified at a number of the major ritual
centres such as The Banqueting Hall at Tara and
at the Late Neolithic ceremonial site at
Ballynahatty, Co. Down.

The Teach Miodhchuarta or Banqueting Hall at
Tara consists of two parallel banks formed by
the reduction of the ground between them.
Irish myths and legends imagined it as the site
of royal feasts and as a place for assemblies
(Waddell 1998, 330). More recent archaeological
work has interpreted is as a sunken ceremonial
earthwork, possibly similar to a cursus, a
ceremonial avenue aligned on the Mound of the
Hostages and terminating near wet ground
known as the Marsh of Tara (ibid.). Conor
Newman has offered a reinterpretation of this
feature as forming part of a processional way,
possibly associated with inaugurations, winding
through a ritual landscape and accessing the
royal sites on top of the hill via appropriate and
pre-understood alignments (Newman 2007).

Waddell notes that the Banqueting Hall is
probably a similar earthwork to the Mucklaghs

at Rathcroghan, which also curves slightly and
terminates near a pond (Waddell 1998, 330).
Other examples, such as the Knockans at
Teltown, Co. Meath (ibid., 350), the parallel
ditches in Creeveroe townland in the Navan
complex, Co. Armagh and the Friar’s Walk,
Kiltierney, Co. Fermanagh, which are in areas
rich in prehistoric remains, are also interpreted
to have been ceremonial walkways (ibid., 358).
The Avenue at Stonehenge is believed to have
led visitors from the River Avon through an
imposing group of burial mounds, with
Stonehenge itself not visible for much of its
course until being revealed at the final approach
to the monument (Bradley 1989, 97-8). Patrick
Gleeson has considered the possibility that
some of the ceremonial avenues at the royal
sites in Ireland may represent ceremonial ways
associated with later activity in the early
medieval period (Gleeson 2012, 29). Gleeson
emphasises the importance of a northeast-
southwest alignment and suggesting that these
routes, and suggests this alignment was steeped
in meaning (ibid.). Whether these routeways are
early medieval or prehistoric, an importance was
clearly placed on how monuments were
accessed and approached, what additional
monuments and natural features were passed
along the way, what could be seen, and what
was avoided. This becomes part of the journey
and had a purpose. Within the context of
ceremonial procession monuments take on
additional meaning. The constant change and
evolution of societies over time saw the
interpretation and reimagining of these features
evolving along with the social and belief
structures of subsequent generations.

A number of large linear earthworks have been
investigated across the country. These features
are again on a grand scale, running for long
distances. Two excavated sections excavated
across the Cliadh Dubh, Co. Cork identified
that a trackway was present along with the bank
and ditches forming the monument, and a date
of AD 139-250 was obtained for the material
overlying the trackway, indicating its likely use in
the later prehistoric period (Doody 2008, 565).
While other examples of linear earthworks,
such as the Black Pig’s Dyke in southern Ulster,
have been suggested as territorial defences and
markers (Waddell 1998, 360), they also show an
Iron Age world where control of access and
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movement was important, and territorial
markers were required.

All the comparative examples I have discussed
so far are on a much greater scale and are
located at acknowledged foci of ritual and
ceremonial activity. By comparison, the example
here at Clonard is small in scale and less
imposing. It should, however, be noted that any
surface element of the feature has now been
lost and that the gullies may originally have been
flanked by banks or vegetation. There is no
suggestion that the avenue at Clonard was
sunken, though this may be due to truncation
of the site. It has also been suggested that some
pairs of parallel banks of a lesser scale at
Rathcroghan are likely to represent drove ways
(Waddell 1998, 358), implying a functional
rather than ceremonial usage. In raised bogs
across the country numerous wooden and
brushwood trackways or toghers have been
identified dating from the Neolithic to the early
medieval period, built to traverse and access
these wetland areas (Moore 2008, 2). At
Edercloon, Co. Longford a complex series of
toghers classed as primary, secondary and
tertiary were uncovered during excavation, with
the large-scale concerted effort required to
create the large primary toghers beginning in
the Bronze Age and peaking in the Iron Age
(ibid.). The discovery of the remains of three
wooden wheels associated with the toghers
indicates that trackways were robust enough to
allow for transport of vehicles across the
wetlands (ibid, 8). The seven primary toghers
identified at Edercloon averaged 3.5m in width,
and were suggested to be entering the bog only,
perhaps to gain access to its rich resources (ibid,
10). The Corlea trackway, Co. Longford was
found to be 3-4m in width and due to its
grandiose scale was interpreted as a highly
significant road, possibly serving as part of the
routeway between the cult centre of Uisneach
and the royal site of Rathcroghan (Raftery 1997,
104). Interestingly the scale of the road at
Corlea, and the larger primary toghers at
Edercloon is comparable to the track width of
4m minimum defined by the two gullies at
Clonard. While much less imposing than the
other two examples, the avenue here could cater
for the same traffic as the large toghers running
through the bogs to the west.

It is clear that during the Bronze and Iron Ages
prescribed routeways through the landscape
were established, not just for the traversing of
wetland and boggy places, but to allow for the
movement of people, animals and carts over a
landscape that was divided between numerous
kin-groups and in various terrains. A
formalising of these routes, as well as control
of them, would have affected interaction
between different groups in terms of trade, the
sharing of information and movement of
people to cult and royal centres. Where
prescribed routeways pass through lands of
various groups, they design and define public
access through territory and they control what
can be seen and not seen.

The prescribed routeway at Clonard is directed
past the ritual monuments of the burial area,
which are put on display for those passing by.
Interestingly the single entrance from the
avenue to the east does not lead directly towards
the monuments of the burial area. This might
suggest that people walking down this avenue
were encouraged to view but not physically
access the monuments.

One of the five major historical routeways
through Ireland, the Slige Chualann, is depicted
as running through Clonard on its way from
Dublin towards the Boyne on Colm O

Extract from Colm O Lochlainn’s map of roadways in
Ancient Ireland (O Lochlainn 1940) with the main Slighe
routways highlighted in red with additional routeways in

green and Clonard highlighted in yellow
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Lochlainn’s map of roadways in Ancient Ireland
(O Lochlainn 1940). Whether this is indeed the
exact location of the route is unknown as the
route was said to run towards Tara further to
the west, however the most direct route
between the Slige Mhidluachra, which ran to the
north towards Emain Macha in Co. Armagh
and the Slige Chualann would be along this
general line. The presence of such a significant
routeway in the vicinity is likely to have had an
influence on the surrounding area, with other
local accesses created leading off it, though how
far back in time these routeways extend is
unclear.

An unnamed road is depicted on the 1650s
Down Survey parish and barony maps for the
area leading from Balrothery to the southeast of
the site towards Gormanstown in Co. Meath to
the northwest of the site. This would appear to
have been a major routeway at the time, being
the only road depicted on the map. It skirts
along the southern edge of Clogheder townland
and to the west of the site through Clonard or
Folkstown Great townland. The presence of a
major routeway within 300m of the site is of
interest. John Rocque’s map of 1760 and Taylor
and Skinner’s map of 1777 show the route from
Dublin to Drogheda running along this route
and also depicts the significant hill to the
northwest of the site upon which the early
medieval site of Flemingtown was located. The

later 1830s OS map shows that a small access
road connected the southern corner of the site
with this road.

The pair of gullies at Clonard suggest a more
considered construction. While they may relate
to some form of communication between
nearby communities, the formalisation of the
prescribed route through the landscape, and the
views and vistas available from it may have been
planned. Approaching from the northwest, the
avenue appears to run initially towards the
barrow before turning towards the penannular
enclosure further to the east. Approaching in
the opposite direction the avenue is facing the
as yet undated oval enclosure and settlement
further up the hillside (DU002-020). It is
possible to imagine that this was intentional,
that as people were traversing the landscape,
they were being directed to reference points and
markers, whether they be territorial or
ceremonial, communal or private, indicating
ownership or otherwise.

Markers along the way?

The enclosure was located on the southern side
of a low rise in a wetland environment. Marshy
ground was present to the north and east of the
enclosure and the stream now forming the
townland boundary lay to the south. The
enclosure was not perfectly circular and was an
oval shape measuring 23.08m in length
northeast-southwest and 18.46m in width
internally. An entrance in the form of an undug
causeway was located to the east-southeast. The
entrance termini of the enclosure were deeper
and more substantial than the rest of the ditch,
particularly the northern one, which was the
deepest part of the enclosure. The entrance
termini of the ditch were not perfectly aligned,
with the southern terminus curving inwards.

Prehistoric pottery was retrieved from the fills
of the enclosure. This pottery is probably Late
Bronze Age in date and was retrieved from a
confined location within the enclosure ditch to
the southeast. One additional sherd came from
the western section of the ditch, while a clay

Extract from the Down Survey parish map of Balruddery
parish showing the approximate location of the site and
the routeway running through Clonard or Folkstown Great
townland
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mould was retrieved further to the west of the
main concentration of pottery. Two
groundstone tools were also retrieved from the
fill of the ditch to the south. The only other
feature to contain prehistoric pottery on the site
was the cremation pit to the southeast. Burnt
bone were also retrieved from the fill of the
enclosing ditch to the south, though in very
small quantities.

The ditch may originally have held an upright
fence or palisade. This is suggested by a number
of postholes identified along the base as well as
by the narrow slot or channel apparent along
the base of the ditch in places, particularly to
the east and southwest. A bank may also have
been in place either inside or outside the
enclosure. A relatively sterile fill noted along the
inner side of the deeper eastern section of the
ditch may be derived from slumping of an

internal bank. This was also suggested to the
west, though the survival of the ditch was
poorer here.

The cremation pit did not contain a complete
cremated burial. Only a small amount of
cremated bone was identified within the pit.
The fill associated with the cremated bone was
found to also contain tiny fragmentary sherds
of prehistoric pottery as well as broken fine
tubular beads. Fragments of burnt flint were
also retrieved from the pit. These artefacts
probably represent grave goods intentionally
placed in the pit along with a token deposit of
cremated bone.

The enclosure is located amongst prehistoric
funerary monuments. It is located c. 40m to the
northeast of the barrow and c. 11.5m northwest
of the cremation pit. A very small amount of

Plan of the panannular
enclosure and cremation

pit with location of finds
within the features

indicated
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cremated bone was retrieved from the fill of the
enclosure ditch. The localised nature of the
ceramic finds within the ditch imply intentional
deposition within specific locations rather than
ad-hoc and unintentional deposition. It will be
interesting to see if the pottery from the
enclosure is funerary or domestic. The
enclosure is positioned on the edge of a low rise
with wetland or marshy ground to the east,
south and north, which may not have been
unappealing as a habitation site. Despite the
truncation to the monument, these factors
suggest that the monument may have been a
small ceremonial enclosure.

How people interacted with these circular
enclosures and barrows should be considered.
Were enclosures and barrows – and small
ceremonial enclosures - intended as visual
entities? Were people supposed to walk around

them, or in the case of ones with a break in the
bank and ditch, were you supposed to enter? At
Clonard, the off-set entrance termini appear to
direct a specific route around and into the
monument. Approaching from the south, and
walking around the monument anti-clockwise,
the entrance would appear open more than if
approached in the opposite direction. The off-
set entrance also directs the route out of the
monument. From inside, someone leaving the
monument would be facing straight towards the
location of the cremation pit identified 11.5m
to the southeast. This raises the possibility that
the cremation pit was marked above ground in
some way, perhaps by a tree, cairn or a standing
stone.

This anti-clockwise direction would bring
people coming from the gap in the avenue
between the barrow and the enclosure, further

Plan of the panannular
enclosure with the

postholes along the base
highlighted in red and the

narrow slots or channels
along the base highlighted

in purple
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displaying the monuments in the area. It isn’t
possible to say this with certainty, but it is
possible that there was a specific direction of
approach and rotation associated with barrows
and circular ceremonial enclosures. Many
religion have rituals relating to specific routes or
ways to interact with religious monuments and
prescribed directions that this should be done
in. This circumambulation is frequently carried
out a prescribed number of times. The
possibility of prescribed routeways and specific
directions of access at a number of Irish Royal
sites relating to the early medieval period has be
discussed by Gleeson (2012), who suggested
that certain directions of access had deep-set
meaning and connotations associated with
inauguration and royal ceremony. There is no
doubt that at Clonard there was prescribed way
of approaching and interacting with the

enclosure and barrow. Is the off-set entrance an
archaeological indicators for this? The
proposition is that the enclosure was
approached and circumambulated anti-
clockwise and entered from the southeast, and
this anti-clockwise rotation may have had
specific meaning to those that interacted with
the site. As anti-clockwise or widdershins
movement is seen as taking a course of motion
opposite to the sun, perhaps this direction was
significant, associated with the dead, darkness
or winter.

Corlett has proposed, in relation to ring ditches,
that the creation of the circle may have been of
primary importance during the burial ceremony,
even if the ditch or area enclosed within did not
serve as the final repository (Corlett 2005, 64).
The small ceremonial enclosure at Clonard is

Possible direction of
access suggested by the
angle of the entrance to

the enclosure. The anti
clockwise (yellow) route

appears to direct you
inside the enclosurfe, while

the clockwise (red) route
would not
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not a perfect circle. This is mirrored at other
ceremonial enclosures, such as the penannular
burial enclosure at Raystown, Co. Meath, which
had very similar proportions to the enclosure
here at 22 x 18m, was also oval in shape
(O’Sullivan et al., 2009, 105) indicating perfect
circularity was not essential. The enclosure at
Raystown was found to enclose 93 burials, with
an entrance to the west, and the enclosure
formed part of a complex early medieval site
(Seaver 2006, 75).

Comparing the enclosure to ceremonial
enclosures analysed during the North Munster
Project, the size of the enclosure is less than the
smallest example within that study area,
Knopoge, which had a diameter of 29m
(Grogan 2005a, 49). Grogan (ibid.) notes that
there was an avoidance of prominent locations
in the siting of these enclosures, and while their
siting varied, examples were recorded from
terraces overlooking wet or marshy ground and
river edges. He suggests that the concentration
of barrow and ceremonial enclosures along the
river floodplains reflects a division of the
landscape into domestic and ritual spheres,
possibly also indicating a desire for these sites to
be associated with water (Grogan 2005b, 142).
Grogan notes that many barrows, ceremonial
enclosures and fulachtaí fia would have been
inaccessible during certain times of the year
(ibid, 143). This might also apply to the barrow,
ceremonial enclosure, cremation pit, fulacht

Postex view of the enclosure, looking southeast (top)

Postex view of the uneven entrance into the enclosure,
looking south (bottom)
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fiadh and burnt spread at Clonard, which are
also located in wetland.

A number of penannular enclosures associated
with burials have been excavated Ireland, all in
Leinster, though this could be a skewed result
due to the predominance of development in the
eastern part of the country.

The location of the cremation pit at the
entrance at Clonard appears to be intentional.
Whether these features are contemporary or
not, the location of the cremation pit seems to
relate to the location and orientation of the
entrance in the enclosure. A similarly
proportioned penannular ring-ditch of Late
Iron Age date with a west-facing entrance was
excavated at Ardsallagh, Co Meath (Licence No.
A008/034, E3087, Excavations Ref. 2006:1493).
The ring-ditch was associated with two mid-
Iron Age ring ditches, four Early Bronze Age
cremation pits and four Early Bronze Age urn
burials (Clarke and Carlin 2009, 7). Initially it
was believed that the features were
contemporary (Clarke and Carlin 2006, 23),
however once the radiocarbon dates for the site
were obtained it was discovered that Iron Age
ring-ditches had been constructed over a pre-
existing ancient flat cemetery. This
demonstrates the persistence of a localised
funerary tradition over many centuries. The flat
cemetery may have been marked by some form
of above ground marker that has since been
removed, such as a cairn, or repeatedly planted
tree, or through story-telling and tradition
passed down from generation to generation. It
is possible that the location of the cremation pit
at Clonard was also marked in some way and
may have influenced the construction of the
entrance into the enclosure. Conversely, the
cremation pit may be contemporary with or
later than the enclosure and have been
influenced by the location of the entrance.

On the northwest slopes of Ask Hill, Gorey,
Co. Wexford a complex site with two clusters of
prehistoric annular and penannular ring-ditches,
cremation pits, a standing stone and two larger
penannular enclosures was excavated (Stevens
2007, 36). Only one of the larger penannular
enclosures, measuring 24m in diameter, lay
within the excavated portion of the site (ibid,
43). It had an entrance to the northeast and

enclosed seven cremation pits, one of which
contained a gilded copper-alloy cross mount of
8th century date, indicating a later phase of
activity at the site and a repeated use of the site
for funerary practices.

The presence of ring-ditches with potentially
different functions forming part of the funerary
landscape at Clonard is mirrored at other sites
in Ireland. Two Early Bronze Age penannular
ring-ditches excavated in Ballynacarriga, Co.
Cork were excavated as part of a larger site
including a large rectilinear enclosure containing
the remains of seven possible structures, and
Bronze Age cists and pit burials (Tierney 2009,
35). The larger of the ring ditches, which had an
entrance to the southeast, was clearly associated
with burial practices, while the smaller, with an
entrance to the southwest contained no burial
evidence and had a hearth centrally located in
the interior (ibid, 36). It was suggested by the
excavator that this smaller ring-ditch played a
different role in the burial rites practised at the
site (ibid, 37).

Irish Late Bronze Age houses frequently had
their entrances at some point between south
and east, which is also noted in Britain in
contemporary roundhouses (O’Driscoll 2013;
Mallory 2013, 136). The consistency of this
orientation, irrespective of prevailing wind
conditions, has been suggested to indicate a
shared ideological vision of how a house should
be oriented, and was different to the orientation
of houses earlier in the Bronze Age, which tend
to have their entrances to the north (Mallory
2013, 136). For a number of examples in
Britain, Bradley (1998, 153) makes a comparison
between Bronze Age house and hut sites and
nearby barrows, noting the similarity of
organisation of space. While this is a tentative
link at best, is it possible the location of the
entrance of the enclosure was placed to the
southeast to replicate the location of the typical
entrance of houses at the time.

A number of sites identified as ring-ditches
have been found to have their entrances
somewhere between south and east. One of the
ring-ditches excavated at Ballydavis, Co. Laois
(Licence No. 95E111, Excavations Ref.
1995:173) was found to date to the Iron Age
and had a southeast-facing entrance. This was
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part of a complex ceremonial landscape of
structures and burial monuments, along with an
enclosure 100m in diameter enclosing the
prominent hilltop (Licence No. 03E151,
Excavations Ref. 2003:1053). A penannular ring-
ditch at Ballybronoge South, Co. Limerick had
an entrance to the east, while one excavated at
Lehinch, Co. Offaly faced southeast, as did one
at Duntryleague, Co. Limerick (Eogan and Finn
2000, 8).

Only part of the ring barrow lay within this
development site, however fortunately the
southern portion of the monument was
excavated at the same time by Gill McLoughlin
(McLoughlin 2016). The southern arc had been
truncated away during previous service laying.
The monument is defined by a circular ring-
ditch c. 7.2m in diameter, with no evidence for
an entrance causeway. No features survived
within the area enclosed by the ditch. The

findings from the northern arc of the ring
barrow indicated that there was significant
slumping of material from both the interior and
exterior into the ditch, suggesting the
monument originally had an external bank and
possibly a central mound. The presence of a
central mound having now been ploughed out
may also explain the lack of features within the
interior of the barrow.

The ditch was quite substantial which would
have allowed for a significant amount of up-cast
for use in the creation of an external enclosing
bank and/or an internal mound. The surviving
ditch ranges from 1.25-1.45m in width and was
up to 1.2m in depth along the northern arc, and
was found to be up to 1.8m in width and 1.07m
in depth to the south. Taking an approximate
circumference of 27.3m, an average width of
1.5m and an average depth of 1.14m, the
excavation of the ditch would have created over
24m2 of spoil, which could easily have been
used in the creation of a central mound and

Composite plan of the barrow combining the results of
the two excavations (with thanks to Gill McLoughlin)
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surrounding bank. The presence of the
boulders within the later intentional backfilling
of the ditch led to the suggestion that they may
originally have stood on the encircling bank,
further making the monument stand out despite
its low-lying location. These boulders were
water-rolled and larger than any noted within
the subsoil in the vicinity of the monument. It
is possible that they were moved to the
monument from the stream now forming the
townland boundary to the south.

A number of phases were identified within the
ditch. An initial phase of silting up within the
ditch was followed by a phase of slumping and
deterioration. This may have been through
neglect, or simply through natural erosion of
the bank and mound. After this the ditch
appears to have been re-cut. The re-cutting
event was by no means conclusive, but it is
possible that after a period of decline the ditch
was dug out again and redefined, though not to
the same depth. It is equally possible that the
slumping of material from the internal and
external sides of the ditch left a narrower
channel that was infilled at a later date. The
initial fill within the re-cut was again suggestive
of a period of being left open to silt up over
time before an intentional backfilling event,
which suggests that we could be looking at the
same event repeated here: a ring ditch dug, left
open for a period, then destroyed or partially
destroyed. It is possible that this repeated
sequence of digging and destruction may have
been part of the ritual (including potentially
burial ritual) carried out at this site. Large water-
rolled boulders were deposited within the ditch

Midex plan of the barrow showing the location of the
waterrolled boulders within the ditch (top)

Midex view of the waterrolled boulders within the ditch,
looking northwest (centre)

Midex view of the waterrolled boulders within the ditch,
looking north (bottom)
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at the same time as the backfilling event. It is
also possible that the cremation deposit
excavated by Gill McLoughin in the southern
portion of the barrow relates to this phase. As
such, it is possible that this material was not
intentionally placed in the barrow ditch and may
originally have been deposited in the bank or
mound before being dumped in the ditch as
part of the backfilling event.

Two postholes were noted in section to the east
and west, cut into the largely backfilled ditch. It
is possible these were added to mark the

location of, and reinterpret, the now largely
levelled monument. Two additional layers were
identified above this relating to the final filling
of the barrow ditch. A small discrete deposit of
cremated bone was identified to the north close
to the outer side of the ditch within the lower
of these fills, possibly relating to a disturbed
cremation deposit from the bank or elsewhere.

Samples for radiocarbon dating have been taken
from the earlier, middle and later phases of this
monument. The dates will indicate whether the
monument was used over a short space of time,
or over the course of a very long period of
time. This will in turn have implications for
whether the barrow was used by a single tight-
knit kin group or by chronologically distinct
groups that reinterpreted the monument over a
long period of time.

The location of the ring barrow, low-lying near
wetland, is not unusual and it has also been
suggested that the concentration of barrow and
ceremonial enclosures along river floodplains
(areas unsuitable for settlement sites) reflects a
division of the landscape into domestic and
ritual spheres (Grogan 2005b, 142). It is
possible that the proximity to water was an
initial driving force behind the positioning of
the barrow, as water is frequently seen to have
had ritual connotations during the Bronze Age,
whether in the siting of ceremonial sites or the
deposition of hoards and votive offerings in

Sections through the barrow showing the recutting phase
in red and the two postholes in blue (left)

Midex view of the northfacing section #70 showing the
posthole F180 in section, looking south (right)
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rivers, lakes and bogs. The stream running along
the valley, now forming the townland boundary,
may have formed a territorial boundary and the
placement of the barrow may have been to
mark the edge of this territory. Despite its low-
lying location, the avenue identified to the west
would appear to bring attention to the barrow
and direct the view of people travelling along
this avenue towards the monument. Giacometti
has suggested (2010, 70) that ‘the
transformation of a space into a burial
monument associated with a single individual,
and thus perhaps with a single kin group or
corporate group (whether newly established or
not), crystallised existing (and perhaps
competing) land or status claims into the
historical landscape - and in this way perhaps
intentionally subverting an earlier more fluid
system of land organisation and ownership’. It
is conceivable that the barrow formed a
territorial marker, establishing the land claims
of the buried individual’s kin-group. The
repeated cycle of digging and backfilling of the
monument may represent times of establishing
or re-establishing these land claims. These may
have been periods of stress for the local kin-
group, perhaps associated with the death of a
significant member, flooding, or disease. The
framing of this marker in the view-line of the
approaching avenue may have warned travellers
they were entering lands held by a specific
group of people.

Ring barrows are described as
circular mounds of earth
surrounded by a ditch with a
bank to the exterior and in
many cases the mound and
bank can be very low, almost
imperceptible (Waddell 1998,
364). They can take a number
of forms, however attempts to
classify and thereby date
barrows typologically have
largely failed (Corlett 2005, 67-
69). They can be associated
with both inhumation burials
and cremations, either within
the central area of the
monument or within the ditch.
However, it has also been

noted that in some cases no burial is apparent at
all (ibid, 64). This has led to the suggestion that
it is the enclosing element of the ditch that is
the key feature of these monuments as it is
present whether a burial is present or not (ibid.).
It has also been suggested that the enclosing
element may have surrounded a location already
charged with meaning, possibly an earlier
monument or focal point in the landscape
(Giacometti 2010, 69).

At Ballynakelly, Co. Dublin a ring-ditch was also
uncovered, which McCarthy (2010, 106)
suggested represented a permanent and visible
monument on the landscape, as opposed to the
earlier flat cemetery. At Kilgobbin a ring barrow
there was suggested to represent a similar
change in ideological thinking from the less
monumental flat cemetery seen to the west to
the circular ring barrow (McGlade 2015a, 94).
This was also seen at Ardsallagh, though the
length of time between the ring-ditches and flat
cemetery there was significantly greater (Clarke
and Carlin 2009, 5). This suggestion that ring
barrows represent a return to more
monumental burial, though on a smaller scale to
the megalithic structures of the preceding
Neolithic period. This intentional marking is of
interest here, given the presence of the avenue
to the west and the directing of the lines of
vision towards the barrow suggested by the
route of the avenue.

Bradley mentions the use of upright posts in
some cases to define the edge of the round

Midex view of the barrow, looking west
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barrows, indicating the link between barrows
and contemporary houses (Bradley 1998, 153).
It is equally plausible that these upright posts
may be later markers, used to redefine the
monument after a period of decay or neglect as
the ditch partially infills, or an intentional
backfilling. Two cut features evident to the east
and west within the barrow at Clonard were
noted in section and are suggested to be
postholes dug into the top of the largely
backfilled barrow ditch, possibly to redefine or
mark the location of the monument. They were
cut into a layer of intentional backfilling within
the ditch, possibly formed by the above ground
elements of the monument being deposited
within the ditch, which corresponded with the
deposition of the large water-rolled boulders
within the ditch, as well as the possibly
accidental inclusion of cremated deposits.
These transformations of the monument, as
well as potentially re-establishing land claims as
mentioned above could also have occurred due
to a change in belief system or political change
in the area, or possibly because the barrow was
no longer needed for the purpose it originally
served. The formal marking of the barrows
backfilled ditch with posts shows it was
commemorated and maintained even after it
was largely in-filled.

At the Ballybronoge South ring-ditch the
authors noted that during the final phase of use
of the monument, the already slight monument
had been rendered almost invisible due to the
eroding of bank material and the earlier
deposition within the ditch (Eogan and Finn
2000, 10). At least one post was driven into the
fill of the ditch on the southern side (ibid.). It is
interesting to consider this in relation to the
barrow here, which was largely infilled, possibly
repeatedly, while the monument was still in use,
and the two postholes cut into the upper levels
of the fill of the ditch.

Archaeological indicators for the tranformation
of monuments over time has been seen
elsewhere. For example at Craigmore Hill, Co.
Armagh, a substantial Neolithic penannular
ditch with an opening to the southeast and an
internal diameter of 13.6m was uncovered
(Licence No. AE/08/04, Excavations Ref.
2008:059). Pottery within the ditch was dated to
the Neolithic period. The enclosure was

eventually levelled and a timber circle
comprising a ring of 22 post-holes, the eastern
side of which truncated the upper fills of the
ditch, was constructed.

Offerings within the barrow

Two off-white, smooth water-rolled quartz
pebbles were recovered from one of the middle
fills of the ditch. Interestingly, a small pocket of
cremated bone was identified within the same
fill to the north as part of a phase of intentional
backfilling within the ditch. This fill also
contained a number of large water-rolled
boulders that appear to have been deposited in
the ditch as it was being backfilled. There is a
possibility that the cremated bone, quartz
pebbles and boulders were all originally placed
outside the ditch. Given the location of the
cremated bone deposit, this may originally have
been deposited in the bank of the barrow. The
orientation of a number of the large water-
rolled boulders indicated they were originally
located around the outside of the ditch, either
forming part of the bank or possibly sitting on
top of it. McLoughlin’s excavation of the
southern portion of the barrow identified
another cremation deposit within the ditch to
the southeast (McLoughlin 2016, 11). This was
deposited after an initial phase of filling within
the ditch and was associated with six tiny off-
white quartz and flint water-rolled pebbles

The two waterrolled quartz pebbles from intentional
backfilling deposit F152 within the barrow
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(ibid.). It would appear that these were
intentionally collected and deposited with the
cremation, possibly as part of the burial rites.
Unworked quartz has been found in ring
barrows dating to the Early Bronze Age, for
example at Kilgobbin, Co. Dublin (McGlade
2015a, 94) and the Iron Age at Donacarney
Great, Co. Meath (Giacometti 2010, 31).

In his 2010 PhD on quartz, Killian O’Driscoll
discusses the association of quartz with both
megalithic structures and medieval burials, and
cites Thompson (2004) suggesting an unbroken
tradition from the Neolithic to the recent past
for the use of quartz as a material reserved for
the dead (O’Driscoll 2010, 73). O’Driscoll notes
that Thompson’s interpretation highlights the
dichotomy between sacred and mundane (ibid.),
and cites O’Brien (1999, 192) as offering a more
nuanced account, suggesting that objects and
monuments could mean different things to
different social groups. He also observed that
ethnographic studies by Taçon (1991) into the
use of quartz suggest that the aesthetic and
symbolic characteristics of stone influenced
their use, noting that the iridescence and
brightness of the material were of significance
(O’Driscoll 2010, 74). The use of quartz in
burial rites appears to have continued into the
early medieval period with a number of sites,
such as the burial ground excavated at
Ballyshannon, Co. Donegal (Ó Donnchadha
1997, 9-10). This indicates a tradition of quartz
grave goods, perhaps a continuation of a pagan
tradition into the Christian period. The study of
quartz in the Irish archaeological record is
hampered by the difficulty in identifying worked
quartz, and the collection of quartz can be
influenced by bias on the part of the excavator
(McGlade 2015a, 94).

The presence of both water-rolled quartz and
flint pebbles, some clearly associated with a
cremation deposit within a burial monument at
Clonard is intriguing. This may suggest that it is
not the material that is important, rather the
pale tone and the smoothness of the stone. In
Britain it has been noted that white was a
favoured colour during the Neolithic era, with
mounds commonly being constructed of chalk
or other pale rocks (Hutton 2013, 155). At
Thornborough in North Yorkshire, gypsum was
used to coat the large henges there to lighten

them (ibid.). It could be suggested that the use
of quartz and light-coloured pebbles in later
burial practices is a continuation of this
tradition and ritualisation of the colour white.

The water-rolled pebbles retrieved from the
barrow offer an insight into the burial rites
carried out here. The objects would have been
locally available. Indeed, there is every
possibility that they were retrieved from the
nearby stream. They are portable unlike the
large boulders, which may have required more
than one person to move to the barrow. They
are also mundane objects so would available to
all, unlike more elite offerings such as metal,
which was not identified at the barrow. The
water-rolled, light-coloured pebbles, which were
noted by the excavators due to their smoothness
and colour, may have been selected for the same
qualities by those who deposited them in the
barrow. These are non-elite offerings, yet ones
that tactilely and visually stand out. These pale
smooth pebbles of flint and quartz were
carefully selected and intentionally deposited
here. Whilst white quartz is frequently found in
ritual contexts in Ireland, the combination of
off-white quartz and flint pebbles here at
Clonard is unusual, and may indicate a local
variation of a shared belief.

Exploitation of the wetlands

In the past wetland locations would not have
been seen as non-productive. While not suitable
for farming and not ideal for habitation, these
areas would have been a perfect habitat for
gamebirds and small animals. Bog plants like
heather and moss make primitive but effective
building materials for use as insulation and
bedding, and a variety of wild berries and herbs
such as cranberry and bog myrtle flourish
(Moore 2008, 7). Wetlands was both utilised and
considered valuable. The placement of the
funerary monuments within this environment
locates the monument near a watery place, and
may also be related to the claiming of this area
by a particular kin group. The charcoal
production pit, a fulacht fiadh and a burnt
spread at Clonard represents exploitation of
this wetlands.
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The gap in the avenue opens to the east.
Immediately north of the gap a small fire pit
and a second small pit containing some burnt
stone were identified. To the south of the gap a
charcoal production pit was uncovered. Further
away from the avenue a large isolated posthole
and another small pit were also recorded. The
fire pit was located on the higher ground north
of the entrance from the avenue into the burial
and wetland area and may represent some form
of settlement or temporary occupation. This
location, just off the avenue and on the higher
ground may have been appealing for travellers
to stop at, as well as offering a spot to shelter
on the higher ground for those participating in
the rituals at the burial site, or involved in the
resource exploitation of the wetlands.

These temporary settlements would have been
carried out at certain times of the year, may
have left little in the archaeological record to
indicate their presence. In this way they are
similar to booleying huts. Booleying,
transhumance activity where animals were
moved from in-and-around the farm out to
summer grazing in the hills, is associated with
intermittently used structures and settlements.
While it was recorded in Ireland from the 16th
century, there is no way of identifying how old
the practice is, and it is possible, or even
probable that it occurred in some way from

Neolithic times onwards (O’Sullivan and
Downey 2003, 34). It is possible that the fire-pit
excavated here may represent a temporary
occupation site used whilst extracting the
resources from the wetland area, or
participating in the ritual ceremonies associated
with the barrow and enclosure.

Charcoal production pits are sometimes situated
on the edge of wetlands, which were exploited
for suitable wood (Giacometti 2016, 26).
Charcoal was the primary smelting fuel of the
Bronze and Iron Ages, and onwards through
the medieval period, with a peak in its use
during the 17th and 18th centuries (O’Sullivan
and Downey 2009, 22). Typically, charcoal
production pits measure 1-2m in length, up to
1.5m in width and 0.5m in depth (Giacometti

Plan of the site showing
the projected extent of

the wetland environment
in relation to the features

on site (top)

Preex view of charcoal
production pit F96,

looking east (bottom)
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2016, 26), with the truncated pit here falling
within that range. The location beside the
entrance to the avenue could have allowed for
the charcoal to be moved elsewhere easily. It is
possible that this pit relates to the exploitation
of the wetland environment on the site as
opposed to the ritual activity represented by the
burial monuments further south. However,
given the ritual associations ascribed to metal in
prehistory, the production of the charcoal used
to produce it may also have been ritually
charged. At Clonard, the charcoal production
pit was located in the ritualised landscape of the
kin-group that used it. The ritualised landscape
of the kin-group would have extended to more
than the burial monuments themselves, and
would have included all aspects of life that
required social control. The production of, and
exploitation of resources would have required
social controls determining who used them,
who benefitted from them, when they were
used, and for how long.

Further to the east a spread of burnt stone and
charcoal was identified near the marshiest part
of the site. No pits or troughs were identified in
the vicinity of the spread to suggest it was a
fulacht fiadh, however it is likely that some form
of processing involving the heating of stones,
likely to have then been used to heat water in
pits or pools nearby.

The fulacht trough identified to the southeast
of the site was located in an ideal position for

such features as it was near to the stream
forming the townland boundary. It was also in
close proximity to a field boundary, which may
replace a much older stream course. A medieval
ditch and later post-medieval ditch here may
have formalised an earlier natural stream course.
The limited size of the spread of burnt stone
associated with the trough may suggest that the
feature was not used over a long period of time,
however it is possible that part of the mound
associated with the trough was truncated in the
past. It is possible that the low-lying location of
the trough was an influencing factor in this as
this part of the site may have been too wet for
the location to be used repeatedly, possibly only
offering seasonal use. Sandstone was the
predominant stone used at both the burnt
spread and fulacht trough at Clonard. The use
of sandstone at the site is efficient as the stone
could be heated and cooled around five times
before splitting into unusable fragments
(Buckley 1990, 171).

Hawkes proposes that the revisiting of fulachtaí
fia, and specifically the reuse and relining of
individual troughs, shows that the locations of
these sites were an enduring element in the
landscape, even if the activity at each site was
episodic (Hawkes 2015, 21-22). Interestingly, at
Clonard, a well-constructed trough with
evidence for a former wooden lining associated
with a small spread of burnt stone and charcoal
and a larger spread of burnt stone and charcoal
with no associated trough, with only one small

Plan of fulacht fiadh trough
F1013 with four postholes visible

along the southwestern side
and one surviving to the

northeast
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pit in the vicinity. There was a large earth-fast
boulder beside this burnt spread, which possibly
would have marked the location of the site so
that it was returned to repeatedly. It is possible
the purposes to which the pyrolithic technology
was being used for at this feature was not the
same as that in the lined fulacht fiadh trough.

Although fulachtaí fia have a widespread
distribution across the country they are
generally found to be clustered in areas where
there is other settlement evidence (Grogan
2005a, 41-2). At the site in Clonard one fulacht
fiadh and spread of material related to
pyrolithic technology were identified during the
excavation, however just beyond the site a
further two burnt spreads were identified to the
southwest (McLoughlin 2016, 9), while two
more were identified to the south of the
townland boundary within the bounds of the
current development yet outside of the
excavation area. A further three burnt spreads
were identified to the north, one north of the
organic-filled depression and one either side of

the existing field boundary between Fields 12
and 17. None of these features have yet been
fully excavated so the size, nature and date of
the features is unknown. Bolger notes that
historical texts for the early medieval period
indicate a distinct level of control and
complexity in where various features are located
in relation to the main settlement core
suggesting that a complex and ordered system
of how land was divided up, owned and
managed was in place at that time (Bolger 2009,
32). This is likely to be true of earlier periods
also. The location of sites where specific
activities were carried out, particularly ones that
involve heat and fire, is likely to have been
controlled and organised, for safety reasons at a
minimum.

Traditionally, fulachtaí fia have been interpreted
as temporary prehistoric cooking/feasting sites,
with experimental work, most notably by
Michael J. O’Kelly at Ballyvourney, Co. Cork in
the 1950s, confirming that the typical features
of an excavated burnt mound could relate to

Location of the sites (circled in green) in the vicinity relat
ing to fulachtaí fia or pyrolithic technology
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aspects of the cooking process (O’Kelly 1954).
Over the last decade evidence has emerged for
non-food related activities taking place on some
fulacht sites (e.g., Dennehy 2008), and fleshed
out how food and drink may have been
cooked/produced at the sites (e.g., Quinn &
Moore 2009). Alternative suggestions for the
use of fulachtaí fia have also been postulated,
with some being replicated in experimental
archaeology. An experiment carried out in 2009
demonstrated that a fulacht-type feature could
be used in the brewing of beer (Quinn &
Moore 2009). The general lack of animal bone
from fulacht fiadh sites, including those at
Clonard, is one of the reasons put forward for
questioning the traditional cooking place
interpretation for all fulachtaí fia. Semi-
industrial uses, such as in the washing and dying
of clothes and hides or in the preparation of
leather, have be considered (Waddell 1998, 177).
Recent studies on the environmental evidence
from fulachtaí fia has led to the suggestion that
some fulachtaí fia may not be related to cooking
at all, and were used in textile production
(Brown et al. 2016, 286). Experiments have
demonstrated that fulachtaí fia could be used in
the processing of textiles, such as washing,
dyeing and fulling (Denvir 1999). The frequent
observation that burnt mounds are virtually
never found within settlements but are typically
in the vicinity though at least 200m distant
(Grogan et al. 2007) suggests a common
practice but one which was not desirable within
the close proximity of dwellings. During a
recent detailed environmental analysis of a
number of fulachtaí fia, a number were found
to be associated with common dye plants;
elevated heavy metals suggestive of off-site soil,
ash or urine was present at two sites; and a lack
of evidence for even moderate pastoral activity
was noted in all (Brown et al. 2016, 285-6). This
would suggest that, at least in some cases, textile
production could have been carried out at these
sites.

At the same time, a better under standing of
prehistoric settlement in Ireland from several
decades of archaeological excavations have
allowed for a more nuanced interpretation of
fulachtaí fia sites and their role in a complex,
settled society of Bronze Age Irish kingdoms
(e.g., Hawkes 2015 and the social role of
fulachtaí fia) (McGlade 2016, 28). The

investment of time and effort in the
construction of the wood-lined trough and the
repeated revisiting of specific locations suggests
that these sites were of significance to the
community or family group that constructed
them. Hawkes discusses the importance of the
social contexts, along with the socialising
component of these gatherings, and noted that
food played an essential role in assemblies, as it
does in social circumstances today, and would
not have been eaten simply for sustenance
(Hawkes 2015, 23). Social groups select
foodstuffs and organise meals in accordance
with cultural norms, and the process may
involve historically determined social patterns,
such as how the food is prepared (ibid.). Like
many barrows and ceremonial enclosures, many
fulachtaí fia would have been inaccessible
during certain times of the year (Grogan 2005b,
143). Fulachtaí fia may have served as local
feasting sites used in communal seasonal rounds
of social festivities and bonding within and
between neighbouring families (Grogan 2005b,
138). This could also be true if the sites were
used for processing or textile production of
some sort. Either way these were places and
activities suitable for local social interaction.
Places where information was exchanged and
bonds re-established.

Whether fulachtaí fia were used for communal
cooking and feasting or other processing
functions that may have had communal aspects,
they appear to form part of social spaces yet lie
at the edge of and outside of the normal
habitation site. Activities carried out here may
have seemed out of the ordinary day-today
cycle, they may have been carried out at certain
times of the year but are likely to have had
specific controls, checks and social norms
attached. For example the processing of wool is
likely to have been carried out at a specific time
of the year and may have had a communal
aspect. The communal aspect in relation to
cooking, with feasting connotations is also
interesting when taking the location of the site
into consideration, particularly in relation to the
burial monuments in the southwest of the site.
Is it possible that some form of feasting was
carried out in relation to the burial rites? Is it
possible that processing of specific textiles or
offerings was important to the participants at
these burial rites? As previously mentioned, the
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selection of the water-rolled pebbles associated
with cremations in the barrow may have been
based on colour. It is possible that textiles were
produced or washed at the fulachtaí fia here in
preparation for use in burial rites.

Structure to the west?

A number of shallow pits and postholes were
identified towards the west of the site on both
sides of the avenue. Unfortunately the level of
survival of these features was poor. It must be
assumed that the features recorded relate to the
deeper surviving elements of features in this
part of the site.

To the west of the avenue a cluster of three
postholes was identified with a further posthole
c. 20m to the north associated with a
rectangular flat-bottomed pit. A possible
charcoal production pit was identified to the
southeast of the postholes and a further two
postholes were identified to c. 28m the
northeast. During the testing a number of
additional postholes were identified in the
western part of the site that did not survive the
stripping of the area. These features must have
been particularly shallow. While too little
survives here to suggest any specific activity, it is
possible that the postholes identified in this part
of the site may relate to a largely truncated
structure with only the deepest elements
surviving. The location of these features is on
the higher ground within the site and may have
been suitable for settlement sitting above the
wetland area to the east.

It is interesting that there was no access gap
from the avenue to these features. If the
structure represented by these features is
contemporary, then perhaps access to this side
was not encouraged, or was not seen as public.
This is in contrast to the fire-pit and other
features on the eastern side of the avenue,
which were discussed above. The gap in the
avenue suggests the eastern features may have
been seen as public and/or communal. Also of
note here is the fire-pit on the opposite side of
the avenue to the north of the gap.

A sense of place

Settlement studies of Late Bronze Age Ireland
have been carried out by the Discovery
Programme (The North Munster Project) and
have found that the spatial and social
organisation of landscape can be broken down
into a number of four basic scales: local;
communal; territorial; and regional or sub-
regional (Grogan 2005b, 133). The smallest of
these is suggested to relate to kin-groups or
extended families. Clusters of associated sites
of different types (habitation sites and
associated field walls, as well as ceremonial and
ritual sites such as fulachtaí fia, individual
barrows, standing stones etc.) indicate
settlement at a kin-group or extended family
scale, with familial group populations estimated
at between 14 and 70 people (ibid., 138). The
North Munster Project proposed that these kin-
groups were compact and self-contained units
with a degree of social, economic and perhaps
political autonomy (ibid.).

At a larger scale, communal identity in Late
Bronze Age Ireland had numerous settlement
foci of between 3km2 and 12km2, with often
extensive areas between them, implying that
kin-groups may have availed of comparatively
wild spaces around the more formally farmed
landscape of the kin-group cores. Neighbouring
groups may have shared resources such as
timber, seasonal grazing and gathering zones
within these ‘wild spaces’ between the kin-
group cores (ibid., 140). While it was
occasionally difficult to identify clear
geographical boundaries between these
communities, what was apparent was that local
terrain provided a centralising factor, with
settlements focused to avail of important
resources such as agricultural land and natural
routeways (ibid.). In some places covered by the
study several kin-groups were identified in close
proximity to one another, suggesting there was
a close social cohesion, whilst other areas the
pattern at local level was more scattered with
fewer monuments that might indicate a strong
sense of communal bonding (ibid., 166). It
would appear that in these areas the
organisation of collective labour to construct
large ceremonial monuments was not an
important tradition and implies a less structured
society at communal or territorial level (ibid.).
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A further scale of landscape organisation,
termed a territory, was also indicated, ranging
from 12km2 and 25km2 in size and containing a
major residential site and a large ceremonial
enclosure or stone circle (ibid., 186). The spatial
patterning of these high-status residential sites,
ceremonial circles and enclosures, and places of
votive deposition allowed for the interpretation
that ‘the management of landscape reflected a
strong element of social control and that
communities shared allegiance to a powerful
family or individual who wielded control over a
specific and geographically well-defined
territory’ (ibid., 143).

In some places it was noted that a much more
structured, and perhaps hierarchical, social
organisation may have been in place, where
higher densities of settlement were identified
within certain regions (ibid., 167). These regional
units were found to have clear social, ritual and
perhaps economic characteristics and may have
seen themselves as different to one another and
natural boundaries appear to have been
important in defining their limits (ibid.). It was
possible to suggest a number of regional
identities through an analysis of variation in
artefact distribution, and also to suggest trade
links between the regions. These overarching
regions were termed ‘chiefdoms’, and one of
which, Mooghaun, is believed to have had a
population of c. 9000 people and occupied
450km2 (ibid., 186). They would have been
made up of a number of well-defined
territories.

The implications are for a highly structured and
stratified society at this time. Territorial
divisions would have been important in marking
ownership of resources and informing travellers
that a new territory was being entered. The site
at Clonard would appear to fit into the lower
level of this social network, that of a localised
kin-group. The cluster of prehistoric features,
with a barrow, enclosure (ceremonial or
otherwise), cremation pit, fulacht fiadh and
burnt spread, with an additional seven pyrolithic
sites in the immediate vicinity suggest this may
form part of a localised familial or kin-group
cluster. Yet the avenue may suggest that other
population groups passed through the area and
it was necessary to mark and identify the lands
as belonging to a particular group, with the

ritual landscape being displayed to passers-by.

The North Munster Project noted that the
locations of some barrow cemeteries,
positioned on opposing sides of rivers, may
indicate that they had a role in reinforcing the
communal or territorial boundaries formed by
these natural divisions (ibid. 142). It is possible
that the avenue at Clonard may represent a
connection of this local kin-group with the
wider community. The displaying of the barrow
to passers-by walking along the road implies it
was intended to be a visible and recognisable
monument. Given its location near the stream
to the south, it may have marked a boundary
between different kin-groups.

Prehistoric landscape

The site at Clonard lies in a rich archaeological
landscape, with sites known in the vicinity from
as early as the Neolithic period (see table). To
the northwest of the site a Neolithic house
dating to 3394-3357BC was uncovered (DU001-
014) during excavations in 2005, while a passage
tomb cemetery is present along the coast in
Bremore and Gormanston townlands to the
northeast.

Remains from the Bronze Age are known from
a large number of excavations in the vicinity of
the site. While it is somewhat premature to
place the current site into this period
(radiocarbon dates are still being processed),
many of the features on the site probably date
to the later Bronze Age. The fulacht fiadh
trough (F113) and burnt spread (F79) are likely
to date to this period, while the Bronze Age
pottery from the enclosure (F6/8/67) and
cremation pit (F2) indicate they were created at
this time. A radiocarbon date of 969-807BC
from the cremation deposit within the southern
portion of the barrow (F134) firmly places this
monument in the Late Bronze Age
(McLoughlin pers. comm. 2016). At present this
is the only confirmed date for any of the
features on the site, however it is not
inconceivable that many of the other features
may also relate to this period.

A number of the dated sites in the vicinity
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relate to earlier in the Bronze Age, such as the
roundhouse (DU004-046) to the southwest
dating to 1449-1319BC and the large waterhole
and fulacht fiadh troughs (DU005-118) to the
south dating to 1886-1746BC, both in Clonard
townland. Interestingly there are a number of
sites with a very similar date range to that of the
barrow (F134). Three of these relate to houses,
two to the south in Clonard or Folkstown Great
townland (DU005-119001 and DU005-119002)
dating to 997-843BC and 978-831BC
respectively, and one further south in
Stephenstown townland (DU005-123) dating to
1020-830BC. These three Late Bronze Age
houses, along with the earlier Middle Bronze
Age house, mark a significant cluster of Bronze
Age houses in the area, with only seven
identified so far in County Dublin. A fifth was
identified 2.7km from the site to the southeast
in Glebe East (DU005-140), though this was
significantly earlier in date at 1880-1650BC.
Another site to the northwest in Flemingtown
townland, a ring-ditch, produced a date of 985-
817BC, with evidence of re-cutting in the Iron
Age dating to AD217-344.

This gives us three houses and two burial
monuments within 1.5km of the site that all
date to roughly the same period. These may
represent the local landscape of the kin-group
or kin-groups living here at this time. The
North Munster Project was mostly survey based
and it was not possible to assess
contemporaneity based on dating evidence at
many sites. Here in the vicinity of Clonard we
now have a number of sites that can be seen as
relatively contemporaneous, with their use
taking place within a 200 year period. It will be
interesting to see whether the other features
identified on the site also date to this period.

The concentration of burnt spreads and
possible fulachtaí fia in the immediate vicinity
of the site has been mentioned before. These
were identified during previous testing
programmes carried out by Ruth Elliott and
Terry Connell, which also uncovered further
prehistoric archaeology in the immediate
vicinity of the site. Elliott identified additional
pits and linear features associated with the burnt
spread in Field 21 suggestive of prehistoric
activity. Two archaeological areas identified by
Elliott lie within the current development site to

RMP No. Type Licence No. Location Distance

N/a Testing: Organic layers 07E057 Clonard or Folkstown Great 0m
N/a Testing: Burnt spread 07E057 Clogheder 0m
N/a Testing: Prehistoric activity 07E057 Clogheder 0m
N/a Excavation: Barrow 15E558 Clonard or Folkstown Great 0m
DU002021 Testing: Burnt spread 07E057 Clonard or Folkstown Great 10m N
N/a Testing: Burnt spread 07E1155 Clonard or Folkstown Great 10m N
N/a Testing: Burnt spread 07E1155 Clonard or Folkstown Great 10m N
N/a Excavation: Burnt spreads 15E558 Clonard or Folkstown Great 30m SW
N/a Testing: Prehistoric activity 07E057 Clogheder 30m S
N/a Testing: Prehistoric activity 07E057 Clogheder 30m SE
N/a Testing: Prehistoric enclosure 07E057 Clogheder 30m SE
N/a Testing: Cluster of pits 07E057 Clogheder 30m SE
N/a Testing: Cluster of pits, possible cremations 07E057 Clonard or Folkstown Great 150m W
DU001029 Testing: Pit, prehistoric 07E057 Clonard or Folkstown Great 250m NW
DU005117 Excavation: Bronze Age ditch 08E106 Clogheder 290m SE
DU001028 Testing: linear, prehistoric 07E057 Clonard or Folkstown Great 380m NW
DU005118 Excavation: Fulacht fiadh 08E055 Clonard or Folkstown great 440m S
DU001014 Excavation: Neolithic house 05E663 Flemingtown 490m NW
DU005119001 Excavation: Bronze Age house 08E053 Clonard or Folkstown Great 580m S
DU005119002 Excavation: Bronze Age house 08E053 Clonard or Folkstown Great 580m S
DU001015 Excavation: Burnt spread etc. 05E663 Flemingtown 640m NW
DU001025 Testing: Enclosure and possible cremations 07E057 Flemingtown 670m NW
DU005124 Excavation: Fulacht fiadh 10E010 Folkstown Little 690m S
DU004046 Excavation: Bronze Age house 02E298 Clonard or Folkstown Great 760m SW
DU001022002 Testing: Prehistoric pit cluster, cremations 07E057 Flemingtown 850m NW
DU001022001 Testing: Prehistoric cluster of features 07E057 Flemingtown 880m NW
DU005123 Excavation: Bronze Age house 10E010 Stephenstown 900m S
DU001031 Excavation: Prehistoric ring ditch 02E297 Flemingtown 1500m NW
DU001030 Excavation: Prehistoric corndrying kiln 02E296 Flemingtown 1500m NW

Table showing nearby prehistoric sites
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the south of the townland boundary (Sites 21.1
and 21.2, Elliott 2007, 35). Further possible
prehistoric activity was identified to the south
of this in the vicinity of the current Gael Scoil
(Site 21.3). The concentration of activity to the
northeast of the field (Site 21.1) lies directly to
the south of the fulacht fiadh trough (F1013)
identified during the excavation, while the burnt
spread further to the east (Site 21.2) may also
have been feeding off the stream forming the
townland boundary. Unfortunately none of
these features have been dated.

Immediately to the southeast of the current site
further possible prehistoric archaeology was
also uncovered by Elliott in Field 22, with three
areas located in the southern end of the field

where St. George’s National School has since
been constructed (Sites 22.1, 22.2 and 22.3), and
a fourth towards the northern end of the field
in currently undeveloped land (Site 22.4). Elliott
identified a possible enclosure with a diameter
of 40m, a possible sub-rectangular structure, a
cluster of pits, and a complex of pits and
postholes with associated worked flint indicative
of prehistoric activity (ibid, 38). The possible
enclosure and structure is of interest, given its
location in the low-lying lands near the stream
forming the townland boundary. Could this
possibly have been another component of the
prehistoric landscape on the opposite side of
the stream?

Three fulachtaí fia were identified during
previous testing programmes located on ground
rising up immediately to the north of the
development site, one centrally within Field 17
(Site 17.1, Elliott 2007, 32), one to the northeast
of Field 17 (F003, Connell 2007, 7) and one to
the west of Field 12 (F006, Connell 2007, 7).

Location of archaeological sites in the surrounding area
with prehistoric sites highlighted in red, medieval and
postmedieval in blue and undated sites in yellow. La
belled sites are referred to in the text
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One of the burnt spreads in Field 17 has been
added to the RMP (DU002-021), however there
is some confusion in the recording as the file
relates to the feature uncovered by Elliott, yet
the location marks the burnt spread uncovered
by Connell.

On the lands sloping up the hill to the north
and northwest of the development site
prehistoric features such as pit clusters, ditches,
possible cremation pits and enclosures have all
been identified (refer table), however as these
features are as yet undated. Towards the top of
the hill a burnt spread, a number of pits
containing burnt stone and charcoal, a possible
fulacht fiadh trough and a shallow pit
containing a sherd of coarse Bronze Age
pottery were excavated in the vicinity of a large
early medieval complex. Other undated
archaeological sites were identified during the
testing and monitoring projects to the north and
west of the site indicating there is a strong
potential for additional archaeological sites
being uncovered in the future.

The Iron Age is less well represented in the
vicinity, though Iron Age phases were noted at
the Bronze Age house to the southwest
(DU004-046) and at the ring-ditch (DU001-031)
to the northwest.

Change in the historic period

At the start of the historic period the site lay in
the over-kingdom of Brega, with the coastal
zone initially being controlled by the Ciannachta
Breg (Bolger 2009, 27). Throughout the early
medieval period various political upheavals
occurred in the area, with different groups
rising to prominence, including the Saithne,
who grew in power following the decline of the
Ciannachta Breg (ibid.), and whose lands may
have formed a buffer between the territory
controlled by the Norse of Dublin (Fine Gall)
and the main sub-kingdoms of Brega
(Breathnach 1999, 5-6). There was no evidence
of early medieval activity during the excavation,
despite the substantial complex excavated by
Teresa Bolger in Flemingtown towards the top
of the hill c. 700m to the northwest. That site
represented the ancillary features extending out
around the settlement (Bolger 2009, 34), which
is likely to lie slightly further to the north where
numerous linear and curvilinear anomalies
(DU001-023) were identified during a
programme of geophysics in 2005.

Evidence for new divisions of the land during
the medieval period was found at Clonard. The
arrival of the Anglo Normans in the 1170s
caused a major change in the land ownership
across the country, and in many places a distinct
break with the past. The two main manorial
centres in the area were Balrothery and
Bremore. Both these sites have some pre-
Norman Welsh connections. At Bremore there
are suggestions of a Welsh connection for the
saints associated with St. Mologa’s Church - the
early medieval site of Lann Bechaire. A former

RMP No. Type Licence No. Location Distance

N/a Testing: Undated features 07E057 Clogheder 10m SE
N/a Testing: Three undated pits 07E057 Clonard or Folkstown Great 30m NW
N/a Testing: Undated pits 07E1155 Clonard or Folkstown Great 30m N
N/a Testing: Undated pits 07E057 Clonard or Folkstown Great 100m N
DU002020 Geophysics: Enclosure 05R114 Clonard or Folkstown Great 100m N
DU001027 Geophysics: Enclosure 05R114 Clonard or Folkstown Great 380m WNW
DU005101 Aerial photo: Enclosure n/a Clonard or Folkstown Great 510m S
DU005122 Excavation: Industrial site 08E054 Clonard or Folkstown Great 550m S
DU001024 Testing: Enclosure 07E057 Flemingtown 560m NW
DU005102 Aerial photo: Field system n/a Clonard or Folkstown Great 620m S
DU001016 Excavation: Industrial site 05E663 Flemingtown 640m NW
DU001017 Excavation: Corndrying kiln Flemingtown 640m NW
DU001026 Testing: Cluster of pits and ditches 07E057 Flemingtown 690m NW
DU004003 Aerial photo: Enclosure n/a Balscaddan 840m SW

Table showing as yet undated sites nearby
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landowner is listed by Geoffrey de Constantin
in the vicinity of Balrothery under various
spellings as Rhytherid Machanan, who is of the
family of Owain ap Cynan, part of a royal
Welsh dynasty, who appears to have inherited
the lands through the marriage of Cynan, king
of Wales and Ragnailt, daughter of Olaf, king
of Dublin (Baker 2010, 46). There is a strong
possibility that Balrothery was named after this
‘Rodhri’ (Connell 2007, 2). There is also a
possibility that Cloghrudduf or Cloghruddery,
the former name of Clogheder townland as
given on the Down Survey, refers to the same
individual, possibly indicating that this townland
also formed part of the territory held by
Rodhri. The impression is that before the arrival
of the Anglo-Normans, Norse and Welsh
population groups were amongst the players
that had an influence on this area.

The development site may have been located in
the manor of Bremore, as the stream forming
the townland boundary to the south of the site
continues on to the sea to the south of Bremore
and would have been a natural landmark to use
as a territorial marker. The former name of the
townland to the south, Cloghruddery, suggests
it may have had connections to Balrothery to
the south.

Bremore is associated with the Russell family
from the latter years of the 13th century, and
they may have constructed or at least owned a
castle there (O’Carroll 2009, 79). Bremore
passed to the Barnewall family in the early 14th
century, with the family also acquiring
substantial other holdings in north County
Dublin, including Balrothery (ibid.). The
settlement at Balrothery appears to have been
more successful, as Rocque depicts it as a town
on his map of County Dublin in 1760, and
Bremore (and neighbouring Balbriggan) is
depicted as a small hamlet. The terroir of the
Down Survey of the 1650s mention a ‘towne of
Bremore’ in which there was a ‘towne called
Newhavene’, while Balrothery is mentioned as a
‘faire towne’. During the medieval period, the
settlements such as the one excavated at
Stephenstown to the south of the site, which
covered several acres, would have been dotted
throughout the manors and formed centres of
crop-processing and animal husbandry, as well
as providing shelter for agricultural workers
(Baker 2010, 54-5).

In a similar manner to the location of the small
settlement of Newhaven within Bremore,
additional small clusters of settlement may have
been present elsewhere in the manor, possibly
near the northern end of the development site.
If this location was near a laneway leading from
Bremore to the west, possibly to the main road
to Dublin, this may have made the location
attractive for settlement. The field boundary
ditches inserted during this period would have
improved the drainage on the site to some
degree, so the wetland nature might not have
been a disincentive to settlement any longer.

The medieval activity on site largely reflects
agricultural activity associated with new
divisions of the land. These new divisions
reflect the new landowners placing their own
ideas of order on their new lands. The
excavation showed that the lands to the north
and possibly towards the southeast near the
townland boundary would still have been wet
and marshy and would not have been
considered the best agricultural land. An early
phase of field division was represented by a
medieval ditch running in a similar orientation
to the existing field boundary between Fields 12
and 17, yet positioned slightly further to the

Extract from the Down Survey map (north to top right) of
the barony of Balruddery showing 'Cloghruduf', now
Clogheder townland. Bremore can be seen to the north
east of the site
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west and meandering slightly. This appears to be
a precursor to the existing post-medieval field
boundary. Evidence for multiple re-cutting
events within some of the ditch sections
demonstrates maintenance over time. A roughly
perpendicular ditch was identified to the east in
Field 12 during testing, which was preserved in
situ. This ditch appears to have been a precursor
to another post-medieval ditch and was
associated with a metalled surface.

Another section of undated ditch to the
southwest of the development site may also
date to this period as it does not conform to the
later post-medieval field layout. A small possible
drainage feature to the south of this truncated
part of the barrow and may also date to this
period. There is an indication of a break with
old traditions, and monuments not having the
same meaning or importance to the new
landowners. The land usage of the site has
altered significantly from a ceremonial one to
agriculture and small-scale industry.

All the medieval pottery retrieved during the
excavation came from a localised area close to
where these two ditches would have converged.
A number of metalworking waste products such
as hearth cakes, fragments of furnace lining and
slag were also recovered from this localised area
of ditch suggesting there may have been a
medieval metalworking site in the vicinity. As no
evidence for a metal-working site was
uncovered to the west of the ditch, the metal-
working site must have been located elsewhere.
Perhaps to the east, within the northern end of
Field 12, to the north beyond the limit of
excavation, or possibly localised within the ditch
itself.

It is possible that the metal-working activity
seen within the ditch was in-situ, representing
small-scale smithing. One of the hearth cakes
(F129) was identified directly overlying one of
the fills within the ditch. This indicates that
smithing was taking place within the ditch after
it had partially in-filled, and possibly gone out
of use. This location provided shelter from the

Location of the medieval features
on the site
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wind and shade in the working area enabling the
smith to assess the state of the worked metal by
colour. Smithing in such locations is known
from other sites such as Moathill in Navan,
where small-scale blacksmithing remains dating
from AD 668-784 were uncovered within a
partially filled ditch (Giacometti 2011, 51). At
Clogher hillfort, Co. Tyrone, there was evidence
for metalworking having taken place within the
hillfort ditch dating from AD 400-610 (Kelly
2010, 46). An in situ furnace was recorded at
Woodstown 6, Co. Waterford located within a
sheltered portion of one of the outer ditch
terminals and dated to AD 426-600 relating to
the pre-Viking phase of the site (Kerr et al.
2012, 1144).

One of the points of interest relating to the
hearth cakes is that they derive from coal-fired
smithing. The preliminary findings of the
metallurgical waste analysis of the hearths and
furnace cakes has shown that only coal was used
in the metal-working at the site (Young 2016).
This is unusual in Ireland during the medieval
period, yet is known from Anglo-Norman
Wales (ibid.). The use of coal in this location
would also be somewhat unusual given the
weight and difficulty in transporting the fuel.
Though the location is relatively close to the
coast, it is not in very close proximity to any
known medieval settlements. This may have
been seen as a benefit given the smoke, fumes,
noise and dirt created during the smithing
process, however a completely isolated location
is unlikely and further settlement may be

identified nearby in the future. We are obtaining
a date from the material directly below the
hearth cakes to ascertain whether they are
indeed medieval in date.

The presence of a small smithing site here is
somewhat unusual. The use of coal as a fuel
suggests the activity was taking place after the
arrival of the Anglo-Normans as there is no
record of the use of coal in Ireland prior to this
(Young 2016). The smithing is likely to have
been carried out within the manorial setting,
with Bremore likely to have been in control of
the land at this time. Coal may have been
imported into the country to Bremore or
Balbriggan, both of which were listed
(admittedly somewhat later) separately by
Richard Stanihurst in 1577 among the eighty-
seven haven towns in Ireland (Murphy and
Potterton 2010, 402). Coal is a heavy fuel source
and it would not have been efficient to move it
too far from the port for small-scale industrial
activity, yet it may have been desirable to carry
out this activity at a distance from the main
settlement due to the waste, noise and fumes
produced.

Providing a way for the fuel and finished
products to be transported would have been
important and it is possible that the metalled
surface identified to the east within Field 12 and
associated with the perpendicular medieval ditch
may have provided this. A largely ploughed out
section of metalled surface was identified
further to the east in Field 13 during previous
testing (Elliott 2007, 28), possible indicating that
a laneway may once have stretched off to the
east from this point. Intriguingly the First
Edition Ordnance Survey depicts a field access
lane running to the west from the southwest of
the castle and church at Bremore, likely to have
been the manorial centre. While this stops well
to the east, it is possible that previously there
may have been a laneway running from
Bremore towards the northeastern part of the
site, and possibly beyond. The quantity of
medieval pottery within the ditch here also
suggests there may have been some settlement,
possibly for the blacksmiths, in the immediate
vicinity. No medieval pottery was identified
elsewhere on the site indicating a focus of
activity in the northeastern part of the site
during this period.

Smithing hearthcakes in situ within the medieval ditch
F125, looking southeast
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A number of the more recent
features such as the large post-
medieval field boundary ditches
can be matched with the First
Edition Ordnance Survey map
of the 1830s. The associated
land drainage system, which is
particularly apparent to the
north in Area 5, also dates to
this period. This phase saw a
concerted effort made to drain
the wetter parts of the site and
improve the land for
agricultural usage. It is likely
that until this time parts of the
site, particularly the organic-
filled depressions to the north,
still saw seasonal flooding
despite improvements made in
the medieval period. A number

of these ditches mirrored the boundaries laid
out in the medieval period. The medieval
farmed landscape stayed much the same until
the encroachment of development in more
recent times.

RMP No. Type Licence No. Location Distance

N/a Testing: Metalled surface and ditches 07E057 Clonard or Folkstown Great 0m
N/a Testing: Metalled surface 07E057 Clonard or Folkstown Great 40m E
N/a Testing: Metalled surface 07E057 Clonard or Folkstown Great 100m W
N/a Testing: Metalworking site 07E057 Clonard or Folkstown Great 150m N
DU005121 Excavation: Medieval corndrying kiln 08E054 Clonard or Folkstown Great 500m S
DU005120001 Excavation: Medieval house 08E054 Clonard or Folkstown Great 580m S
DU005120002 Excavation: Medieval house 08E054 Clonard or Folkstown Great 580m S
DU001015 Excavation: Medieval enclosure 05E663 Flemingtown 640m NW
DU005126 Excavation: Medieval house 10E010 Folkstown Little 730m S
DU001023 Geophysics: Field system 05R114 Flemingtown 740m NW
DU005125 Excavation: Medieval road/trackway 10E010 Folkstown Little 740m S
DU005127 Excavation: Medieval corndrying kiln 10E010 Folkstown Little 790m S
DU001004 Ritual site: holy well n/a Flemingtown 880m NW
DU005115 Geophysics: bivallate ringfort 07R158 Stephenstown 930m S
DU005115001 Excavation: Medieval field system 07E836ext. Stephenstown 930m S
DU005001 Chapel n/a Folkstown Little 930m S
DU005052001 Excavation: Hearth and postholes 05E098 Stephenstown 940m S
DU005052002Souterrain n/a Stephenstown 940m S
DU005128 Excavation: Medieval structure 08E054ext. Folkstown Little 940m S
DU005129 Excavation: Corndrying kiln 07E836ext. Stephenstown 990m S
DU002011 16th/17th C. house: Tankardstown House n/a Tankardstown 1000m ENE
DU002002002 Graveyard, E. medieval monastic site n/a Bremore 1300m NE
DU002014 Excavation: Medieval field system 01E370 Bremore 1300m NE
DU002002001 16th C. fortified house n/a Bremore 1400m NE
DU005050 17th C. watermill n/a Balbriggan 1400m E
DU005002 Well n/a Stephenstown 1100m S
DU005003 Ritual site: holy well n/a Stephenstown 1200m S
DU005004 Towerhouse castle n/a Stephenstown 1200m S

Extract from the First Edition Ordnance Survey map show
ing the correlation with the later ditches identified during
the excavation

Table of the nearby medieval and postmedieval sites
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Specialist analysis and reporting on the
archaeological material retrieved during the
excavation is currently being carried out. The
final findings of excavation informed by the
specialist analysis will be compiled in a final
report once this work is complete.

Environmental analysis

The environmental analysis for the excavation is
being carried out by Ellen O’Carroll. Forty one
samples were taken during the excavation across
the five excavated areas. It is hoped that the
analysis will provide information on the
environment and land use in the vicinity of the
site during its use, as well as providing
information on wood selection associated with
cremations and fulachtaí fia on the site. A core
sample was taken from the largest of the
organic-filled depressions in Area 5. We are
going to get the upper and lower levels of this
material dated to see whether it dates to the
same period as some of the archaeological
features on the site. If it does further analysis
of the core may provide rich information on
the local environment at the time given the
preservation or organic matter within the
feature.

Twelve samples are targeted for radiocarbon
dating. It is hoped that dates will be obtained
for the Bronze Age penannular enclosure, the
cremation pit, the barrow, the possible avenue,
the fulacht trough, the burnt spread, the pit
truncated by the penannular enclosure and the
pits to the west of the site. Charcoal from these
samples will be sent to Queen’s University
Belfast for dating.

Finds analysis

While the finds from the site were somewhat
limited, a number of categories of find were
recovered. The prehistoric ceramic from the site
are being analysed by Rose Cleary. Medieval
ceramic is being analysed by Claire
McCutcheon. The post-medieval pottery is
being analysed by Antoine Giacometti. Sean
Sharpe is conducting analysis on the lithic
assemblage and Niamh Kelly is analysing the
ground stone tools from the site.

During the sample processing in the initial
phase of post-excavation works numerous
broken metal tubular beads were retrieved from
the fill (F4) of the cremation pit (F2) in Area 2.
These have been sent to Paul Mullarkey in the
National Museum of Ireland for further
analysis. It is likely that conservation and
additional analysis will be required on these
artefacts. A suitable specialist will be selected
once the beads are returned.

Metallurgical waste

A number of hearth cakes and fragments of
metal-working furnaces were recovered from
the fill of the medieval ditch in the northeast of
Area 5. These have been sent to Tim Young for
further analysis.

Osteological analysis

The cremated bone from the site is being
analysed by Denise Keating. She also carried out
the analysis of the cremated bone from the
southern portion of the barrow excavated by
Gill McLoughlin, so hopefully this will allow for
the sites to be considered together.

Section 5 Specialist reports
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The animal bone from the site is being analysed
by Fiona Beglane. Again, Fiona carried out the
analysis for the adjacent site so this should allow
for some synthesis of the results. A sample of
bone from the same fill as the metallurgical
waste will be selected for dating purposes and
sent to Queen’s University Belfast for
radiocarbon dating.
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Conclusion

The development site at Clonard has now been
archaeologically resolved. Three zones were left
unexcavated and have been preserved in situ
within the site due to the presence of
archaeology.

The excavation uncovered a largely prehistoric
site with a number of features likely to date to
the Bronze Age. Burial monuments and crafting
sites in the vicinity of a wet and marshy area
were encountered. A later phase of medieval
land division was also excavated with evidence
for small-scale metal-working using coal. A final
report on the findings of the excavation will be
compiled once all specialist reports have been
concluded.

A number of features extended beyond the
limits of excavation of the site, particularly to
the north, where the two near-parallel
curvilinear gullies extend beyond the site to the
north of Area 1 and the medieval ditch extends
beyond the site to the north of Area 5. The

gullies were not identified within the adjacent
development to the southwest, possibly as they
had been truncated away by an earlier service
trench, however they may be present beyond
this to the southwest of this service trench. It is
possible that the pits and postholes recorded in
the western end of Area 1 continue to the west
and north also, though again none were
encountered during the adjacent excavation for
the road construction to the west.

A number of archaeological areas within the
development site were preserved in situ as no
groundworks were required in these areas. The
northern zone preserved in situ included a ditch
containing medieval pottery and an associated
metalled surface and a second ditch. Given the
proximity to the medieval ditch containing
metalworking waste at the eastern end of Area
5, it is possible that a medieval industrial site is
located in close proximity. The central zone
preserved in situ contained two undated ditches
that, given their location, may relate to the
medieval ditch further to the north. The
southeastern zone preserved in situ contained

Section 5 Recommendations

The highlighted areas mark areas
that were left unstripped and
where archaeology has been pre
served in situ
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two possible archaeological sites (Site 21.1 and
Sites 21.2) uncovered during testing (Elliott
2007) including a fulacht fiadh and other
possibly prehistoric features. The ground level
has been increased in all of these areas with the
addition of topsoil from elsewhere on the site.

Recommendations

While significant quantities of soil were added
over the three areas to be preserved in situ, any
subsurface works within these areas in the
future should be archaeologically assessed to
ensure works do not encroach on the
archaeological material below.

Both the avenue and the medieval ditch were
found to extend beyond the limit of excavation
to the north. Any subsurface works to the north
of the site boundary should be archaeologically
monitored. It is unknown whether the avenue
extends further to the south beyond the service
trench identified there. Any subsurface works in
this area should be archaeologically monitored.

Summary of the future recommend
ations relating to the site. The
orange areas mark the location of
archaeology preserved in situ, the
blue areas highlight where archae
ological features identified during
the excavatiopn extend beyond the
limit of excavation
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APPENDIX A  Context Register
Context Type Fill of Filled by L. (m) W. (m) D. (m) Interpretation Description Finds/ 

Ecofacts

Context 

Above

Context 

Below

Area

F1 Topsoil - - - - - Topsoil animal 

bone, flint 

medieval 

pottery, 

quartz, clay 

pipe, iron, 

post-

medieval 

pottery

All

F2 Cut of pit n/a F3, F4, F5 1.40m 0.90m 0.20m Cut of cremation 

pit

Oval pit with gently sloping sides 

and flat base. 

n/a F5 Natural 3

F3 Fill of pit F2 n/a 0.60m 0.40m 0.17m Uppermost fill of 

cremation pit

Mottled yellow-brown clayish silt 

with frequent inclusions of 

charcoal and moderate flecks of 

small stone. 

SS#3, burnt 

bone, 

prehistoric 

pottery, flint

F1 F4 3

F4 Fill of pit F2 n/a 0.60m 0.50m 0.20m Cremation deposit Blackish-red silty clay with 

occasional flecks of burnt bone 

and small angular to subrounded  

stones.

SS#2, burnt 

bone, 

prehistoric 

pottery, flint, 

quartz, 

copper-

alloy tubular 

beads

F3 F5 3

F5 Fill of pit F2 n/a 0.70m 0.40m 0.13m Lower-most fill of 

cremation pit

Light yellowish clay of moderate 

compaction.

n/a F4 F2 3



Context Type Fill of Filled by L. (m) W. (m) D. (m) Interpretation Description Finds/ 

Ecofacts

Context 

Above

Context 

Below

Area

F6 Ditch n/a F7, F12, F13, 

F34

16.6m 1.0m 0.50m Part of Bronze Age 

enclosure

Curvilinear ditch with U-shaped 

profile. Forms the southern part of 

the enclosure. Distinct terminus to 

east with entrance gap between 

it and Ditch F8. Likely to be the 

same as Ditch F67

n/a Natural F13 3

F7 Fill of ditch F6 n/a 15m 1.0m 0.17m Upper fill of Bronze 

Age enclosure 

ditch

Mottled brown-grey silty clay with 

inclusions of small stones. 

Prehistoric 

pottery, 

burnt bone, 

cow tooth, 

rubbing 

stones, 

charcoal, 

flint, SS#20

F12 F34 3

F8 Ditch n/a F9, F10, F69, 

F74, F75

14m 0.65m 0.94m Part of Bronze Age 

enclosure

Curvilinear ditch with V-shaped 

profile. Forms the northeast part of 

the enclosure. Distinct terminus to 

south with entrance gap between 

it and Ditch F6. Peters out to north, 

probably due to truncation 

n/a F70, F77 F30 3

F9 Fill of ditch F8 n/a 13.5m 0.4m 0.19m Upper fill of Bronze 

Age enclosure 

ditch

Mottled orangey-grey silty clay 

with blackish iron panning 

inclusions near the top. Compact 

with frequent sub-angular stones

Struck flint, 

SS#19

F1 F69 3

F10 Fill of ditch F8 n/a 10.75m 0.85m 0.23m Fill of Bronze Age 

enclosure ditch

Mid-grey stoney clay with greyish 

brown mpottling in parts. 

Compact with frequent sub-

angular stones

Flint, animal 

bone

F69 F74 3



Context Type Fill of Filled by L. (m) W. (m) D. (m) Interpretation Description Finds/ 

Ecofacts

Context 

Above

Context 

Below

Area

F11 Ditch n/a F15, F16, 

F17, F18, 

F19, F20, 

F21, F155

35m min. 1.8-2.5m 0.5-0.7m Cut of post-

medieval ditch

Linear field ditch running 

northeast-southwest. Profile of 

ditch varies along its course. The 

southwestern end of the ditch has 

a step present along the 

southeast side, with the side 

vertical above this. The ditch is 

concave beyond the step. The 

step is not present at the 

northeastern end, where the 

southeast edge is still relatively 

vertical and the opposing edge is 

more gradual

n/a F157 F15, F21 2

F12 Fill of ditch F6 n/a 15m 0.78m 0.16m Fill of Bronze Age 

enclosure ditch

Mottled brownish grey silty clay. 

Compact with small stones and 

rounded cobble inclusions. 

Prehistoric 

pottery, 

rubbing 

stone, 

animal 

tooth 

(cow?), 

burnt bone, 

SS#1, SS#15

F13 F7 3

F13 Fill of ditch F6 n/a 16.6m 0.7-0.88m 0.06-

0.19m

Fill of Bronze Age 

enclosure ditch

Mid-grey silty clay. Compact with 

inclusions of sub-rounded cobbles

Prehistoric 

pottery, clay 

mould, flint, 

animal 

bone, 

SS#16, 

SS#22

F6 F12 3

F14 Cancelled 2



Context Type Fill of Filled by L. (m) W. (m) D. (m) Interpretation Description Finds/ 

Ecofacts

Context 

Above

Context 

Below

Area

F15 Fill of Ditch F11 n/a unknown 0.4m 0.2m Fill of post-

medieval ditch

Basal fill of post-medieval ditch 

F11. Sticky grey marl. Present in 

one box section through ditch

n/a F11 F16 2

F16 Fill of Ditch F11 n/a unknown 1.25m 0.25m Fill of post-

medieval ditch

Fill of post-medieval ditch F11. 

Redeposited natural mottled clay. 

Backfilling of ditch

n/a F15, F21 F20 2

F17 Fill of Ditch F11 n/a unknown 0.65m 0.42m Fill of post-

medieval ditch

Fill of post-medieval ditch F11. 

Grey marl along northwest sdie fof 

ditch. Same as fill F20

Bead/fossil F155 F16 2

F18 Fill of Ditch F11 n/a 35m min. 1.45m 0.27m Fill of post-

medieval ditch

Fill of post-medieval ditch F11. 

Mottled orangey brown silty clay 

with pockets of dark blackish gritty 

redeposited natural. Contained a 

fragment of red brick. Backfilling 

of ditch

Brick, animal 

bone

F155 F19 2

F19 Fill of Ditch F11 n/a 35m min. 1.6m 0.25m Fill of post-

medieval ditch

Upper fill of post-medieval ditch 

F11. Greyish brown silty clay. 

Contained glass and sherd of post-

medieval pottery

Glass, post-

medieval 

pottery

F18 F1 2

F20 Fill of Ditch F11 n/a unknown 0.65m 0.42m Fill of post-

medieval ditch

Fill of post-medieval ditch F11. 

Grey marl along northwest sdie fof 

ditch. Same as fill F17

n/a F155 F16 2

F21 Fill of Ditch F11 n/a unknown 0.3m 0.1m Fill of post-

medieval ditch

Lower fill along southeast side of 

post-medieval ditch F11. Gritty 

mottled silty clay. Only present in 

one box section through ditch

Flint F11 F16 2



Context Type Fill of Filled by L. (m) W. (m) D. (m) Interpretation Description Finds/ 

Ecofacts

Context 

Above

Context 

Below

Area

F22 Ditch n/a F23 175m 1.8m 0.6m Cut of field 

drainage ditch

Cut of large post-medieval 

drainage ditch running northeast-

southwest across field 17. Sharp 

break of slope at top and base, 

sides at c. 70-degree angles, flat 

base. A ceramic drainage pipe 

ran along the base.Cuts post-

medieval ditch F11. Same 

drainage system as Ditch F108 

n/a F19 F23 2

F23 Fill of Ditch F22 n/a 175m 1.8m 0.6m Fill of field 

drainage ditch

Fill of large post-medieval 

drainage ditch. Mottled brown 

silty clay. Contained iron objects, 

glass and post-medieval ceramics

Post-

medieval 

pottery, 

glass, iron

F22 F1 2

F24 Ditch n/a F25 Same as Ditch F158 n/a 2

F25 Fill of Ditch F24 n/a n/a 2

F26 Ditch n/a F27 Same as Ditch F156 n/a 2

F27 Fill of Ditch F26 n/a n/a 2

F28 Posthole n/a F13 0.22m 0.22m 0.10m Cut of posthole Roughly circular posthole cut into 

the base of Ditch F6 towards the S 

side of the ditch 

n/a Natural F13 3

F29 Pit n/a F30 0.98m 0.56m 0.2m Cut of pit 

predating Bronze 

Age enclosure

Sub-oval pit with a gradual break 

of slope at the top and base and 

flat base. Sides more gradual to 

west, vertical to east.

n/a Natural F30 3

F30 Fill of pit F29 n/a 0.98m 0.56m 0.2m Fill of pit Mottled mid-greyish orange sandy 

clay. Occasional sub-angular 

pebbles and rounded cobbles. 

Flint, 

charcoal. 

SS#5

F29 F6 3



Context Type Fill of Filled by L. (m) W. (m) D. (m) Interpretation Description Finds/ 

Ecofacts

Context 

Above

Context 

Below

Area

F31 Field drain n/a n/a 9m min 0.25-45m 0.11m Post-medieval field 

drain 

Linear stone-filled post-medieval 

field drain orientated roughly NE-

SW. 

n/a F33 F32 3

F32 Field drain n/a n/a 20m min 0.30m 0.15m Post-medieval field 

drain 

Linear field drain aligned roughly 

NW-SE. Contains red corrugated 

ceramic pipe covered in gravel. 

n/a F31 F1 3

F33 Field drain n/a n/a 20m min 0.26-

0.32m

0.16m Post-medieval field 

drain 

Linear field drain aligned roughly 

NNW-ESE. U-shaped cut filled with 

a pale orange silty clay

n/a F7 F31 3

F34 Fill of ditch F6 n/a 0.43m 0.36m 0.01m Fill of Bronze Age 

enclosure ditch

Discrete charcoal lens overlying 

upper fill of Ditch F6 2.1m from 

eastern terminus. Soft dark 

blackish grey charcoal. Truncated 

by drain F32

SS#6 F7 F32 3

F35 Curvilinear 

gully

n/a F36 90m min 0.45-0.7m 0.15-

0.45m

One of a pair of 

curvi-linear gullies, 

possibly 

demarkating a 

routeway

Curvi-linear gully running roughly 

parallel to Ditch F38, the distance 

between the ditches ranging from 

4.2 - 7.2m. Steep U-shape in profile 

with vertical to slightly concave 

sides and flat base.

n/a Natural F36 1

F36 Fill of 

curvilinear 

gully

F35 n/a 90m min 0.45-0.7m 0.15-

0.45m

Fill of curvi-linear 

gully

Layers of well sorted silt, sand and 

gravel, mid-grey to mid-orangey 

grey in colour. Loose compaction 

for much of its length becoming 

firmer with a higher clay content 

to the south

Flint, SS#7, 

SS#23

F35 F48 1



Context Type Fill of Filled by L. (m) W. (m) D. (m) Interpretation Description Finds/ 

Ecofacts

Context 

Above

Context 

Below

Area

F37 Fill of pit F96 n/a 1.2m 0.72m 0.015m Charcoal-rich fill of 

pit

Dark blackish brown charcoal-rich 

clay fill, medium compaction

Charcoal, 

SS#11

F96 F1 1

F38 Curvilinear 

gully

n/a F39, F47 90m min 0.45-0.9m 0.1-

0.45m

One of a pair of 

curvi-linear gullies, 

possibly 

demarkating a 

routeway

Curvi-linear gully running roughly 

parallel and to the east of Ditch 

F35, the distance between the 

ditches ranging from 4.2 - 7.2m. 

Steep U-shape in profile with 

vertical to slightly concave sides 

and flat base. Gap in gully at 

point where the distance 

between the two gullies was at its 

greatest, possibly an entrance 

feature

n/a Natural F47 1

F39 Fill of 

curvilinear 

gully

F38 n/a 90m min 0.45-0.9m 0.1-

0.45m

One of a pair of 

curvi-linear gullies, 

possibly 

demarkating a 

routeway

Main fill of curvilinear gully F38 to 

the south. Mid- to light grey clay of 

firm compaction

Flint, SS#25 F47 F48 1

F40 Fill of pit F97 n/a 0.21m 0.19m 0.05-

0.08m

Charcoal-rich fill of 

pit

Light greyish brown charcoal-rich 

clay fill, moderate compaction

Charcoal, 

SS#12

F97 F1 1

F41 Posthole n/a F42 0.33m 0.26m 0.09m Sub-circular 

posthole

Cut of sub-circular posthole. Sharp 

break of slope at the top. 

Concave base. Possibly 

associated with postholes F43 and 

F45

n/a Natural F42 1

F42 Fill of 

posthole

F41 n/a 0.33m 0.26m 0.09m Fill of sub-circular 

posthole

Moderately compacted grey clay 

with occasional charcoal flecking

n/a F41 F1 1



Context Type Fill of Filled by L. (m) W. (m) D. (m) Interpretation Description Finds/ 

Ecofacts

Context 

Above

Context 

Below

Area

F43 Posthole n/a F44 0.28m 0.25m 0.07m Sub-circular 

posthole

Cut of circular posthole, gradual 

break of slope, concave base, 

possible packing stone on east 

side

n/a Natural F44 1

F44 Fill of 

posthole

F43 n/a 0.28m 0.25m 0.07m Fill of sub-circular 

posthole

Moderately compacted grey clay 

with occasional charcoal flecking

n/a F43 F1 1

F45 Posthole n/a F46 0.44m 0.41m 0.09m Sub-circular 

posthole

Cut of circular posthole, sharp 

breaks of slope, concave base

n/a Natural F46 1

F46 Fill of 

posthole

F45 n/a 0.44m 0.41m 0.09m Fill of sub-circular 

posthole

Moderately compact light 

brownish grey clay with 

occassional small pebbles

n/a F45 F1 1

F47 Fill of 

curvilinear 

gully

F38 n/a 32m min 0.14-0.7m 0.33-

0.45m

Fill of curvi-linear 

gully

Fill of curvilinear gully F38 to the 

north. Layers of orangey-grey 

sand, silt and clay, soft 

compaction with pebble 

inclusions. Present along west side 

of gully towards the south

n/a F38 F39 1

F48 Field 

boundary 

ditch

n/a n/a 100m min 2.6m 1.2m Field boundary 

ditch

NNW-SSE running existing field 

boundary ditch between Fields 16 

and 17. 

n/a F36, F39 F1 1

F49 Cancelled

F50 Pit n/a F51 0.46m 0.46m 0.03m Firepit Shallow circular pit with a flat base 

and gradually sloping sides. Some 

reddening of the clay on the base 

suggesting in situ burning

n/a Natural F51 1

F51 Fill of pit F50 n/a 0.46m 0.46m 0.03m Fill of firepit Soft charcoal and ash deposit. No 

stones, burnt bone or other 

inclusions.

SS#13 F50 F1 1



Context Type Fill of Filled by L. (m) W. (m) D. (m) Interpretation Description Finds/ 

Ecofacts

Context 

Above

Context 

Below

Area

F52 Pit n/a F53 0.34m 0.28m 0.07m Sub-circular pit Small iosolated sub-circular pit to 

the north of Area 1 East. Gradual 

break of slope to east, sharp 

break of slope to west, concave 

base

n/a Natural F53 1

F53 Fill of pit F52 n/a 0.34m 0.28m 0.07m Fill of sub-circular 

pit

Grey clay with orange mottling, 

moderate compaction with rare 

pebble inclusions.

n/a F52 F1 1

F54 Pit n/a F55 1.24m 0.57m 0.27m Oval pit with 

uneven base

Oval pit to the east of curvilinear 

gully F35 orientated north-south. 

Uneven base with a sharp break 

of slope in places and gentle 

break of slope at other points.

n/a Natural F55 1

F55 Fill of pit F54 n/a 1.24m 0.57m 0.27m Fill of oval pit Moderately compacted grey clay 

with occasional inclusions of burnt 

stone. Orange mottling in parts

n/a F54 F1 1

F56 Pit n/a F57 0.32m 0.32m 0.07m Cut of pit to side 

of post-medieval 

ditch F11

Small circular pit with a sharp 

break of slope at top, concave 

sides and concave base

n/a Natural F57 2

F57 Fill of pit F56 n/a 0.32m 0.32m 0.07m Fill of pit Brownish grey silty clay with 

occasional stones

n/a F56 F1 2

F58 Pit n/a F59 1.45m 0.77m 0.53m Cut of isolated pit/ 

posthole

Isolated pit to the east of Area 1 

NE orientated NW-SE. Deepest to 

SE. Steep-sided to SE, NE and SW 

with sharp breaks of slope at top 

and base and a flat base. To the 

NW the side is gently sloping with 

gentle breaks of slope, possibly to 

aid the erection of a post

n/a Natural F59 1



Context Type Fill of Filled by L. (m) W. (m) D. (m) Interpretation Description Finds/ 

Ecofacts

Context 

Above

Context 

Below

Area

F59 Fill of pit F58 n/a 1.45m 0.77m 0.53m Fill of isolated pit/ 

posthole

Grey silty clay n/a F58 F1 1

F60 Pit n/a F61, F62, F63, F64, F653.4m 2.2m 0.26m Cut of isolated pit Irregular isolated pit with organic 

fills. Gradual sloping sides and an 

undulating base. 

n/a Natural F65 2

F61 Fill of pit F60 n/a 3.2m 2m 0.2m Fill of isolated pit Upper fill of isolated pit. 

Moderately compact grey silty 

clay with rare stones and organic 

root material

n/a F62 F1 2

F62 Fill of pit F60 n/a 1.45m 1.8m 0.1m Fill of isolated pit Loosely compacted brown 

organic clay containing plant and 

vegetation material

n/a F63, F64 F61 2

F63 Fill of pit F60 n/a 0.9m 1.2m 0.06m Fill of isolated pit Compact mid-grey silty clay. 

Appeared similar to F61, though 

separated from it by organic fill 

F62

n/a F65 F62 2

F64 Fill of pit F60 n/a 0.65m 1m 0.16m Fill of isolated pit Mid-brown silty clay with some 

organic content, mottled with 

dark brown denser patches of 

organic matter. Appeared to be a 

mix of F61 and F62 material

n/a F65 F62 2

F65 Fill of pit F60 n/a 1.3m 1m 0.1m Fill of isolated pit Basal fill of pit. Gritty light yellowish 

grey clay with occasional tiny 

pebbles, with flecks of organic 

material throughout

n/a F60 F63, F64 2

F66 Cancelled



Context Type Fill of Filled by L. (m) W. (m) D. (m) Interpretation Description Finds/ 

Ecofacts

Context 

Above

Context 

Below

Area

F67 Ditch n/a F68, F72, F73 19.4m 0.3-1.04m 0.05-

0.3m

Part of Bronze Age 

enclosure

Curvilinear ditch forming west side 

of Bronze Age enclosure. Originally 

would have joined with ditch C6 

to the southwest, this association 

lost due to placement of the 

sump. Peters out to the north, 

preseumably truncated at this 

point, but may originally have 

joined with F8 to the north also. U-

shaped in profile, steeply sloping 

sides and a flat base. Sharp break 

of slope at the top and concave 

at the base. To the southwest the 

surviving portion of the ditch 

resembled a narrow gully

n/a Natural F72 3

F68 Fill of ditch F67 n/a 10m min. 0.5-0.92m 0.12-

0.24m

Fill of Bronze Age 

enclosure ditch

Upper fill of Bronze Age enclosure 

ditch to the west. Light grey marly 

clay of moderate compaction 

with occasional stone inclusions

Prehistoric 

pottery

F73 F1 3

F69 Fill of ditch F8 n/a 14.1m 0.96m 0.38m Fill of Bronze Age 

enclosure ditch

Fill of Bronze Age enclosure ditch 

to the east. Orangey grey mottled 

clayey silt of hard compaction. 

Occasional small pebble 

inclusions. At some points it 

appeared as a slump from the 

interior of the enclosure, possibly 

slumping from an internal bank

n/a F10 F9 3



Context Type Fill of Filled by L. (m) W. (m) D. (m) Interpretation Description Finds/ 

Ecofacts

Context 

Above

Context 

Below

Area

F70 Posthole n/a F71 0.7m 0.6m 0.25m Cut of posthole Sub-circular posthole cut into the 

base of Bronze Age enclosure 

ditch F8. The posthole has vertical 

sides to the east and west with 

sharp breaks of slope. The 

northern and southern sides are 

concave and the base was also 

concave

n/a F8 F71 3

F71 Fill of 

posthole

F70 n/a 0.7m 0.6m 0.25m Fill of posthole Fill of posthole cut into the base of 

Bronze Age enclosure ditch F8. 

Grey silty clay

n/a F70 F75 3

F72 Fill of ditch F67 n/a 19.4m 0.33-

0.65m

0.07-

0.11m

Fill of Bronze Age 

enclosure ditch

Basal fill of Bronze Age enclosure 

ditch to the east. Dark grey stony 

clay

SS#17, burnt 

bone?

F67 F73 3

F73 Fill of ditch F67 n/a 10m min. 0.11-

0.33m

0.15-

0.24m

Fill of Bronze Age 

enclosure ditch

Fill of Bronze Age enclosure ditch 

to the west. Mottled brownish grey 

clay. At some points it appeared 

as a slump from the interior of the 

enclosure, possibly slumping from 

an internal bank

n/a F72 F68 3

F74 Fill of ditch F8 n/a 14.1m 0.32-

0.42m

0.06-

0.11m

Fill of Bronze Age 

enclosure ditch

Fill of Bronze Age enclosure ditch 

to the east. Secondary fill of the 

channel at the base of trhe ditch. 

Grey clay with occasional orange 

mottling and frequent medium 

sized stone inclusions

n/a F75 F10 3



Context Type Fill of Filled by L. (m) W. (m) D. (m) Interpretation Description Finds/ 

Ecofacts

Context 

Above

Context 

Below

Area

F75 Fill of ditch F8 n/a 14.1m 0.25-

0.28m

0.06-

0.08m

Fill of Bronze Age 

enclosure ditch

Fill of Bronze Age enclosure ditch 

to the east. Primary fill of the 

channel at the base of trhe ditch. 

Grey clay with occasional 

decayed stone inclusions and 

hard compaction

SS#18, flint F8 F74 3

F76 Cancelled

F77 Posthole n/a F78 0.13m 0.13m 0.09m Cut of posthole Circular posthole cut into the base 

of Bronze Age enclosure ditch F8. 

Sides were near vertical and base 

was flat. Sharp breaks of slope at 

the top and base

n/a F8 F78 3

F78 Fill of 

posthole

F77 n/a 0.13m 0.13m 0.09m Fill of posthole Fill of posthole cut into the base of 

Bronze Age enclosure ditch F8. 

Greyish brown mottled clay with 

rare charcoal flecking

SS#14, burnt 

bone

F77 F75 3

F79 Deposit n/a n/a 4.5m 3.5m 0.12m Burnt spread Spread of dark clay with 

moderate inclusions of charcoal 

and fiore-cracked stones. Poorly 

surviving

SS#21 Natural F1 5

F80 Posthole n/a F81 0.27m 0.19m 0.11m Cut of posthole Oval posthole cut into the base of 

Bronze Age enclosure ditch F6. 

Concave sides and base, 

orientated east-west

n/a F6 F81 3

F81 Fill of 

posthole

F80 n/a 0.27m 0.19m 0.11m Fill of posthole Fill of posthole cut into the base of 

Bronze Age enclosure ditch F6. 

Dark grey loose sand with rare 

small stones

n/a F80 F13 3



Context Type Fill of Filled by L. (m) W. (m) D. (m) Interpretation Description Finds/ 

Ecofacts

Context 

Above

Context 

Below

Area

F82 Posthole n/a F83 0.26m 0.23m 0.11m Cut of posthole Oval posthole cut into the base of 

Bronze Age enclosure ditch F6 to 

east of posthole F80 and against 

northern side of the ditch. 

Concave sides and base, 

orientated east-west

n/a F6 F83 3

F83 Fill of 

posthole

F82 n/a 0.26m 0.23m 0.11m Fill of posthole Fill of posthole cut into the base of 

Bronze Age enclosure ditch F6. 

Dark grey loose sand with rare 

small stones

n/a F82 F13 3

F84 Pit n/a F85, F86 0.64m 0.46m 0.26m Cut of pit Oval pit to the south of burnt 

spread F79. Steep sided with sharp 

breaks of slope. Concave base

n/a Natural F86 5

F85 Fill of pit F84 n/a 0.64m 0.46m 0.1m Fill of pit Upper fill of pit. Mottled yellowy 

grey clay with frequent sandstone 

inclusions. Firm compaction

n/a F86 F1 5

F86 Fill of pit F84 n/a 0.64m 0.36m 0.16m Fill of pit Basal fill of pit. Mid-grey clay with 

occasional decayed stone and 

small pebble inclusions. Firm 

compaction

n/a F84 F85 5

F87 Pit n/a F88 0.6m 0.5m 0.05m Cut of pit Shallow sub-rectangular pit, 

truncated. Flat base, gradually 

sloping sides with a concave 

break of slope at the base

n/a Natural F88 1

F88 Fill of pit F87 n/a 0.6m 0.5m 0.05m Fill of pit Fill of pit in Area 1 West. Dark 

brown silty clay of moderate 

compaction

n/a F87 F1 1



Context Type Fill of Filled by L. (m) W. (m) D. (m) Interpretation Description Finds/ 

Ecofacts

Context 

Above

Context 

Below

Area

F89 Posthole n/a F90 0.3m 0.25m 0.06m Cut of posthole Poorly surviving remains of oval 

posthole with a gradual break of 

slope at the top, gently sloping 

sides and a concave break of 

slope at the base. 

n/a Natural F90 1

F90 Fill of 

posthole

F89 n/a 0.3m 0.25m 0.06m Fill of posthole Fill of truncated posthole in Area 1 

West. Dark brown sitly clay of 

moderate compaction. Similar to 

F88 fill of pit to the southeast

n/a F89 F1 1

F91 Posthole n/a F92, F93 0.8m 0.8m 0.3m Cut of posthole Posthole with a distinct step in the 

base and deeper section to the 

northwest. The base was 

somewhat uneven. The sides were 

near vertical to the north and west 

and stepped to the south and 

east. Possible that packing stones 

may originally have been placed 

on step to support post, however 

no stones were noted in the fill

n/a Natural F93 1

F92 Fill of 

posthole

F91 n/a 0.8m 0.8m 0.17m Fill of posthole Upper fill of posthole. Grey marly 

clay of medium compaction

SS#24 F93 F1 1

F93 Fill of 

posthole

F91 n/a 0.8m 0.8m 0.3m Fill of posthole Basal fill of posthole. Grey and 

orange mottled clay of firm 

compaction with occasional 

decayed stone and limestone 

pebble inclusions

n/a F91 F92 1



Context Type Fill of Filled by L. (m) W. (m) D. (m) Interpretation Description Finds/ 

Ecofacts
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Above
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Below

Area

F94 Posthole n/a F95 0.34m 0.29m 0.11m Cut of posthole Cut of small possible posthole to 

north of posthole F91. Gradual 

break of slope to the south with 

sharp breaks of slope elsewhere. U-

shaped cut and uneven base

n/a Natural F95 1

F95 Fill of 

posthole

F94 n/a 0.34m 0.29m 0.11m Fill of posthole Fill of possible posthole F94. Light 

grey and orange mottled clay of 

medium compaction and 

occasional decayed stone and 

small pebble inclusiuons

n/a F94 F1 1

F96 Pit n/a F37 1.2m 0.72m 0.015m Cut of charcoal-

filled pit

Base of oval flat-bottomed 

charcoal-filled pit. Heavily 

truncated with only the base 

surviving. No in-situ burning

n/a Natural F37 1

F97 Pit n/a F40 0.21m 0.19m 0.05-

0.08m

Cut of charcoal-

filled pit

Base of oval flat-bottomed 

charcoal-filled pit. Heavily 

truncated with only the base 

surviving. No in-situ burning

n/a Natural F40 1

F98 Ditch n/a F99 16.1m 0.62-

1.75m

0.16m Cut of ditch Cut of shallow linear ditch 

truncated by field drain F117. 

Gradual break of slope on both 

edges and concave base

n/a Natural F99 5

F99 Fill of ditch F98 n/a 16.1m 0.62-

1.75m

0.16m Fill of ditch Organic dark brown clayey silt 

with occasional small sub-angular 

stones

Flint F98 F105 5

F100 Spread n/a n/a 7m 6m 0.1-0.3m Organic spread Organic mid to dark brown soft 

spongey peat-like deposit. 

Contained fragments of wood

n/a Natural F104, 

F106, 

F110

5



Context Type Fill of Filled by L. (m) W. (m) D. (m) Interpretation Description Finds/ 

Ecofacts

Context 

Above

Context 

Below

Area

F101 Linear n/a F102, F128 19m 6.5m 0.5m Cut of possibly 

managed linear 

natural pool

Linear organic filled pool 

orientated NW-SE, possibly natural 

in origin. Located in the vicinity of 

burnt spread F79. Elongated oval 

in shape with relatively steep sides 

and flat base. The natural boulder 

clay below the pool was stained 

bluish green by the decomposing 

organics. Cut by later post-

medieval drains

n/a Natural F102 5

F102 Fill of linear F101 n/a 19m 6.5m 0.5m Fill of linear pool Fill of possibly natural linear pool. 

Compact deposit of organic 

material containing root and plant 

remains. The deposit was soft and 

moist, similar to peat, and was 

verk dark brown in colour.

SS#27, 

SS#28, 

SS#29

F101 F128 5

F103 Spread n/a n/a 11.6m 5.5m 0.1m Organic spread Organic mid to dark brown soft 

spongey peat-like deposit. 

Contained fragments of wood. 

Similar to F100 and F102

n/a Natural F1 5

F104 Field drain n/a n/a 8m min. 0.3m 0.3m Modern field drain Linear field drain running E-W to S 

of drain F110 and cutting F100 

spread. U-shaped cut containing 

4.5" corrugated ceramic pipe 

overlaid with angular gravel. Part 

of modern drainage system. Runs 

into ditch F108 to east

n/a F100 F1 5
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Above
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F105 Field drain n/a n/a 48m min. 0.25-0.3m 0.3m Modern field drain Linear field drain running E-W. U-

shaped cut containing 4.5" 

corrugated ceramic pipe overlaid 

with angular gravel. Part of 

modern drainage system. Runs 

into ditch F108 to west. Cuts F98 

and F119

n/a F99, 

F119

F1 5

F106 Field drain n/a n/a 38m min. 0.35-0.4m 0.4m Post-medieval field 

drain

Linear field drain running WNW-ESE 

to N of linear pool F101. Part of 

post-medieval drainage system. 

Filled with angular stone cobbles. 

Cut by ditch F108

n/a Natural F108 5

F107 Field drain n/a n/a 3m min. 0.4m 0.2m Post-medieval field 

drain

Linear field drain running WNW-

ESE. Filled with rounded stone 

cobbles. Part of post-medieval 

drainage system. Drains wet area 

associated with pool F101 and 

cuts upper fill  F128

n/a F128 F1 5

F108 Cut of ditch n/a F109 80m min. 2m 0.6m Modern field 

drainage ditch

Linear field drainage ditch running 

N-S. U-shaped cut with steep sides 

and flat base. Part of modern 

drainage system. Drains F104, F105 

and F110 run into ditch. Same as 

Ditch C22

n/a F19, 

F106, 

F107, 

F111

F109 2 & 5

F109 Fill of ditch F108 n/a 80m min. 2m 0.6m Fill of modern field 

drainage ditch

Fill of field drainage ditch. Very 

soft mid brown silty clay overlying 

corrugated cermaic pipe.

n/a F108 F1 2 & 5
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F110 Field drain n/a n/a 7m min. 0.3m unknown Modern field drain Linear field drain running E-W to N 

of drain F104. Filled with angular 

gravel. Part of modern drainage 

system. Runs into Ditch F108 to 

east and cuts spread F100

n/a F100 F1 5

F111 Field drain n/a n/a 39m min. 0.4m 0.48m Post-medieval field 

drain

Field drain running WNW-ESE and 

cutting organic-filled linear F101. 

Part of post-medieval drainage 

system. U-shaped cut with 

rounded 2.5" ceramic pipe at the 

base overlaid by sub-rounded 

cobbles. Cut by Ditch F108

n/a F102 F108 5

F112 Field drain n/a n/a 7m min. 0.3m unknown Post-medieval field 

drain

Linear field drain running NNE-SSW 

and connecting drains F106 and 

F111. Part of post-medieval 

drainage system. Filled with sub-

rounded cobbles

n/a Natural F1 5

F113 Field drain n/a n/a 17m min. 0.3m unknown Post-medieval field 

drain

Linear field drain running WNW-ESE 

to S of drain F101.  Part of post-

medieval drainage system. U-

shaped cut containing 2.5" 

rounded ceramic pipe overlaid 

with rounded cobbles. Cuts 

spreads F123 and F124

n/a F123, 

F124

F1 5

F114 Field drain n/a n/a 13m min. 0.45-0.5m unknown Post-medieval field 

drain

Linear field drain running WNW-ESE 

to N of drain F106. Part of post-

medieval drainage system. Fill 

contains rounded stone cobbles 

and occasional brick fragments

n/a Natural F1 5
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F115 Field drain n/a n/a 10m 0.25m unknown Modern field drain Linear field drain running N-S and 

running into drain F105 to S. Part of 

modern drainage system. Filled 

with angular gravel

n/a Natural F1 5

F116 Field drain n/a n/a 9m min. 0.35m unknown Post-medieval field 

drain

Linear field drain running WNW-ESE 

to S of drain F113.  Part of post-

medieval drainage system. Filled 

with rounded stone cobbles and 

brick fragments.

n/a Natural F1 5

F117 Field drain n/a n/a 13m min. 0.35m 0.2m Post-medieval field 

drain

Linear field drain running N-S to E 

of drain F118. Part of 

post0medieval drainage system. 

Filled with rounded stone cobbles 

and occasional brick fragments. 

Cuts Ditch F98

n/a F99 F1 5

F118 Field drain n/a n/a 11m min. 0.35m unknown Post-medieval field 

drain

Linear field drain running N-S to W 

of ditch F98. Part of post-medieval 

drainage system. Filled with 

rounded stone cobbles 

n/a Natural F1 5

F119 Field drain n/a n/a 6m 0.35m unknown Post-medieval field 

drain

Linear field drain running NE-SW to 

W of drain F118. Part of post-

medieval drainage system. Filled 

with rounded stone cobbles

n/a Natural F105, 

F120

5
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F120 Field drain n/a n/a 10.5m 

min

0.25m 0.3m Modern field drain Linear field drain running N-S and 

connecting with drain F105 to N. 

Part of modern field drainage 

system. U-shaped cut carrying 4.5" 

corrugated ceramic pipe overlaid 

by sngular gravel

n/a F119 F1 5

F121 Pit n/a F122 1.57m 0.72m 0.31m Irregularly-shaped 

post-medieval pit

Irregularly-shaped pit orientated N-

S. Steep-sided to E, more gradual 

elsewhere, base uneven

n/a Natural F122 5

F122 Fill of pit F121 n/a 1.57m 0.72m 0.31m Fill of pit Fill of post-medieval pit. Dark 

brown and grey mottled clay with 

moderate stone inclusions as well 

as occasional red brick fragments 

and 1 sherd of post-medieval 

pottery

Post-

medieval 

pottery

F121 F1 5

F123 Spread n/a n/a 9.4m 3.5m 0.1m Organic spread Organic mid to dark brown soft 

spongey peat-like deposit. 

Contained fragments of wood. 

Similar to F100, F102 and F103

n/a Natural F113 5

F124 Spread n/a n/a 1.8m 1.4m 0.12m Organic spread Organic mid to dark brown soft 

spongey peat-like deposit. 

Contained fragments of wood. 

Similar to F100, F102, F103 and 

F123

n/a Natural F113 5

F125 Ditch n/a F126, F129, F130, F13113m 1.5-1.77m 0.67-

0.75m

Cut of medieval 

ditch

Cut of a NW-SE running medieval 

ditch. Possibly same as ditches 

F1005 and F1009 to S. U-shaped in 

profile with a flat base. Sharp 

break of slope at top and base, 

sides at 60-75-degree angle. 

n/a Natural F131 5
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F126 Fill of ditch F125 n/a 13m 1.28-

1.75m

0.18-

0.25m

Fill of medieval 

ditch

Upper fill of medieval ditch. Beige 

clayey silt with inclusions of 

angular pebbles, snail shell, 

medieval pottery, flint, metal, 

oxidised clay and slag

Medieval 

pottery, flint, 

vitrified 

furnace 

lining, slag, 

metal, 

animal 

bone

F129, 

F130

F174 5

F127 Cancelled

F128 Fill of linear F101 n/a 4m min. 1.55m 0.4m Upper fill of linear 

pool

Upper fill of organic rich linear 

pool. Brownish grey sandy clay 

with less organic content than the 

lower fill F102.

SS#28 F102 F177 5

F129 Fill of ditch F125 n/a 2.08m 0.35m 0.04-

0.12m

Fill of medieval 

ditch

Discrete deposit of industrial waste 

on the western side of the 

medieval ditch below upper fill 

F126 and overlying fill F130. Very 

hard, brittle dark blackish brown 

metallic material with rust 

coloured patches. Inclusions of 

vitrified material and occasional 

small angular pebbles

SS#30 F130 F126 5
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F130 Fill of ditch F125 n/a 13m 0.95-

1.74m

0.16-

0.42m

Fill of medieval 

ditch

Middle fill of medieval ditch, 

intentional backfilling event. 

Redeposited natural mottled 

yellow and grey boulderclay with 

inclusions of decayed stone, snail 

shell, animal bone, medieval 

pottery and oxidised clay. Light 

greyish brown silt lenses apparent 

to the SE end of the ditch may 

suggest a re-cutting event within 

the ditch, though this was not 

clear

Furnace 

lining, 

medieval 

pottery, 

oxidised 

clay, coal, 

animal 

bone, S#42

F131 F129 5

F131 Fill of ditch F125 n/a 13m 0.63-

1.41m

0.11-

0.47m

Fill of medieval 

ditch

Basal fill of medieval ditch, initial 

silting up of ditch. Light greyish 

brown silt with occasional 

pebbles, stonier and grittier 

towards the base. Some larger 

stones 0.2 x 0.4 x 0.5m were also 

noted in this fill. Two brick 

fragments retrieved from the S 

end suggest the ditch was still in 

use during the post-medieval 

period

Medieval 

pottery, flint, 

vitrified 

furnace 

lining, brick, 

animal 

bone, flint

F125 F130 5

F132 Gully n/a F133 1.3m 1m 0.15m Cut of gully NE-SW running drain or gully 

running into ditch F125. Truncated 

to east by modern field boundary 

F174. Gradual break of slope at 

top, concave at base, base 

generally flat sloping slightly to NE

n/a ? F133 5
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F133 Fill of gully F132 n/a 1.3m 1m 0.15m Fill of gully Fill of linear gully. Blackish grey 

compact gravelly clay overlying a 

layer of small sub-angular stones 

at the base of the cut. Originally 

thought to be possible mettling, 

this does not seem to be the case, 

more the initial phase of the filling 

of the feature

n/a F132 F174 5

F134 Ditch n/a F135, F136, F137, F138, F139, F140, F141, F142, F143, F144, F145, F146, F147, F148, F149, F150, F151, F152, F153, F15410m min. 1.25-

1.45m

0.87-

1.2m

Cut of barrow Northern segment of curving ditch 

of an annular ring barrow that 

continues beyond the limit of 

excavation to S. V-shaped in some 

places with a narrow base, more 

U-shaped in others with a broader 

base. Sides at c. 70-degrees. 

Sharp break of slope at top and 

base, base relatively flat and level. 

Internal sides slightly convex to E 

and W, less apparent to N. 

n/a Natural F147 2

F135 Fill of ditch F134 n/a c. 5.2m 1.05m 0.26m Fill of barrow Upper fill of barrow. Pale orange 

compact silty clay with occasional 

pebbles. Silting up of barrow 

surviving to the W.

Burnt bone, 

bone, flint

F136 F1 2

F136 Fill of ditch F134 n/a 10.2m 0.95m 0.18m Fill of barrow One of the upper fills of the 

barrow. Light greyish brown to 

beige clayey silt with occasional 

pebbles and charcoal flecking. 

Present throughout the barrow. 

Same as F139

bone, burnt 

bone, 

SS#31, 

SS#33

F157, 

F153

F136 2
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F137 Fill of ditch F156 n/a 13.9m 0.62-1.4m 0.13-

0.18m

Fill of shallow ditch Fill of shallow ditch F156. Compact 

grey clay with brown mottling in 

part and occasional pebble 

inclusions. Same as F157

n/a F138 F161, 

F158

2

F138 Fill of ditch F134 n/a c. 2m 0.5m 0.2m Fill of barrow Upper fill of barrow F134 to the 

east. Heavy marly light grey silty 

clay with some orange mottling. 

Very occasional charcoal 

flecking. 

n/a F139 F156 2

F139 Fill of ditch F134 n/a 10m min. 0.8m 0.18m Fill of barrow Fill of barrow F134. Dark grey soft 

silty clay with rare charcoal flecks 

and very few pebbles.

n/a F140 F138 2

F140 Fill of ditch F134 n/a unknown 0.45m 0.1m Fill of barrow Fill of barrow F134. Dark grey gritty 

silty clay with occasionalmottling 

of yellow sandand very 

occasional charcoal flecks

n/a F141 F139 2

F141 Fill of ditch F134 n/a unknown 0.15m 0.18m Fill of barrow Fill of barrow F134. Plasticy light 

grey silty clay with no stone 

inclusions. Part of the silting up 

phase 

n/a F152 F140 2

F142 Fill of ditch F134 n/a 10m min. 0.4m 0.14m Fill of barrow Fill of barrow F134. Variation of fill 

F152. 

n/a F151 F141 2

F143 Fill of ditch F134 n/a 10m min. 0.4m 0.15m Fill of barrow Fill of barrow F134. Variation of fill 

F152. 

n/a F151 F141 2

F144 Fill of ditch F134 n/a 10m min. 0.6m 0.18m Fill of barrow Fill of barrow F134. Variation of fill 

F152.

n/a F151 F141 2

F145 Fill of ditch F134 n/a c. 2m 0.53m 0.2m Fill of barrow Fill of barrow F134. Same as F151. n/a F150, 

F148

F152 2

F146 Fill of ditch F134 n/a 10m min. 0.55m 0.38m Fill of barrow Fill of barrow F134. Same as F150 n/a F147 F151 2
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F147 Fill of ditch F134 n/a 10.2m 0.55m 0.25m Fill of barrow Basal fill of barrow F134. Dark grey 

slightly gritty clayey silt with 

frequent angular and sub-angular 

stones. Loose compaction

Burnt bone, 

bone, flint, 

SS#32, 

SS#37

F134 F148, 

F149

2

F148 Fill of ditch F134 n/a 10.2m 0.8m 0.1m Fill of barrow Lower fill of barrow F134. Mottled 

orange and dark grey clayey 

sand, compact with frequent 

small stones. Present along the 

internal side of the barrow. 

Slumping event along inner side of 

the barrow

n/a F147 F151 2

F149 Fill of ditch F134 n/a c. 5m 0.4m 0.08m Fill of barrow Fill in lower part of barrow F134. 

Gritty orange sand with 

occasional burnt bone inclusions. 

Present in the northern portion of 

the barrow and associated with fill 

F150 (possible base of this 

slumping event)

animal 

bone

F147 F150 2

F150 Fill of ditch F134 n/a c. 8.5m 0.35m 0.25m Fill of barrow Fill in lower part of barrow F134. 

Mottled orange and dark grey 

sandy clay with some inclusions of 

snail shell. Present along external 

side of the barrow. Slumping 

event along outer side of the 

barrow

SS#40, 

SS#41

F147 F151 2
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F151 Fill of ditch F134 n/a c. 4m 

min.

0.3-0.53m 0.11-

0.2m

Fill of barrow Fill in lower lower part of barrow 

F134. Dense smooth grey clayey 

silt. Water-laid deposit, silting up of 

ditch after the slumping of the 

edges. Ditch was quite V-shaped 

following the slumping events with 

this fill forming in a relatively 

narrow channel

SS#34, 

fossil/bone, 

burnt 

bone?, flint

F150, 

F148

F152 2

F152 Fill of ditch F134 n/a 10m min. 0.84-1.1m 0.2-

0.35m

Fill of barrow Fill of barrow F134. Mottled grey 

and orangey yellow silty clay 

associated with the deposition of 

large rounded boulders and 

stones in the barrow.

burnt 

bone?, 

animal 

bone, 

quartz 

pebbles, 

SS#35, 

SS#38, 

SS#39

F151 F141, 

F153 , 

F155, 

F175

2

F153 Fill of ditch F134 n/a c. 1m 0.31m 0.15m Fill of barrow Fill of barrow F134. Localised 

patch of orangey yellow clay in 

northern portion of barrow ditch

n/a F152 F136 2

F154 Fill of ditch F134 n/a c. 1m 0.63m 0.06m Fill of barrow Fill of barrow F134. Orangey brown 

silty sand with occasional stones. 

Possibly part of one of the 

slumping events on the internal 

and external sides of the ditch

n/a F147 F148 2

F155 Fill of ditch F11 n/a unknown 2.2m 0.25m Fill of ditch Fill of post-medieval ditch F11. 

Light greyish brown clay

n/a F20 F18 2



Context Type Fill of Filled by L. (m) W. (m) D. (m) Interpretation Description Finds/ 

Ecofacts

Context 

Above

Context 

Below

Area

F156 Ditch n/a F137/F157 13.9m 1.4m 0.18m Cut of shallow 

ditch

Shallow linear ditch running NNE-

SSW and partially truncating upper 

fill of barrow F138. Shallow U-

shaped profile with gently sloping 

sides and a rounded base

n/a F138 F157 2

F157 Fill of ditch F156 n/a 13.9m 0.62-1.4m 0.13-

0.18m

Fill of ditch Fill of shallow ditch F156. Compact 

grey clay with brown mottling in 

part and occasional pebble 

inclusions. Same as F137

SS#36 F156 F11, 

F158, 

F161

2

F158 Ditch n/a F159, F163, F164, F16518m 1.65m 0.84m Cut of field ditch Cut of linear field ditch running 

NW-SE. Sharp break of slope at 

top, gently sloping concave sides 

and gradual break of slope at 

base, base flat

n/a F19 F165 2

F159 Fill of ditch F158 n/a 18m 0.65m 0.25m Fill of field ditch Upper fill of field ditch F158. Mid-

brownish orange silty clay of firm 

compaction

n/a F163 F1 2

F160 Field drain n/a n/a 18m 0.25m 0.25m Post-medieval field 

drain

Linear field drain running NW-SE 

along NE side of ditch F158. U-

shaped cut carrying a 4.5" 

corrugated ceramic pipe. Lower 

fill of cut is a sticky grey clay and 

upper fill is gravel

n/a F164 F1 2

F161 Ditch n/a F162 3.56m 0.73m 0.18m Cut of shallow 

ditch

Shallow and slightly irregular linear 

ditch cutting along eastern side of 

ditch F156. Concave sides, 

relatively flat base, gentle break 

of slope at the base. Late 

agricultural drainage feature

n/a F157 F162 2



Context Type Fill of Filled by L. (m) W. (m) D. (m) Interpretation Description Finds/ 

Ecofacts

Context 

Above

Context 

Below

Area

F162 Fill of ditch F161 n/a 3.56m 0.73m 0.18m Fill of shallow ditch Orange and brown mottled silty 

clay with moderate stone 

inclusions.

n/a F161 F1 2

F163 Fill of ditch F158 n/a 18m 0.95m 0.2m Fill of field ditch Fill of field ditch F158. Mid-grey to 

black sandy clay with frequent 

inclusions of angular pebbles, 

gritty texture and firm 

compaction. Redeposited natural. 

n/a F164 F159 2

F164 Fill of ditch F158 n/a 18m 1.55m 0.6m Fill of field ditch Fill of field ditch F158. Soft mid-

orangey brown silty clay with 

occasional shell inclusions. Cut 

along E side by ceramic drain 

F160.

n/a F165 F163, 

F160

2

F165 Fill of ditch F158 n/a 18m 1.05m 0.28m Fill of field ditch Basal fill of field ditch F158. Very 

soft mid-brownish grey clayey silt 

with inclusions of frequent large 

stones measuring 0.38 x 0.2 x 

0.25m, presumably to aid 

drainage

n/a F158 F164 2

F166 Fill of 

depression

F168 n/a 25m 2-4m 0.2m Fill of depression Upper fill of natural linear 

depression. Light grey marly clay 

of firm compaction with patches 

of dark brown peaty material 

towards the E end.

n/a F167 F173 5

F167 Fill of 

depression

F168 n/a 25m 5m 0.6m Fill of depression Basal fill of natural linear 

depression. Firm dark greyish 

brown clay with organic patches 

in places. 

n/a F168 F166 5



Context Type Fill of Filled by L. (m) W. (m) D. (m) Interpretation Description Finds/ 

Ecofacts

Context 

Above

Context 

Below

Area

F168 Natural 

depression

n/a F166, F167 25m 5m 0.6m Natural linear 

depression

Natural linear depression 

orientated E-W possibly associated 

with F101 to the E. Gently sloping 

sides and flat base and cut by 

several land drains. Continuation 

of wetland area in Area 5 with 

natural pools and hollows evident

n/a Natural F167 5

F169 Ditch n/a n/a Medieval ditch Medieval ditch running NE-SW 

identified in Field 12 during testing 

programme

Medieval 

pottery, iron

4

F170 Pit n/a n/a 1m 0.66m 

min.

0.54m Pit Pit located beside townland 

boundary where compound is 

currently located identified during 

the testing programme

Furnace 

lining, flint, 

chert

2

F171 Fill of pit F168 n/a 25m 2/4m 0.2m Fill of depression Upper fill of natural linear 

depression identified during 

testing programme. Light grey 

marly clay of firm compaction 

with patches of dark brown peaty 

material towards the E end. Same 

as F166

Possible 

prehistoric 

pottery

F167 F1 5

F172 Pit n/a n/a Pit Large light grey clay filled pit to W 

of gullies marking possible avenue

n/a Natural F1 1W

F173 Layer n/a n/a 20m min. 5m min. 0.05m Layer Layer overlying natural depression 

F168 at northern end of site.

Iron F166 F1 5



Context Type Fill of Filled by L. (m) W. (m) D. (m) Interpretation Description Finds/ 

Ecofacts

Context 

Above

Context 

Below

Area

F174 Field 

boundary 

ditch

n/a n/a 158m 

min.

8m 0.7-1m Field boundary 

ditch

NW-SE running field boundary 

ditch carrying a stream. Located 

between Fields 12 and 17 towards 

the eastern end of the 

development

n/a F133, 

F126

F1 4, 5

F175 Fill of ditch F134 n/a unknown 0.35m 0.19m Fill of barrow Fill of barrow ditch F134. Greyish 

brown smooth plasticy clayey silt 

with occasional small stones. 

Probably same as F141

n/a F152 F157 2

F176 Fill of ditch F134 n/a unknown 0.62m 0.1m Fill of barrow Fill of barrow ditch F134. Mid-

brown clayey silt, possibly slightly 

organic, with occasional charcoal 

flecking. Part of silting up event. 

Probably same as F140

n/a F175 F136 2

F177 Fill of natural 

hollow

F101 n/a 2m min. 4.04m 0.18m Fill of natural 

hollow

Upper fill of natural hollow F101. 

Organic deposit similar to the 

lower layer F102

n/a F128 F107, 

F111

5

F178 Ditch n/a F183 8.4m 0.8m 0.05m Cut of shallow 

curvilinear ditch

Curvilinear shallow ditch running 

north-south at its northern end and 

curving to run northeast-southwest 

at its southern end, running 

towards hollow F101. Very shallow, 

only the base of the feature 

survives. Base somewhat uneven

n/a Natural F179 5

F179 Re-cut of 

ditch

n/a F140, F141 unknown 0.46m 0.25m Re-cut of ditch 

F134 to east. 

Possible posthole

Narrow U-shaped re-cut section 

through backfilled ring barrow 

F134 to west. 

n/a F152 F141 2



Context Type Fill of Filled by L. (m) W. (m) D. (m) Interpretation Description Finds/ 

Ecofacts

Context 

Above

Context 

Below

Area

F180 Re-cut of 

ditch

n/a F175, F176 unknown 0.62m 0.29m Re-cut of ditch 

F134 to west. 

Possible posthole

Narrow U-shaped re-cut section 

through backfilled ring barrow 

F134 to west. 

n/a F155 F175 2

F181 Fill of ditch F182 Slump within 

barrow

Late slump along internal side of 

ditch to the west. Mottled greeny 

grey to orangey grey gritty sand. 

n/a F152 F180 2

F182 Re-cut of 

ditch

n/a F151, F152, F181 Re-cut of ditch 

F134

Possible re-cut of ditch F134 

apparent in all sections

n/a F148, 

F150

F151 2

F183 Fill of ditch F178 n/a 8.4m 0.8m 0.05m Fill of curvilinear 

ditch

Fill of shallow curvilinear ditch 

F178. Dark grey clay with patches 

of peaty organic material.

n/a F178 F105, 

F114, 

F106

5

F1000 Pit n/a F1001 3.04m 0.4-1.4m 0.12-

0.46m

Cut of linear pit, 

possibly accessing 

watertable

Slightly irregular linear pit 

orientated north-south. Divided 

into three sections getting 

progressively wider and deeper to 

the north. Sharp break of slope at 

the top, concave sides

n/a Natural F1001 4

F1001 Fill of pit F1000 n/a 3.04m 0.4-1.4m 0.12-

0.46m

Fill of linear pit Light grey marly clay with 

occasional pebble inclusions and 

rare charcoal flecks. A layer of 

redeposited natural was present 

along the west side of the pit 0.3m 

in depth and 0.3m in width 

relating to a slump along that side. 

Athin layer of dark grey sandy clay 

formed the base of the fill 0.1m in 

depth

n/a F1000 F1 4



Context Type Fill of Filled by L. (m) W. (m) D. (m) Interpretation Description Finds/ 

Ecofacts

Context 

Above

Context 

Below

Area

F1002 Pit or 

treebole

n/a F1003, F1004 1.6m 0.9m 0.35m Cut of probable 

tree bole

Irregularly-shaped pit or tree bole. 

The top of the cut was well-

defined with sharp edges, sloping 

sides and a concave base. 

Irregularity of cut suggests it may 

be natural stone socket or tree 

bole

n/a Natural F1004 4

F1003 Fill of pit F1002 n/a 1.6m 0.9m 0.35m Fill of tree bole Basal and main fill of possible tree 

bole F1002. Light grey fine clay 

marl with occasional flecks of 

decayed stone

n/a F1004 F1 4

F1004 Fill of pit F1002 n/a 0.8m 0.4m 0.2m Fill of tree bole Upper fill of possible tree bole 

F1002 located in the northeast. 

Mottled orangey brown silty clay 

likely to be redeposited natural

n/a F1002 F1003 4

F1005 Ditch re-cut n/a F1006 22m min. 1.5m 0.3m Re-cut of ditch F9 Wide flat-bottomed re-cutting of 

Ditch F9. Linear ditch meandering 

slightly running northwest-

southeast. Sharp break of slope at 

the top and base, relatively 

straight-sided

n/a F1033 F1006 4

F1006 Fill of ditch F1005 n/a 2m min. 1.5m 0.3m Fill of ditch re-cut Greyish brown clayey silt with 

moderate stone inclusions. Loose 

compaction

n/a F1005 F1 4

F1007 Ditch re-cut n/a F1008, F1032, F103322m min. 0.7m 0.5m Re-cut of ditch F9 U-shaped recutting of Ditch F9. 

Linear ditch meandering slightly 

running northwest-southeast. Wide 

concave base, steep sided with 

sharp break of slope at the top 

and concave break of slope at 

the base

n/a F1031 F1008 4



Context Type Fill of Filled by L. (m) W. (m) D. (m) Interpretation Description Finds/ 

Ecofacts

Context 

Above

Context 

Below

Area

F1008 Fill of ditch F1007 n/a 2m min. 0.15-

0.35m

0.1m Fill of ditch re-cut Light brown silty clay. Appears to 

be a slump from the west side of 

the ditch

n/a F1007 F1032 4

F1009 Ditch n/a F1010, F1030, F103122m min. 0.65m 0.75m Cut of ditch. 

Possible precursor 

to field boundary 

ditch to east

Narrow U-shaped ditch, 

meandering slightly running 

northwest-southeast. Sharpmbreak 

of slope at top and base, steep 

sides and concave base. 

Narrower than later re-cuts. 

n/a Natural F1010 4

F1010 Fill of ditch F1009 n/a 2m min. 0.4m 0.1m Fill of ditch  Primary fill of Ditch F1009. Light 

grey clay marl

n/a F1009 F1030 4

F1011 Ditch n/a F1012 10m min. 2.3m 0.4m Cut of ditch Linear ditch running northwest-

southeast possibly associated with 

Dithc re-cut F1005. Wide flat-

bottomed ditch with steep sides 

and sharp breaks of slope at the 

top and base 

n/a Natural F1012 4

F1012 Fill of ditch F1011 n/a 10m min. 2.3m 0.4m Fill of ditch Fill of linear ditch F1011. Mid-

greyish brown silty clay with 

occasional stone inclusions

Animal 

bone

F1011 F1 4

F1013 Pit n/a F1014, F1015, F10162.8m 1.35m 0.23m Cut of charcoal-

filled pit

Sub-rectangular pit or trough 

orientated east-west with a 

relatively flat base and steep 

sides. Sharp breaks of slope at the 

top and base. Truncated slightly in 

monitoring. Five stake-holes are 

cut into the base of the pit.

n/a Natural F1017, 

F1019, 

F1021, 

F1023, 

F1025

4



Context Type Fill of Filled by L. (m) W. (m) D. (m) Interpretation Description Finds/ 

Ecofacts

Context 

Above

Context 

Below

Area

F1014 Fill of pit F1013 n/a 1.8-2.1m 0.9m 0.02-

0.16m

Fill of charcoal-

filled pit

Black silty clay with frequent 

inclusions of fire-cracked stones 

and charcoal flecking. Loose 

compaction

SS#4 F1015, 

F1018, 

F1022, 

F1024, 

F1026

F1016 4

F1015 Fill of pit F1013 n/a 1.2m 0.35m 0.12m Fill of charcoal-

filled pit

Basal fill of charcoal-filled pit or 

trough F1013. Lighjt grey silty clay 

with mottled orange inclusions 

and moderate charcoal flecking. 

Moderate compaction

n/a F1027 F1014 4

F1016 Fill of pit F1013 n/a 0.8m 0.8m 0.1m Fill of charcoal-

filled pit

Upper fill of charcoal-filled pit 

F1013. Grey silty clay with some 

root disturbance. Loose 

compaction

n/a F1014 F1 4

F1017 Stakehole n/a F1018 0.1m 0.1m 0.12m Cut of stake-hole Circular stake-hole cut into the 

base of charcoal-filled pit F1013 

near its northern side.

n/a F1013 F1018 4

F1018 Fill of 

stakehole

F1017 n/a 0.1m 0.1m 0.12m Fill of stake-hole Loosely compacted dark blackish 

grey silt with charcoal and fire-

cracked stone inclusions

Possible 

pottery

F1017 F1014 4

F1019 Stakehole n/a F1020, F1027 0.1m 0.1m 0.13m Cut of stake-hole Circular stake-hole cut into the 

base of charcoal-filled pit F1013 

near its southeastern corner

n/a F1013 F1020 4

F1020 Fill of 

stakehole

F1019 n/a 0.1m 0.1m 0.08m Fill of stake-hole Basal fill of stake-hole F1020. 

Loosely compacted dark blackish 

grey silt with charcoal and fire-

cracked stone inclusions

SS#8 F1019 F1027 4



Context Type Fill of Filled by L. (m) W. (m) D. (m) Interpretation Description Finds/ 

Ecofacts

Context 

Above

Context 

Below

Area

F1021 Stakehole n/a F1022 0.12m 0.12m 0.15m Cut of stake-hole Circular stake-hole cut into the 

base of charcoal-filled pit F1013 

near its southeastern corner and 

west of stake-hole F1019

n/a F1013 F1022 4

F1022 Fill of 

stakehole

F1021 n/a 0.12m 0.12m 0.15m Fill of stake-hole Loosely compacted dark blackish 

grey silt with charcoal and fire-

cracked stone inclusions

n/a F1021 F1014 4

F1023 Stakehole n/a F1024 0.1m 0.1m 0.15m Cut of stake-hole Circular stake-hole cut into the 

base of charcoal-filled pit F1013 

along its southern side

n/a F1013 F1024 4

F1024 Fill of 

stakehole

F1023 n/a 0.1m 0.1m 0.15m Fill of stake-hole Loosely compacted dark blackish 

grey silt with charcoal and fire-

cracked stone inclusions

SS#9 F1023 F1014 4

F1025 Stakehole n/a F1026 0.12m 0.12m 0.2m Cut of stake-hole Circular stake-hole cut into the 

base of charcoal-filled pit F1013 

along its southwestern side

n/a F1013 F1026 4

F1026 Fill of 

stakehole

F1025 n/a 0.12m 0.12m 0.2m Fill of stake-hole Loosely compacted dark blackish 

grey silt with charcoal and fire-

cracked stone inclusions

SS#10 F1025 F1014 4

F1027 Fill of 

stakehole

F1019 n/a 0.1m 0.1m 0.05m Fill of stake-hole Upper fill of stake-hole F1019. Clay 

marl

n/a F1020 F1015 4

F1028 Cut of pit n/a F1029 0.5m 0.5m 0.33m Cut of pit Circular pit to the northwest of 

charcoal-filled pit F1013. Slightly 

convex sides becoming near 

vertical 0.15m from the top. Flat 

base, sharp breaks of slope

n/a Natural F1029 4



Context Type Fill of Filled by L. (m) W. (m) D. (m) Interpretation Description Finds/ 

Ecofacts

Context 

Above

Context 

Below

Area

F1029 Fill of pit F1028 n/a 0.5m 0.5m 0.33m Fill of pit Grey silty sand with orange 

mottling

n/a F1028 F1 4

F1030 Fill of ditch F1009 n/a 2m min. 0.6m 0.25m Fill of ditch Compact dark greyish brown 

redeposited natural to the east 

mixed with a mid-grey clayey silt 

to the west. Possibly a backfilling 

of the ditch or dumping of bank 

material into the ditch

n/a F1010 F1031 4

F1031 Fill of ditch F1009 n/a 2m min. 0.65m 0.1m Fill of ditch Upper fill of Ditch F1009. Mottled 

light yellowish brown gritty sandy 

silt with occasional pebbles. 

n/a F1030 F1007 4

F1032 Fill of ditch F1007 n/a 2m min. 0.35m 0.05m Fill of ditch re-cut Mottled grey clay marl. Main 

water-borne silting up of the ditch

n/a F1008 F1033 4

F1033 Fill of ditch F1007 n/a 2m min. 0.7m 0.2-

0.45m

Fill of ditch re-cut Upper fill of Dithc re-cut F1007. 

Beige compact clay with 

occasional stones and patches of 

redeposited natural

n/a F1032 F1005 4

F1034 Ditch n/a F1035 10m min. 0.65m 0.25m Cut of shallow 

ditch

Cut of N-S running shallow linear 

ditch in the northern end of Field 

12. This was a shallow linear ditch 

running towards medieval ditch 

F169. It was tested but largely 

preserved in situ. Shallow U-

shaped cut with a flat base

n/a Natural F1035 4

F1035 Fill of ditch F1034 n/a 10m min. 0.65m 0.25m Fill of shallow ditch Fill of shallow linear ditch F1034. 

Brownish grey clayey silt.

n/a F1034 F1 4



APPENDIX B Finds Register
Find No. Site No. Context No. Item No. Count Full name Material Description

15E586:1:1 15E586 1 1 1 Flint Stone Half a flint pebble

15E586:1:2 15E586 1 2 1 Flint Stone Flint fragment

15E586:1:3 15E586 1 3 1 Flint Stone Flint fragment

15E586:1:4 15E586 1 4 1 Flint Stone Flint fragment

15E586:1:5 15E586 1 5 1 Flint Stone Flint fragment

15E586:1:6 15E586 1 6 1 Flint Stone Flint fragment

15E568:1:7 15E568 1 7 1 Medieval pottery Ceramic Very tiny eroded sherd of medieval pottery

15E568:1:8 15E568 1 8 1 Flint Stone Flint “from muck near cut 8”

15E586:1:9-13 15E586 1 9-13 5 Flint Stone large flint fragment

15E568:1:14 15E568 1 14 1 Quartz Stone Quartz stone

15E586:1:15 15E586 1 15 1 Clay pipe Ceramic Part bowl of clay pipe

15E586:1:16 15E586 1 16 1 Iron object Metal Unidentified curved metal fragment

15E586:1:17 15E586 1 17 1

Post-medieval 

pottery Ceramic  Small sherd of brown glazed post-medieval pottery

15E586:1:18 15E586 1 18 1

Post-medieval 

pottery Ceramic Post-Medieval Brownware pottery

15E586:1:19 15E586 1 19 1

Post-medieval 

pottery Ceramic Staffordshire ceramic animal head fitting

15E586:3:1-2 15E586 3 1-2 2 Prehistoric pottery Ceramic

2 small sherds of prehistoric pottery from retent of 

cremation pit sample No. 3

15E586:4:1 15E586 4 1 1 Flint  Stone Flint fragment

15E586:4:2 15E586 4 2 1 Quartz Stone  Quartz fragment

15E586:4:3 15E586 4 3 1 Flint Stone  Burnt flint?

15E586:4:4-37 15E586 4 4-37 34 Prehistoric pottery Ceramic

Small fragments of prehistoric pottery from retent of 

cremation pit sample No.2 

15E586:4:38-137 15E586 4 38-137 100 Prehistoric pottery Ceramic

Small crumbs of prehistoric pottery from retent of 

cremation pit sample No.2 

15E386:4:138-158 15E386 4 138-158 21 Flint Stone 21 tiny flint flakes, some burnt, from Sample No. 2

15E586:4:159 15E586 4 159 Copper-alloy Metal Numerous tiny possible copper-alloy tubular beads

15E586:4:160 15E586 4 160 1 Fossil/bead Stone Fossil or bead from cremation pit

15E586:7:1 15E586 7 1 1 Stone Stone Possible rubbing stone 

15E586:7:2 15E586 7 2 1 Prehistoric pottery Ceramic Very small sherd of possibe prehistoric pottery

15E586:7:3 15E586 7 3 1 Prehistoric pottery Ceramic  Very small sherd of possibe prehistoric pottery



Find No. Site No. Context No. Item No. Count Full name Material Description

15E586:7:5 15E586 7 5 1 Stone Stone Smooth rounded stone, broken

15E586:7:4 15E586 7 4 1 Flint Stone Struck flint ?

15E586:9:1 15E586 9 1 1 Flint Stone Struck flint fragment 

15E586:10:1 15E586 10 1 1 Flint Stone Unworked flint fragment

15E586:10:2 15E586 10 2 1 Flint Stone Possible worked flint fragment

15E586:12:1 15E586 12 1 1 Stone Stone Possible rubbing stone 

15E586:12:2 15E586 12 2 0 cancelled cancelled cancelled

15E586:12:3-11 15E586 12 3-11 9 Prehistoric pottery Ceramic Sherds of prehistoric pottery

15E586:12:12 15E586 12 12 1 Prehistoric pottery Ceramic Sherd of prehistoric pottery

15E586:12:13 15E586 12 13 1 Prehistoric pottery Ceramic Sherd of prehistoric pottery

15E586:12:14 15E586 12 14 1 Prehistoric pottery Ceramic Sherd of prehistoric pottery

15E586:12:15 15E586 12 15 1 Prehistoric pottery Ceramic Sherd of prehistoric pottery

15E586:12:16 15E586 12 16 1 Prehistoric pottery Ceramic Sherd of prehistoric pottery

15E586:12:17 15E586 12 17 1 Prehistoric pottery Ceramic Sherd of prehistoric pottery

15E586:12:18 15E586 12 18 1 Prehistoric pottery Ceramic Sherd of prehistoric pottery

15E586:12:19 15E586 12 19 1 Prehistoric pottery Ceramic Sherd of prehistoric pottery

15E586:12:20 15E586 12 20 1 Prehistoric pottery Ceramic Sherd of prehistoric pottery

15E586:12:21 15E586 12 21 1 Prehistoric pottery Ceramic Sherd of prehistoric pottery

15E586:12:22 15E586 12 22 1 Prehistoric pottery Ceramic Sherd of prehistoric pottery

15E586:12:23 15E586 12 23 1 Prehistoric pottery Ceramic Sherd of prehistoric pottery

15E586:12:24 15E586 12 24 1 Prehistoric pottery Ceramic Sherd of prehistoric pottery

15E586:12:25 15E586 12 25 1 Prehistoric pottery Ceramic Sherd of prehistoric pottery

15E586:12:26 15E586 12 26 1 Prehistoric pottery Ceramic Sherd of prehistoric pottery

15E586:12:27 15E586 12 27 1 Prehistoric pottery Ceramic Sherd of prehistoric pottery

15E586:12:28 15E586 12 28 1 Prehistoric pottery Ceramic Sherd of prehistoric pottery

15E586:12:29 15E586 12 29 1 Prehistoric pottery Ceramic 1 Sherd of prehistoric pottery in 2 pieces 

15E586:12:30 15E586 12 30 1 Prehistoric pottery Ceramic Sherd of prehistoric pottery

15E586:12:31 15E586 12 31 1 Prehistoric pottery Ceramic Sherd of prehistoric pottery

15E586:12:32 15E586 12 32 1 Prehistoric pottery Ceramic Sherd of prehistoric pottery

15E586:12:37 15E586 12 37 1 Prehistoric pottery Ceramic Sherd of prehistoric pottery

15E586:12:33-34 15E586 12 33-34 2 Prehistoric pottery Ceramic 2 Sherds of prehistoric pottery

15E586:12:35-36 15E586 12 35-36 2 Prehistoric pottery Ceramic 2 Sherds of prehistoric pottery

15E586:12:38-39 15E586 12 38-39 2 Prehistoric pottery Ceramic 2 Sherds of prehistoric pottery

15E586:12:40-59 15E586 12 40-59 20 Prehistoric pottery Ceramic 20 sherds of prehistoric pottery



Find No. Site No. Context No. Item No. Count Full name Material Description

15E586:13:1 15E586 13 1 1 Clay mould Ceramic Fragment of prehistoric pin mould

15E586:13:2-3 15E586 13 2-3 2 Prehistoric pottery Ceramic Sherd of prehistoric pottery

15E586:13:4 15E586 13 4 1 Flint Stone Flint fragment

15E586:14:1 15E586 14 1 1 Bead/fossil Stone Possible bead/fossil

15E586:17:1 15E586 17 1 1 Bead/fossil Stone Possible bead/fossil

15E586:18:1 15E586 18 1 1 Brick CBM Lump of eroded red brick

15E586:19:1 15E586 19 1 1

Post-medieval 

pottery  Ceramic  Small  white glazed sherd of post-medieval pottery

15E586:19:2 15E586 19 2 2 Clear Glass Glass

Clear glass, possibly mineral water/sauce bottle, 19
th 

C

15E586:21:1-6 15E586 21 1-6 6 Flint Stone Unworked flint chips

15E586:23:1 15E586 23 1 1 Iron object Metal Unidentified long metal object with bulbous ends

15E586:23:2 15E586 23 2 1 Iron object Metal  Heavily corroded nail

15E586:23:3 15E586 23 3 1 Green glass Glass Green bottle glass 18/19th Centuary 

15E586:23:4-7 15E586 23 4-7 4

Post-medieval 

pottery  Ceramic  4 Sherds of post-medieval pottery

15E586:30:1-4 15E586 30 1-4 4 Flint Stone 4 pieces of flint

15E586:36:1 15E586 36 1 1 Flint Stone Flint fragment

15E586:39:1 15E586 39 1 1 Flint Stone Flint fragment

15E586:68:1 15E586 68 1 1 Flint Stone Flint fragment

15E586:68:2 15E586 68 2 1 Prehistoric pottery Ceramic Small sherd of prehistoric pottery

15E586:75:1 15E586 75 1 1 Flint  Stone Flint fragment

15E586:75:2 15E586 75 2 1 Flint Stone Unworked flint

15E586:99:1 15E586 99 1 1 Flint  Stone Flint, possibly worked

15E586:122:1 15E586 122 1 1

Post-medieval 

pottery  Ceramic

Very small brown glazed sherd of post-medieval 

pottery

15E586:126:1 15E586 126 1 1 Medieval pottery Ceramic

Small glazed sherd of medieval pottery with linear 

decoration

15E586:126:2 15E586 126 2 1 Medieval pottery Ceramic Very tiny sherd of  medieval pottery

15E586:126:3 15E586 126 3 1 Medieval pottery Ceramic Small unglazed sherd of medieval pottery

15E586:126:4-8 15E586 126 4-8 5 Medieval pottery Ceramic

Glazed sherds of medieval pottery – Red fabric, 

green glaze

15E586:126:9 15E586 126 9 1 Medieval pottery Ceramic Small glzed sherd of medieval pottery

15E586:126:10 15E586 126 10 1 Medieval pottery Ceramic Tiny glazed sherd of medieval pottery   



Find No. Site No. Context No. Item No. Count Full name Material Description

15E586:126:11-12 15E586 126 11-12 2 Medieval pottery Ceramic 2 small glazed sherds of medieval pottery  

15E586:126:13-14 15E586 126 13-14 2 Medieval pottery Ceramic

2 sherds of medieval pottery with linear decoration, 

grey fabric, imported

15E586:126:15-19 15E586 126 15-19 5 Medieval pottery Ceramic Small unglazed sherds of medieval pottery

15E586:126:20 15E586 126 20 1 Metal Metal  Unidentified very small metal fragment

15E586:126:21-22 15E586 126 21-22 2 Furnace lining Metal Furnace lining?

15E586:126:23 15E586 126 23 1 Slag Metal   Large lump of slag

15E586:126:24-26 15E586 126 24-26 3 Slag Metal   Lumps of slag

15E586:126:27-33 15E586 126 27-33 7 Slag Metal   Small lumps of slag

15E586:126:34 15E586 126 34 1 Flint Stone Flint fragment

15E586:126:1 15E586 126 1 1 Slag Metal  Small glazed sherd of medieval pottery  

15E586:130:2 15E586 130 2 1 Medieval pottery Ceramic Small glazed sherd of medieval pottery  

15E586:130:3 15E586 130 3 1 Medieval pottery Ceramic Small unglazed sherd of medieval pottery

15E586:130:4-5 15E586 130 4-5 2 Medieval pottery Ceramic Small glazed sherds of medieval pottery

15E586:130:6 15E586 130 6 1 Medieval pottery Ceramic Small unglazed sherd of medieval pottery

15E586:130:7 15E586 130 7 1 Medieval pottery Ceramic Small unglazed sherd of medieval pottery

15E586:130:8 15E586 130 8 1 Medieval pottery Ceramic Vitreous stone fragment - coal

15E586:130:9 15E586 130 9 5 Vitreous stone Stone Very small vitreous stone fragment - coal

15E586:130:10-11 15E586 130 10-11 2 Furnace lining Stone Possible furnace lining 

15E586:130:12-15 15E586 130 12-15 5 Slag Metal Slag/ furnace lining fragments

15E586:130:1 15E586 130 1 1 Medieval pottery Ceramic Small unglazed sherd of medieval pottery

15E586:131:2-3 15E586 131 2-3 2 Medieval pottery Ceramic 2 sherds of medieval pottery, 1 glazed

15E586:131:4-5 15E586 131 4-5 2 Medieval pottery Ceramic Small sherds of glazed medieval pottery

15E586:131:6 15E586 131 6 1 Flint Stone Possibly struck flint

15E586:131:7 15E586 131 7 1 Slag Metal Possible furnace lining/industrial residue

15E586:131:8-9 15E586 131 8-9 2 Brick CBM 2 lumps of eroded red brick

15E586:131:1 15E586 131 1 1 Medieval pottery Ceramic Small possible sherd of medieval pottery

15E586:135:1 15E586 135 1 1 Flint Stone Small flint chip

15E586:151:1 15E586 151 1 1 Flint Stone 1 tiny flint chip from Sample No. 34

15E586:152:1-2 15E586 152 1-2 2 Quartz  Stone  Rounded quartz pebbles

15E586:169:1-5 15E586 169 1-5 5 Medieval pottery Ceramic Small sherds of medieval pottery

15E586:169:6 15E586 169 6 1 Iron object Metal bent metal object, now in two pieces

15E586:170:2 15E586 170 2 1 Burnt stone Stone Burnt sandstone?



Find No. Site No. Context No. Item No. Count Full name Material Description

15E586:170:3-6 15E586 170 3-6 4 Furnace lining Stone?

Unidentified small stone or ceramic. Poss furnace 

lining?

15E586:170:1 15E586 170 1 1 Flint Stone Flint fragment

15E586:171:1-3 15E586 171 1-3 3 Flint  Stone 3 natural flint pieces

15E586:171:4 15E586 171 4 1 Chert? Stone Chert fragment?

15E586:172:1-2 15E586 172 1-2 2

Possible prehistoric 

pottery Pottery? 2 Sherds of possible prehistoric pottery

15E586:?: 15E586 ? Pottery Ceramic 

15E586:173:1 15E586 173 1 1 Iron object Metal Curved iron object



APPENDIX C Sample Register
Sample 

No.

Context No. Area Feature type Volume 

(l.)

Process Result (list materials in g.) Notes

1 F12 3 Enclosure ditch 1 Flot and retent 2mm (22g) and 1mm (12g) retent in 1 bag, not 

checked

2 F4 3 Cremation pit 80 Flot and retent Prehistoric pottery, 

charcoal, cremated bone, 

burnt flint, insect, tubular 

copper?, fossil/bead

2mm (9g) flot, 5mm, 2mm and 1mm (366g) 

retent; rentents to be gone through. Retent in 

Archaeology Plan office to check for more 

possible beads

3 F3 3 Cremation pit 1 Flot and retent Prehistoric pottery, burnt 

bone and charcoal

0.25mm and 1mm flot (, 2mm (111g) retent. 

Retent in Archaeology Plan office to check for 

more possible beads

4 F1014 4 Charcoal pit 110 Flot and retent Charcoal in retent 5mm (43g), 2mm (169g) and 1mm (130g) flot, 

2mm (463g) and 1mm (176g) retent

5 F30 3 Pit 1 Flot and retent Charcoal 4mm (1g) 2mm (5g) and 1mm (3g) flot, 2mm 

(114g) and 1mm (64g) retent

6 F34 3 Enclosure ditch 1 Flot and retent Charcoal 4mm (2g), 2mm (16g) and 1mm (9g) flot, 2mm 

(67g) and 1mm (46g) retent

7 F36 1 Curvilinear gully 5

8 F1020 4 Stake-hole 2 Flot and retent Charcoal in retent 44g retent 

9 F1024 4 Stake-hole 2 Flot and retent Charcoal 2mm (130g) and 1mm (28g) retent

10 F1026 4 Stake-hole 2 Flot and retent Charcoal Flot, 2mm (96g) and 1mm (37g) retent

11 F37 1 Charcoal pit 3 Flot and retent Charcoal 2mm (5g), 1mm (41g) and 0.25mm (151g) flot, 

5mm (107g) and 2mm retent

12 F40 1 Charcoal pit 4 Flot and retent Charcoal 2mm (100g), 1mm (180g) and 0.25mm (304g) 

retent

13 F51 1 Charcoal pit 4 Flot and retent Charcoal 2mm flot (25g), 2mm (114g), 1mm (68g) and 

0.25mm retent



Sample 

No.

Context No. Area Feature type Volume 

(l.)

Process Result (list materials in g.) Notes

14 F78 3 Enclosure ditch 0.1 Flot and retent Burnt bone? And possible 

bead/ fossil

1mm retent (4g)

15 F12 3 Enclosure ditch 10 Flot and retent Possible burnt bone, 

charcoal

2mm (313g), 1mm (328g) and 0.25mm (707g) 

retent

16 F13 3 Enclosure ditch 10 Flot and retent 1mm (392g) retent

17 F72 3 Enclosure ditch 10 Flot and retent Flint, charcoal, possible 

bead, possible burnt bone

1mm (164g) retent

18 F75 3 Enclosure ditch 10 Flot and retent Possible charcoal 5mm and 2mm flot (1g), 2mm (405g) retent

19 F9 3 Enclosure ditch 10 Flot and retent 2mm (357g) and 1mm (286g) retent

20 F7 3 Enclosure ditch 10 Flot and retent Charcoal 1mm (158g) retent

21 F79 5 Burnt spread 20 Charcoal in retent, flint and 

mystery stone

2mm (591g) and 1mm retent (179g)

22 F13 3 Enclosure ditch 0.1 Charcoal in retent 1mm (8g) retent

23 F36 1 Curvilinear gully 10 Flot and retent 2mm (242g) and 1mm (101g) retent

24 F92 1 Post-hole 7 Flot and retent Charcoal 5mm (1g) and 2mm flot (1g), 1mm (78g) retent

25 F39 1 Curvilinear gully 5 Flot and retent 2mm (595g) and 1mm (245g) retent

26 Cancelled

27 F102 5 Organic linear 10 Flot and retent Good flot (926g wet), retent 5mm (408g), 2mm 

(692g), 1mm (92g wet) and 0.25g (738g) retent

28 F102, F128 5 Organic linear Column To be confirmed

29 F102 5 Organic linear Wood Kept for ID Wood Piece of wood, 1000g



Sample 

No.

Context No. Area Feature type Volume 

(l.)

Process Result (list materials in g.) Notes

30 F129 5 Medieval ditch 858g To be sent for metallurgical analysisSlag/ metallurgical waste 858g

31 F136 2 Barrow 1 Flot and retent Charcoal and possible 

antler/nut shell

Retent not kept

32 F147 2 Barrow 10 Flot and retent Shell 2mm (417g) and 1mm (228g) retent

33 F136 2 Barrow 10 Flot and retent Burnt bone and charcoal 2mm (181g) and 1mm (67g) retent

34 F151 2 Barrow 2.5 Flot and retent Burnt bone and fossil 1g flot,  2mm (57g) and 1mm (18g) retent

35 F152 2 Barrow 0.1 Flot and retent Land snail shell Retent not kept

36 F157 2 Barrow

37 F147 2 Barrow 2 Flot and retent Wood/organics Small sample of wood/organics from flot

38 F152 2 Barrow 2g retent

39 F152 2 Barrow 1 Flot and retent Land snail shell Retent not kept

40 F150 2 Barrow 1 Not processed yet, insect in sample

41 F150 2 Barrow 1 Flot and retent clay, land snail shell Retent not kept

42 F130 5 Medieval ditch n/a n/a Fragment of large mammal 

vertebrae for dating

n/a



APPENDIX D Bone Register
Context No. Feature type Area Weight (g.) Notes

F1 Over organics 5 Animal bone

F3 Cremation pit 3 >1g Burnt bone

F4 Cremation pit 3 14g Burnt bone

F7 Enclosure ditch 3 c. 2g Burnt bone

F7 Enclosure ditch 3 Cow tooth?

F10 Enclosure ditch 3 Unburnt bone fragments

F12 Enclosure ditch 3 1g Burnt bone

F12 Enclosure ditch 3 Cow tooth?

F13 Enclosure ditch 3 Unburnt animal bone, possible cow tooth.

F18 Post-med ditch 2 Animal bone

F72 Enclosure ditch 3 >1g Burnt bone?

F78 Posthole 3 >1g Burnt bone

F126 Medieval ditch 5 Animal bone

F130 Medieval ditch 5 Animal bone

F131 Medieval ditch 5E Unburnt animal bone

F135 Barrow 2 Unburnt bone

F135 Barrow 2 >1g Burnt bone

F136 Barrow 2 Unburnt bone

F136 Barrow 2 2g Burnt bone

F147 Barrow 2 >1g Possible burnt bone

F149 Barrow 2 Unburnt bone

F151 Barrow 2 Fossil/ bone

F151 Barrow 2 Possible burnt bone

F152 Barrow 2 Unburnt bone

F152* Barrow 2 >1g Possible burnt bone

F1012 Medieval ditch 4 Animal bone



APPENDIX E Drawing Register
Drawing No. Plan/Section Description Scale Area

1 Plan Mid-ex plan of Ditches F6 and F8 1:50 3

2 Plan Mid-ex plan of Area 1 East 1:50 1

3 Section Northwest-facing section of Ditch F35 1:10 1

4 Section Southeast-facing section of Ditch F35 1:10 1

5 cancelled n/a n/a n/a

6 Plan Post-ex plan of Charcoal pit F1013 1:20 4

7 Plan Mid-ex plan of Charcoal pit F1013 1:20 4

8 Section Southwest-facing section of Ditches F11 and F22 1:20 2

9 Section West-facing section of Charcoal pit F1013 1:10 4

10 Section South-facing section of Pit F41 1:10 1

11 Section South-facing section of Pit F43 1:10 1

12 Section South-facing section of Pit F45 1:10 1

13 Plan Pre-ex plan of postholes in Area 1 Southwest 1:50 1

14 Plan Post-ex plan of Area 1 East 1:50 1

15 Plan Post-ex plan of Area 1 East 1:50 1

16 Section Southeast-facing section of F38 1:10 1

17 Plan Post-ex plan of postholes in Area 1 Southwest 1:50 1

18 Plan Mid-ex plan of Area 1 East 1:50 1

19 Section South-facing section of Pit F58 1:10 1

20 Section North-facing section of Pit F54 1:10 1

21 Section South-facing section of Pit F60 1:10 2

22 Section South-facing section of Ditch F38 1:10 1

23 Section North-facing section of Ditch F8 and Posthole 

F70

1:10 3

24 Plan Post-ex plan of Ditch F67, Area 3 west 1:20 3

25 Plan Post-ex plan of Ditch F67, Area 3 southwest 1:20 3

26 Plan Post-ex plan of Ditch F67, Area 3 northwest 1:20 3

27 Section South-facing section of Ditch F67 1:10 3

28 Section South-facing section of Ditch F67 1:10 3

29 Section North-facing section of Ditch F67 1:10 3

30 Section North-facing section of Ditch F8  1:10 3

31 Plan Mid-ex plan of Burnt spread F79 1:50 5

32 Section South-facing section of Ditch F6 1:10 3

33 Section Northwest-facing section of Ditch F6 1:10 3

34 Section Profile of Ditch F8 looking east-southeast 1:10 3

35 Section Profile of Ditch F6 looking west 1:10 3

36 Section Profile of Ditch F8 looking south-southeast 1:10 3

37 Section Profile of Ditch F67 looking west 1:10 3

38 Section Profile of Ditch F6 looking west-southwest 1:10 3

39 Plan Post-ex plan of Ditch F6, Area 3 south 1:20 3

40 Plan Post-ex plan of Ditches F6 and F8, Area 3 

southeast

1:20 3

41 Plan Post-ex plan of Ditch F8, Area 3 northeast 1:20 3

42 Plan Post-ex plan of Area 3 north 1:20 3

43 Plan Post-ex plan of Ditch F67, Area 3 northwest 1:20 3



44 Section North-facing section of Posthole F84 1:10 5

45 Section East-facing section of Burnt spread F79 1:10 5

46 Plan Mid-ex plan of Area 1 West 1:50 1

47 Section East-facing section of F95 F94 1:10 1

48 Section North-facing section of F35 F36 1:10 1

49 Section North-facing section of F38 F39 1:10 1

50 Section North-facing section of Ditch F35 1:10 1

51 Section North-facing section of Ditch F38 1:10 1

52 Section South-facing section of Ditch F35 1:10 1

53 Section South-facing section of Ditch F38 1:10 1

54 Section South-facing section of Ditch F98 1:10 1

55 Plan Plan of organic deposits in Area 5: West end 1:50 5

56 Section South-facing section of Ditch F98 1:10 5

57 Plan Plan of organic deposits in Area 5: middle 

section

1:50 5

58 Plan Plan of organic deposits in Area 5: East end 1:50 5

59 Section East-facing section of organic linear F101 1:10 5

60 Section East-facing section of organic linear F101 1:20 5

61 Section South-facing section of Medieval ditch F125 1:10 5

62 Section North-facing section of Medieval ditch F125 1:10 5

63 Plan Post-ex plan Medieval Ditch F125 1:50 5

64 Section South-facing section of Ditch F125 Box #3 1:10 5

65 Plan Mid-ex plan of Barrow F134 1:20 2

66 Section West-facing section of Barrow F134 Box #2 1:10 2

67 Section East-facing section of Barrow F134 Box #2 1:10 2

68 Section North-facing section of Barrow F134 Box #1 1:10 2

69 Section Southeast-facing section of Barrow F134 Box #1 1:10 2

70 Section North-facing section of Barrow F134 Box #3 1:10 2

71 Section Section of Ditch F11 1:10 2

72 Plan Post-ex plan of Barrow F134 1:20 2

73 Section Southwest-facing section of Barrow F134 Box #3 1:10 2

74 Plan Plan of linears around Barrow F134 1:50 2

75 Section South facing section of F158 1:10 2

76 Section Section of F168 1:20 5

77 Section Ammendment of drawing No.68 1:10 2

78 Plan Plan of F168 1:50 5



APPENDIX F Archive Register

Site Name: Clogheder/ Clonard or Folkstown Great, Balbriggan

Archaeological Licence No. 15E586

Site director: Steven McGlade

Date: 20/12/16

Field Records Items (quantity) Comments

Site drawings (plans) 27

Site sections, profiles, elevations 50

Other plans, sketches, etc. 0

Timber drawings 0

Stone structural drawings 0

Site diary/ notebooks 3

Site registers (folders) 1

Survey/levels data (origin information) Digital Site survey

Context sheets (paper) 214

Context sheets (digital) 214

Wood sheets 0

Skeleton sheets 0

Worked stone sheets 0

Digital photographs 1,068

Photographs (print) 0

Photographs (slide) 0

Finds and environmental archive

Flint/chert 65

Stone artefacts 7

Pottery - prehistoric 200

Medieval 38

Post-medieval 9

Ceramic building materials (specify types eg 

daub, tile) 3

Metal artefacts (specify types - bronze, iron) - 

iron 55
Tubular beads to be conserved 

before full number is clear

Glass 3

Other find types or special finds
9

 1clay mould, 8 furnace lining 

fragments

Human bone (specify type eg cremated, 

skeleton, disarticulated) - cremated bone
10

10 samples of cremated bone

Animal bone 14 14 samples of animal bone

Metallurgical waste 18 18 fragments of slag

Environmental bulk soil (specify number of 

samples) 39

Environmental monolith (specify number of 

samples and number of tins per sample 1 column

Timbers/ stakes 0

Security of archive Good Digital and paper archive






















